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Abstract 

Many industries are in the process of adopting or considering adoption of the Just

In-Time philosophy and techniques. Most of these firms are not characterized by the type 

of environment which is required for transferring the philosophy, such as stable manufac

turing factors. The adverse effect of environmental uncertainties on the operating phase 

of Just-In-Time systems in general and the performance of Kanban systems in particular 

has been well documented. 

This dissertation proposes a framework for designing robust Kanban systems, by 

adopting the product and process design approach pioneered by Genichi Taguchi. A robust 

Kanban system is one whose performance is insensitive to environmental uncertainties. As 

part of our investigation, we illustrate how frequency domain experiments can be used in 

order to investigate the effect of noise factors and their interactions on the performance 

of a Kanban system. The technique allows us to examine simultaneously many factors 

that previous researchers have studied separately, and so explore and identify important 

interaction effects. We develop a general framework for designing a robust Kanban system 

that can be applied to different production configurations, and illustrate the robust design 

process via a simulation study of a three-stage manufacturing line. 
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Chapter 1 

Motivation 

1.1 Introduction 

Manufacturing industries in North America are facing the challenge offoreign competition. 

"These competitors are known for their ability to produce high quality low cost products" 

(Costanza [11]). The market of some products such as television, video cassette recorders 

and other electronic items has already been lost. Others such as automobile and semicon

ductors have experienced serious impact from foreign competitors, especially from Japan. 

Which industry is next? It appears that our traditional manufacturing philosophies and 

techniques are not meeting the demand of the global market environment. 

Many different hypotheses have been suggested by executives, management con

sultants, and academics to explain the obvious success of Japan's production machine. 

The competing and conflicting hypotheses cover a wide spectrum, from management style 

to workers' loyalty, and from quality circles to government support. The most common 

denominators among these hypotheses are the just-in-time, total quality, and total people 

involvement philosophies. These approaches are generally commended as superior to our 

t.raditional manufacturing philosophies and techniques. Hall [23] refers to the philosophies 

as "the essence of excellence" in manufacturing. In the next section we will examine the 

jllst-in-time philosophy in more detail. 
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1.2 The Just-In-Time Philosophy 

Just-in-time (JIT) manufacturing merely means to produce or acquire the right items 

(materials, parts, etc.) in the right quantity and at the right time. Total quality, on 

the other hand, means defining, anticipating and meeting customer needs with defect-free 

products and services. Call it job enrichment or enhancement, total people involvement 

means providing workers with opportunities to demonstrate their full capabilities in run

ning and improving the shop. More about these philosophies can be found in Sugimori 

and Kasunoki [78], Schonberger [70], Hall [22, 23], and Hutchins [27]. 

During the last decade, a great deal of enthusiasm for adopting JIT has surfaced. 

In the words of Vollmann, Berry, and Whybark ([82], p. 67): 

.... JIT is one of the basic bodies of knowledge for modern approaches to 

manufacturing planning and control (MPC). JIT embodies much more than 

MPC systems. JIT is both a philosophy and a set of techniques. Moreover, the 

techniques go beyond those traditionally considered part of a manufacturing 

planning and control system. JIT makes major changes in the actual practice 

of manufacturing, which in turn affects MPC execution. JIT greatly reduces 

the complexity of detailed material planning, the need for shop-floor tracking, 

work-in-process inventories, and the transactions associated with shop-floor 

and purchasing systems .... 

Thus, JIT's mission is beyond manufacturing planning and control. The goal is the 

elimination of waste in any shape or form. Shin go (Hall [23], p. 26) mentions seven different 

categories of waste: over-production, waiting, transportation, processing (an item) itself, 

stocks, motion, and defective products. Hall [23] refers to JIT as "the philosophy of 

value-added manufacturing." Anything that does not add value to the product or service 

in terms of equipment, space, time, energy, stocks, or human activity of any sort, is 

, 
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considered waste and must be eliminated. As such, simplicity and visibility become major 

components of this philosophy. Computerization and automation are carried out only if 

they either add value or prevent loss. 

1.2.1 JIT and the Kanban Pull System 

The control of production and inventory level in a JIT setting is facilitated by a pull 

system. In a pull system the production of an item is allowed only when there is an actual 

demand for it. The demand imposed on the final stage is transmitted upstream, stage 

by stage, pulling materials through the manufacturing system. Every stage is responsible 

for meeting the demand of the succeeding stage, thus effectively reacting to the end item 

demand. This is in direct contrast with the traditional push system in which every stage 

must process whatever is pushed from preceding stages [80]. The information or signaling 

system used to pull materials in a JIT setting is generally referred to as a K anban system 

(meaning a visible record or card in Japanese). Kanban systems, which will be explained 

in detail in Chapter 2, regulate the inventory level and production timing of a JIT firm in 

order to prevent the wastes of over-production and over-stocking. 

1.2.2 Is it JIT? 

While Japan's industrial success is obvious, can it be attributed in part to the just-in-time 

production system? Consider the auto industry where the investment in work-in-process 

inventory and raw materials constitute a high percentage of total investment. Year-end 

work-in-process plus raw materials inventories of three American and three Japanese auto 

manufacturers as a fraction of annual Cost-of-Goods-Sold are presented in Figure 1.1 

(reported from Lieberman et al. [43]). Based on Figure 1.1, Toyota consistently shows a 

lower percentage of inventory throughout the years of study, from 0.02 in the early 1960's 

to 0.01 in 1987. It is remarkable that such a low inventory and its sharp reduction (50% 
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by the mid 1980's) is the result of the JIT system developed by Toyota in the 1950's. 

Figure 1.1 also shows a significant reduction in inventory level for American firms since 

their initiation of the JIT philosophy in the late 1970's. One might argue that the decrease 

in inventory level might be due to workers' productivity. However, Lieberman et al. [43] 

found that was not the case-in fact, work-in-process reduction and labor productivity 

improvement were negatively correlated for the six manufacturers. Thus, they argue that 

the JIT manufacturing philosophy is the main factor behind the change. 

1.2.3 Transferring the Philosophy 

There are many successful instances of JIT plants running in North America. Two Hughes 

divisions summarized the results of their JIT implementations as: "We've been able to cut 

inventory by more than 90% but still can meet our obligations" [24]. Harley-Davidson, 

Ford Motor Company, GM, Hewlett Packard, and Kawasaki USA are among other com

panies that have benefitted from adopting this system. However, this is only one side of 

the story. While the JIT philosophy sounds extremely appealing and has been employed 

by many large plants, its implementation has not been very successful in other instances. 

Crawford, Blackstone, and Cox [12] studied 39 companies in the process of imple

menting the JIT philosophy. A major purpose of the study was to identify implemen

tation and operating problems experienced by early implementers. Their study covered 

companies of different types (primarily automotive and electronics industries) with sizes 

of between GO and 10,000 employees. The major implementation problems fell into two 

broad categories: people problems and technical problems. People problems were broken 

down into cultural resistance, lack of top management support, and lack of organizational 

communications. Technical problems, on the other hand, included lack of resources, pel'

formance measures and a variety of other problems. Among the difficulties which the 

companies faced in the operating phase were the following: 
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o Inability to meet the schedule due to lack of trained workers to substitute for absent 

workers, mismatched production rates between related processes, work stoppages 

due to quality problems, and lumpy demand. 

I.) Operating problems due to excessive scrap. 

o Lack of vendor support in terms of unacceptable incoming material quality and 

fluctuations in delivery time (early or late material receipts). 

\) Poor sales forecasting that makes production planning difficult. 

o Data inaccuracy related to standard time, inventory status and tracking of inventory 

in the shop floor. 

o Machine breakdowns that cause line stoppage. 

Thus, uncertainty is a major common denominator of almost all difficulties faced 

by those companies in the operating phase of JIT systems. In particular, the adverse effect 

of environmental uncertainty on the performance of Kanban pull systems has been studied 

by Huang, Rees, Taylor [25], Lee and Seah [41], Philipoom, Rees, Taylor, and Huang [56], 

Tang [79], and Krajewski, King, Ritzman, and Wong [38]. 

1.2.4 Why Kanban? 

Under the JIT philosophy a company must pursue the gradual removal of waste and 

environmental uncertainties, e.g., by reducing setup time, improving quality and reduc

ing scrap, reducing work-in-process and finished products, balancing the production rates 

across different stages, designing better facilities, improving the suppliers relationship, 

and exercising preventive maintenance. Particular attention also should be paid to imple

menting a pull system such as a Kanban system to realize the full benefits of just-in-time 

manufacturing. Krajewski et al. [38] refer to the Kanban system as a convenient way 
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to implement a small lot strategy, as required in the JIT systems, and regard it as "a 

way to expose environmental problems" (p. 56). Thus, exposing problems is an important 

characteristic of Kanban systems. When a problem is exposed, it calls for action including 

that of management. Solving the problem tightens management control, and makes the 

production environment more stable. Visibility, as well as a paperless production and 

inventory control system, make the Kanban system even more attractive. 

1.2.5 Kanban System Design Overview 

Several parameters (also called decision factors or controllable variables) impact the be

havior of a Kanban system. A partial list of these parameters is: the number of kanbans, 

lot or batch size, and the kanban or container cycle time. In practice, a standard con

tainer holds a batch of parts. The number of kanbans sets an upper limit on the number 

of batches (containers full of parts) that may be kept in stock and the number of produc

tion orders that can be released at one time. Thus, the sum of the total number of batches 

in inventory and the total number of batches in order can not exceed the total number of 

kanbans. The container size or lot size simply determines the number of items that must 

be produced when a production order (kanban or card) is received. The kanban cycle 

time is related to the frequency of releasing orders to the producing stations. Roughly 

speaking, the cycle time is the period of time that a kanban (card) waits until it becomes 

a production order. Cycle time can be instantaneous. 

The design of a Kanban system partly refers to the selection and determination of 

one or more of these parameters. The number of parameters increases with the complexity 

of the manufacturing system, variety of products, and the number of work centers. Among 

the parameters, determining the number of kanbans has received some attention in the 

literature. Generally speaking, for a given lot size and kanban cycle time, the number of 

kanba.ns is equal to the a.verage demand (in terms of the number of containers) during lead 
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time, adjusted by a safety factor. Such an approach for getting the number of kanbans 

has been taken by companies such as Toyota whose manufacturing environment is stable 

(Sugimori et al. [78]). Any periodic small variation in the production plan or the condition 

of the shop floor of such a firm is adjusted by the foreman through the increase or decrease 

of the number of kanbans (or empty containers). Such a simple and decentralized control 

system is possible due to the visibility and simplicity of the kanban system. 

1.2.6 Contributions of the Research 

In much of the literature on JIT, the adverse effect of instability in the manufacturing en

vironment on the performance of Kanball systems is greatly emphasized. The stability of 

the manufacturing environment is based primarily on rather invariant manufacturing pa

rameters: planned machine maintenance which minimizes unexpected down times; highly 

skilled multifunction workers that can be quickly dispatched to bottleneck stations to 

prevent the variability in lead times and maintain the smooth flow of work-in-process; 

production of (almost) scrap free products that prevents shortages of parts and subassem

blies and delays; minimum variability in timing, quality and quantity of the materials 

received from suppliers; small setup times and highly stable processing times; and master 

production schedules that are frozen due to high and stable levels of demand for their 

final products. Since the U.S. manufacturing environment is not characterized by such 

stable manufacturing parameters, Kanban systems which can operate in such conditions 

are difficult to design. 

There is no question that many industries in the U.S. are in the process of adopt

ing or considering adoption of the JIT philosophy and techniques. As mentioned before, 

the instability of the production environment has been one of the major problems in the 

operational phase. The research to date has suggested that the improvement of produc

tion environment is a prerequisite for adopting just-in-time production with Kanban. A 
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well defined framework for designing a Kanban system capable of performing well in an 

uncertain manufacturing environment does not exist, and researchers have not developed 

alternative pull systems that can perform well in an unstable setting. This raises several 

questions of interest to both practitioners and researchers: 

1. If environmental noise factors must first be improved before a Kanban system is 

in place, in what order must they improve? This question has already been an

swered in a combined manner by grouping many noise factors into clusters [38]. 

The factorial design methodology used in this study meant that the number 

of simulation runs required was exponentially related to the number of factors 

under investigation. Since a large number of environmental noise factors exist, 

combining factors into clusters was the only way to make the study manage

able using factorial analysis. However, clustering limits the insights possible 

and makes it more difficult to suggest specific improvement priorities. 

2. Are there any interaction effects among environmental factors on the perfor

mance of Kanban systems? The answer to this question is of special strategical 

value to production managers. If the answer is yes, then the improvement of 

the factors must be considered simultaneously. Such a study has not been done 

in the past. The most comprehensive study on the effect of noise factors has 

been done by Krajewski, Lee, King, and Ritzman [38]. In their words, "Of 

course, the results and conclusions reported here are true only for the combina

tions tested and extrapolation to generality is done at the reader's risk. More 

complete experimentation is needed on subsets of the factor clusters to identify 

important second-order interactions" ([38], p. 57). 

3. What if the number of noise factors are large, the improvement process is 

extremely expensive, and it may takes years to complete improvement projects? 
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Do these factors imply that in each of those cases the company must simply 

ignore the benefits of Kanban or wait for a long period of time in order to 

realize the advantage of a complete JIT system? Is it possible to design a 

Kanban system that can perform relatively well (i.e., is relatively insensitive 

to noise factors) with respect to some performance measure, in an uncertain 

manufacturing environment? The answer to this question is of tactical and 

strategic value. If so, then the improvement projects such as reducing setup 

time, training, facility design, improving quality, etc., can be pursued in a timely 

fashion. Thus, investment requirements for the projects can be optimized based 

on priorities and cost allowing assessment of extremely expensive projects in 

terms of their marginal benefit (value added), while avoiding the organizational 

confusion and high costs often associated with rapid change. 

4. How should a practitioner pursue the design and implementation of such a 

robust Kanban system ifit exists? To answer this question, a general framework 

must be developed to address the first three questions in a systematic manner. 

This dissertation tries to answer the above questions by proposing a nontraditional ap

proach to Kanban system design. The potential contributions of this approach are of both 

theoretical and practical importance. 

From a theoretical perspective, the research extends Taguchi's robust product and 

]J1'Ocess design approach to robust Kanban system design, and demonstrates its advantages 

over the approaches taken previously by other researchers. This dissertation also proposes 

a change in the research direction from a passive or reactive to a proactive philosophy. 

Instead of first shaping up the environment and then implementing Kanban, a firm can 

implement Kanban to obtain some of its benefits and get information about which envi

ronmental factors are most problematic and should be improved quickly. 
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In order to identify the important noise factors, we employ an experiment design 

and analysis technique developed for screening multiple factors in complex systems. The 

technique allows us to investigate many more factors simultaneously than have been stud

ied in the past, as well as to identify important interactions. 

Another potential contribution of this research is the proposal of a framework 

that formalizes all pertinent activities and components of Kanban design from parameter 

identification to sensitivity analysis. We expect such formalization will ease future research 

in the area of Kanban design. 

The demonstrated theoretical contributions of this research are also of high practi

cal importance. This dissertation proposes an opportunity to those manufacturing firms 

which are considering JIT but do not have the ideal manufacturing environment. The 

opportunity includes the potential of gaining the advantage of a complete system with 

Kanban in a more timely manner, an important component in the increasingly global 

marketplace. The proposed framework is also expected to guide the practitioners and 

ease the process of Kanban system design. 

1.2.7 Organization of the Dissertation 

In Chapter 2 we characterize JIT systems and present previous studies related to Kanban 

in more detail. Chapter 3 is devoted to the explanation of the methodologies used: the 

Taguchi approach to robust product and process design as well as frequency domain exper

iments. In Chapter 4, we include the methodologies of Chapter 3 in a general framework 

for designing robust Kanban systems. We develop a simulation model that will be used to 

demonstrate the framework in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6, frequency domain experiments 

are used to identify important noise factors of our simulated system. The process of ro

bust Kanban system design for our simulated system is demonstrated in Chapter 1, and 

in Chapter 8 we discuss future research directions. 
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Chapter 2 

Just-In-Time Manufacturing 

2.1 Introduction 

The goal of the just-in-time production is manufacturing perfection through the elimi

nation of waste in any form and shape. Thus, the just-in-time philosophy is a guide to 

constant improvement. Certain techniques and methods have shown their effectiveness 

in practice to implement the philosophy. In Section 2.2 of this chapter, we explain the 

fundamental elements of JIT with particular emphasis on the Kanban system. In Section 

2.3, a literature search on the Kanban related issues will be presented. 

2.2 Fundamental Elements of JIT 

Full implementation of JIT manufacturing results in an organizational environment dra

matically different from that of conventional U.S. manufacturing firms. Although details 

may differ, a prototypical JIT firm exhibits six fundamental characteristics (Chase and 

Aquilano [9]). 

o Setup Time Reduction and Flexibility 

o Cellular Manufacturing 

o Level Scheduling 
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GI Quality at the Source 

I) Focused Factory and Supplier Networks 

I) Pull system or Kanban 

In what follows, a brief explanation of the first five elements will be presenten, while the 

Kanban system will be covered in more detail. 

Setup Time Reduction and Flexibility 

Setup time is the operating time lost in order to switch from one form of product to 

another. This operational down time is a major source of waste. In addition, long machine 

down time will require substantial work-in-process. In order to reduce work-in-process, lots 

must be produced in small sizes. According to the EOQ (economic order quantity) model, 

small lot production requires small setup cost or time to make production economical. 

EOQ is the lot size for which the sum of total setup cost and total carrying cost for a 

given planning horizon (usually one year) is minimum. Historically, the functional form of 

the setup cost in the formula was assumed to be fixed. However, Japanese firms employ 

engineering knowledge, innovations and training projects to continually reduce the setup 

time in order to achieve smaller EOQ. This not only reduces the work-in-process, but 

also increases the flexibility of the manufacturing system by making frequent changeovers 

feasible or economical. Thus, the system can respond to market changes more quickly and 

effectively. 

Even though the setup times have not been completely eliminated, the lot size 

used by firms employing JIT is typically smaller than EOQ, because EOQ fails to account 

for other benefits of small lot production such as improved quality, reduced scrap and 

rework, and faster feedback concerning production problems [70]. Hall [23] believes that 

setup times are frequently cut by 50% or more just by having everything ready when time 
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comes for the changeover operations. Interested readers are referred to Schonberger [70], 

Hall [21, 22, 23], and Monden [50, 51, 52]. 

Cellular Manufacturing 

One of the effective ways to eliminate waste is to change the layout for minimizing travel 

distances of materials, tooling, and people. The traditional layout of discrete parts man

ufacturing systems is based on specialized departments containing functionally similar 

machines or operations. Such a layout, which is referred to as a job shop, usually imposes 

long travel time on parts and people, while the parts are being passed from one depart

ment to another for processing. The problem of locating different departments to minimize 

travel distances in a job shop environment has been studied for decades. Inefficiency a..'1d 

delays in a job shop increase significantly when parts pass through the same department 

several times for operations. 

In cellular manufacturing, functionally dissimilar machines are grouped together in 

a cell (department) to produce a range of relatively similar parts. Such a layout reduces 

the production lead time by reducing the travel distances of parts and people. The travel 

distances are reduced by performing as many operations on a part as possible in a single 

cell. The JIT firms incorporated the cellular manufacturing concept with aU-shaped 

layout and flexible (multifunction) workers as well as flexible machines, and increased 

overall productivity and flexibility still further. 

Level Scheduling 

The Master Production Schedule (MPS) is a multi-period schedule of future demands for 

the company's products. It contains the plan of monthly or weekly production schedules. 

In day-to-day operations, however, the actual demand for the final product may not be the 

same as the forecast. Variation in the final assembly demand is amplified (due to lot sizing 
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rules) and carried to the feeder stations. Thus, some production resources (machines, 

workers) may become idle, while others become overloaded. The result is a nonuniformly 

loaded plant. The objective of level scheduling is to dampen the fluctuations transmitted 

to the upstream stages. In a JIT system, the flexibility achieved by cellular manufacturing, 

flexible workers and low setup times allows frequent production changeovers. This means 

the product mix can be adjusted to react rapidly to market fluctuations, while the overall 

load of the plant is kept as close to the master schedule as possible. 

Quality at the Source 

Quality at the source means that the responsibility for quality is on the maker of the 

product. The concept was introduced by Feigenbaum around 1961. In Feigenbaum's 

words, "make them right the first time." The best way to implement the concept is to 

give each person only one part at a time, so the quality problems can not be hidden by 

working on alternate pieces. This is facilitated by small lot production: the moment a 

defective item is found, the line will be stopped and the source of the problem will be 

investigated. While this may reduce the output rate, the output rate is considered of 

minor importance relative to the production of quality items. However, adherence to the 

daily schedule is required: any possible discrepancy between the actual and planned daily 

schedule is corrected by overtime. 

Focused Factory and Supplier Networks 

A large plant and a highly vertically integrated manufacturing system is expensive to 

build and operate. It is inflexible, and its complexity makes it difficult to manage. The 

Japanese solved this problem by building a network of small suppliers around the main 

plant, specialized in producing certain parts. These suppliers cooperate closely with the 

mother plant in all phases of production, from the initial product design to production 
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scheduling. The mother plant provides technical assistance to the suppliers to increase 

their productivities. Their relationships are based on close communication. Deliveries 

are made with extreme care in terms of quantity, quality and timing. This can prevent 

redundant inspections, rejections of defective lots, delays, shortages or surpluses, thus 

saving time and money for all involved. 

Pull system or Kanban 

"Pull systems are really one manifestation of the principle of visibility. (They) promote 

direct, immediate visibility of problems and conditions to the direct, hands-on people 

who can take immediate action. (An aged inventory list from a computer system is not 

immediate feedback.)" Hall [23], p. 95. 

In order to produce the right item in the right quantity at the right time, the 

production system should adjust itself to the demand for the end item. The final stage 

of the manufacturing system is responsible for satisfying the end item demand, and itself 

creates demand for subassemblies and parts from the feeder stages. Every stage signals 

its upstream stage, equal to what it consumes to satisfy the demand of the downstream 

stage. As a result, the materials, parts and subassemblies are pulled through the system 

by the demand imposed on the final stage. 

This approach to production scheduling and control is in contrast to the traditional 

push system or MRP (Materials Requirements Planning; see for example Orlicky [55]). In 

MRP systems, production resources (machines, workers) produce according to an exploded 

Master Production Schedule and push the parts downstream. Discrepancies in forecasting 

demand, capacity, and lead times can create nervousness in the system (Blackburn, Kropp 

and Miller [4]). 

One way of implementing the pull system is the Kanban system which was devel

oped by Toyota and used widely by those companies who adopted JIT. Kanban in the 
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Japanese language means "visible record." It is generally used to mean a card. In this 

document the word Kanban (capitalized) is used whenever we refer to it as a system; when 

we refer to it as a card or signal, kanban is used. 

The basic two-card model (Toyota system) incorporates two types of kanbans: con

veyance or move kanbans (also referred to as withdrawal kanbans), and production kanbans. 

Each kanban is attached to a container and usually contains the information about the 

parts, succeeding (user stage) and preceding (feeder or supplier stage), the size of the 

container and so on. A production stage or a work center refers to its generic meaning. A 

single machine, an operator, a transporter, a U-shape cell, or a remote plant, can each be 

referred to as a production stage or work center. 

Generally, each production stage consists of a production point and two inventory 

buffers-inbound (input) inventory and outbound (output) inventory. The move kanbans 

authorize the shipment of materials (parts) from the outbound buffer of preceding stage 

(feeder stage) to the inbound buffer of the succeeding stage (user stage). The production 

kanbans authorize withdrawing materials (parts) from the inbound buffer of a stage and 

starting the production. When production finishes, the full container of completed parts 

is stored in the outbound buffer of that stage until it is demanded by the succeeding stage. 

Each kanban authorizes the conveyance or production of only one full container of parts. 

The number of parts held by a container remains the same. If the production rate must 

be changed, kanbans (with empty containers) are removed or added to the system. 

Figure 2.1 illustrates the operation of a two-card Kanban system. On the graph, 

start at the point labeled A. The operator of work center 3 removes the next available 

production kanban from the scheduling board. The removed kanban authorizes the start 

of the production and the use of one full container of parts from the inbound inventory 

of work center 3. Upon the removal of the first item from the container, the move or 

conveyance kanban is detached from the container labeled 'using' (point E) and placed in 
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the move card post (point B). A worker collects the move kanbans from the move card 

post (point B) at regular time intervals and takes them to the outbound inventory (point 

C) of work center 4, detaches production kanbans from the containers labeled 'moving' 

and places them in the production card post (point D). The worker then attaches the 

move kanbans he carried to the 'moving' containers and transports the containers and the 

kanbans to the inbound inventory (point E) of work center 3. At a regular time intervals, 

the production kanbans are collected from the production card post (point D) and are 

posted on the scheduling board of work center 4 (point F). Similar operations take place 

in other work centers of the Kanban system. The production kanban which triggered the 

production will be attached to the container of completed parts after the completion of 

production. 

The circulation of kanbans between and within stages regulates the flow and the 

production of parts. "No kanbans" means no conveyance or production of parts. The 

Kanban system can be extended to those suppliers in the network which have implemented 

JIT to control shipment of materials or parts to the central plant. 

At least three major reasons make the implementation of Kanban attractive: (I) 

Kanban systems increase customer service by quickly reacting to demand; (2) Kanban 

systems reduce work-in-process inventories by preventing the production of undemanded 

items; and (3) the visibility of Kanban systems makes the production inventory control 

systems quick and easy. As a result, inefficiencies of the production system are exposed 

and management is forced to address these issues. This aspect of Kanban is an important 

feature that can accelerate the success of JIT implementation. 

The basic card system has low information cost. Cards and containers can be 

equipped with barcodes, so information can be transferred electronically through net

works of computers or ot.her data transmission devices. There are so many options and 

the possibilities for enhancement of the basic Kanban system are so interesting that as 
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Hall [23] (p. 94) says, " ... they may distract from the primary goals of manufacturing ex

cellence, which do not include running a complex production control system. Unnecessary 

complexity is waste." 

Basically, two different inventory or production control policies concerning the 

quantity and timing of each have been considered in research and practice: constant quan

tity (non constant cycle), and constant cycle (nonconstant quantity). These two methods 

are similar to the conventional continuous review system (s,S), and periodic review sys

tem (S,t), respectively. In a constant quantity system, whenever the number of detached 

kanbans reaches a certain level the conveyance (or the production) of parts equivalent to 

the number of detached kanbans will take place. In the constant cycle system, on the 

other hand, the kanban posts of different work centers are reviewed at regular intervals of 

time (the cycle time) and all kanbans detached up to that point in time are transferred 

upstream for replenishment. 

The two types of kanbans mentioned above are the most common types that are 

used in practice as well as considered in the literature. Many different types of kanbans 

have been designed and used in practice for specific purposes. For example, a signal 

kanban is a special type of kanban that is used for parts with long setup and large lot 

size. The reader is referred to Monden [53] for a complete list of kanban types and their 

purposes currently in use at Toyota Motor Co. Variations of the basic models are possible 

and have been used in practice as well as in research (Schonberger [71]). For example, 

by eliminating one of the two kanban types (either move card or production card), a 

variation of the basic model is realized. Figure 2.2 indicates the operation of a one-card 

(only production kanban) Kanban system. A one-card Kanban system is appropriate 

when the work centers are in close proximity of one another and only one inventory point 

(usually an outbound inventory) exists between successive work centers. The operation of 

a one-card Kanban system is similar to that of a two-card system, except that a container 
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of parts is moved from the outbound inventory of the feeding work center (point C) to the 

using work center (work center 3) whenever it is needed for use. It should be pointed out 

that Kanban pull systems without cards or containers such as kanban squares also have 

been employed in practice (Schonberger and Knod [72]). 

The number of kanbans must be determined carefully. Too many kanbans lead to 

excess inventory, while too few kanbans lead to backorders and customer dissatisfaction. 

Simple formulas are used at Toyota to compute the number of kanbans for each stage. 

The simplicity of the formulas reflects the stable manufacturing environment of Toyota in 

particular and Japan in general. For example, the following equation is used to determine 

the number of kanbans under the constant quantity policy (Sugimori et al. [78], Monden 

[53]): 

u = D x L x (1 + a) 
B ' 

(2.1) 

where U is the number of kanbans, D is a smoothed demand per unit time, a is a policy 

variable (safety factor) which depends on shop capability, L is the kanban lead time which 

includes kanban collection time, waiting time, processing time, and conveyance time, and 

B is the batch size (container capacity). The above formula is used specifically for processes 

characterized by short setup times and short distances between successive work centers. 

Thus, the order quantity is one container of parts. For those processes with high external 

setup time where the production lot size naturally is large, the reorder point is determined 

by a special flag (triangular kanban or signal kanban) attached to a particular container 

in a specific point in stock. 

As another example, in a constant cycle time Kanban system the number of kanbans 

is determined by (Monden [53]): 

U = D x (C+L+a) 
B ' 

(2.2) 

where C is the order cycle time, a is a safety period, and the definition of U, D, Land 
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B are as before. This particular Kanban system is primarily used for processes which are 

farther away, such as suppliers. 

The factors in the right hand side of the above equations are not assumed to be 

fixed. On the contrary, an attempt is made to improve every single factor in that set. 

Large values of Q' and lead time show capability for improvement. A shop with long lead 

times may face overtime or line stops, which reveal the problems and draws attention for 

improvement. 

The goal of Toyota through the Kanban system is a total conveyer line production 

system. The Kanban system works as an invisible conveyer line connecting all internal 

and external processes. Thus, it halts all processes when a process faces a problem. The 

ultimate goal is a production system with lead time equal to process time (i.e., no waiting) 

and a batch size of one. Furthermore, under the JIT philosophy the process time itself 

must be reduced continually. 

2.3 Previous Research 

2.3.1 Introduction 

Research in the areas of JIT and Kanban is still in its initial stage; there are many aspects 

of JIT that need further attention. In addition, a more thorough explanation of different 

issues of JIT will lead to a better understanding of the philosophy. In reviewing the 

literature, sometimes JIT and Kanban are erroneously used interchangeably, while they 

are quite separate. Kanban system is one way of implementing the pull system required 

in a JIT system and has been very successful (Fallon and Browne [15]). Due to the focus 

of this dissertation, our literature review focuses on Kanban related studies. The reader 

is referred to Golhar [17] for a classification of JIT publications. 
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A basic problem in the search and synthesis of the literature is that the research 

in this area does not have a common base for comparison. Little effort has been made 

to synthesize the current literature and to define a common ground for research. In what 

follows, we try to present an overview of the Kanban literature, as well as to provide an 

informative abstract of each paper considered. More details will be presented for those 

studies which are related closely to the focus of this dissertation. 

2.3.2 An Overview of Kanban Literature 

There have been two major branches of research in the area of Kanban system design and 

analysis. One branch investigates the effect of an unstable manufacturing environment 

on the performance of Kanban systems. In many of these studies the performance of the 

Kanban systems was also compared with one or more techniques commonly used in this 

country such as MRP (Material Requirements Planning), OPT (Optimizing Production 

Technology), and different inventory policies like ROP (reorder point). Most studies in 

this category used a simulation method. 

In reviewing the related simulation literature a number of shortcomings have been 

noticed. The deficiencies fall into two major categories: first, those related to the careless 

utilization of the method, and second, those of the research approach adopted. In the 

first category, a survey conducted by Chu and Shih [10] reveals a number of oversights. In 

their words, " ... though much attention has been paid to studying the JIT implementation 

problems using a computer simulation, many simulation related statistical issues were ig

nored or neglected in previous studies. These ignorances may leave the simulation results 

suspicious." ([10], p. 2). For example, among those who applied simulation methodology, 

all but two of the researchers say nothing about the process of validating the model or 

verification of the computer code [10]. Our own observation also shows that in some in

stances the choice of distribution parameters could lead to meaningless random numbers 
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(e.g., a negative processing time). Most studies neglect to mention what (if any) precau

tions are taken to discard such meaningless values. On the other hand, if the proportion 

of discarded values is large, then the truncated distribution may be substantially different 

from the nominal one. In addition, the simulation studies rarely explain the methods by 

which they examine the transient period, as well as the criterion by which they determine 

the truncation point, when a nonterminating model is simulated. 

The second shortcoming relates to the methodology used. Only a few studies em

ployed well designed statistical experiments. A failure such as this is not unique to the 

JIT literature: the design of the experiment often receives little attention in simulation 

studies, although its importance can not be overemphasized. According to Law and Kel

ton [39], "Carefully thought-out, or designed experiments are much more efficient than 

a hit-or-miss sequence of runs in which we simply try a number of alternative systems 

unsystematically to see what happens." 

The second branch of research focuses on designing a Kanban system for an as

sumed manufacturing setting by determining settings for one or more of the Kanban 

parameters that optimize a certain objective function. Among the parameters considered 

by researchers, the number of kanbans received the highest attention. Most studies in this 

category used analytical methods. Despite the ability of the analytical tools to produce 

optimal or near optimal solutions, these tools generally ignore almost all variation inher

ent in the real systems. Thus, the analytical design solutions can not be applied to a real 

manufacturing environment in a straightforward fashion, since the optimal solution found 

under a given circumstance may not even be feasible under a set of different constraints. 

However, analytical solutions can provide excellent benchmarks. 

A few researchers have focused on constructing a bridge between the Kanban sys

tem and the most commonly used production inventory control system in this country

MRP (Karmarkar [33], [34], Buzacott [8], Belt [1] and Wallace [83]). Spearman et a1. [77] 
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proposed a constant work in process (CONSWIP) system that offers the potential of com

bining the benefits of JIT, MRP (materials requirement planning) and HPP (hierarchical 

production planning). In our view, these approaches are very sound, since many compa

nies have invested heavily in MRP and a working hybrid system could ease the transition 

or generate new capabilities. 

Generally speaking, the majority of the studies focus on the number of kanbans 

without explicitly mentioning the type of Kanban systems they modeled, whether the sys

tem was a constant quantity (nonconstant cycle) or constant cycle (nonconstant quantity). 

In the remainder of this section which follow, we classify the relevant research according 

to the methodology used and discuss the approaches in more detail. 

Empirical or Descriptive Models 

Part of the JIT literature discusses implementation issues of Kanban systems in actual 

manufacturing settings and the issues related to other aspects of production management. 

The first article on JIT implementation in manufacturing was published by Sugimori, Ka

sunoki, Cho, and Uchikawa [78] from the Production Control Department of Toyota Motor 

Company in 1977. In this paper, Toyota's production and Kanban systems are explained. 

According to Sugimori et al. [78), there are two major distinctive and important concepts 

in the system: respect for humans and Just-in-Time prod'uction. The first provides the 

workers with opportunities to demonstrate their full capabilities in running and improving 

the shop. The second is very important in an assembly setting like automotive manufac

turing. In fact, a Kanban system is an important production control subsystem of JIT 

production and at the sanIC time has features that make full use of workers' capabilities. 

Monden [50] refers to a Kanban system as an information system to harmoniously 

control the production quantities in every process. He mentions three prerequisites for the 

system-design of processes, standardization of operations, and smoothing of production. 
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Despite the careful design of the processes, variations arise as a result of change in demand 

or capacity. Any variation which is usually not more than 10% of daily production is 

corrected by overtime. Another important aspect of Kanban operations-sequencing-is 

discussed by Monden [51]. The sequencing is only performed at the final assembly station 

to smooth the production. All other upstream stages follow the pattern of demand of the 

final station. 

Karmarkar [32] compares Kanban pull with other pull systems such as order point 

order quantity and base stock inventory policies, and suggests that a Kanban system can 

be regarded as a base stock inventory policy (s,S) that traditionally has been used in 

inventory control systems. 

Mathematical Deterministic Models 

Deterministic models necessarily simplify the manufacturing systems by removing most 

uncertainties from consideration. Since they do not consider the dynamics of the real 

systems, direct application of their results to real systems may be inappropriate. Nev

ertheless, these techniques are highly important for guiding and verifying results found 

using other modeling tools. They can also be used to measure the efficiency of the results 

found by other methods. 

Most of the articles in this category consider certain manufacturing models with 

deterministic factors. They either try to model the effect of various parameters (e.g., 

setup time) on inventory level, number of kanbans, utilization and overall efficiency of the 

system, or to find an optimal number of kanbans for an assumed setting. 

Kimura et al. [36] classify production systems as Pull or Push. They also have 

proved that a Kanban system prevents the transmission of amplified fluctuations of de

mand of any stage upon its preceding stage{s). 
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Rees et al. [63] propose a method for dynamically adjusting the number of kanbans. 

They periodically (e.g., once a month) adjust the number of kanbans based on forecasted 

demand and observed lead time of the previous period. The procedure starts in period 1 

by observing the lead time of the final stage to determine the lag beyond which the lead 

time autocorrelation is very small. The information about the lag is used in the second 

period to collect independent observations (lead times) to estimate the density function of 

the lead time. Next, they compute the probability mass function of the required number 

of kanbans by considering the next period's demand forecast and the previous period 

containers' lead time density. By incorporating the information about the holding and the 

shortage cost with the probability function of the kanbans, they determine the minimum 

cost number of kanbans for the next period. The process is repeated after the shop reaches 

steady state. 

By reviewing the literature, it seems that this study is the only one (to our knowl

edge) that proposes a method for implementing Kanban for shops with an unstable envi

ronment. In the examples presented, the method had been applied only to the last stage. 

While not clearly mentioned, it seems that the method will be applied to each stage in 

isolation. We feel that the application of the method to individual stages in isolation may 

ignore certain important interstage interactions. Furthermore, while the method seems to 

adjust the number of kanbans properly when the lead time has a trend (as their examples 

show), its behavior is not known when a chronic bottleneck exists in the manufacturing 

system. Finally, the method assumes that the master production schedule is fixed, by 

fixing the demand for the entire forecast period. Thus, this method is not one of "robust 

Kanban system" design which is the subject of this dissertation. 

Zangwill [85] presents an algorithm to determine the relationship between setup 

cost reduction and total cost savings. He examines certain cases in which, contrary to 

common belief, the reduction in setup cost leads to an increase in the total cost. 
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Funk [16] examines the order review/release and its impact on the operation of a 

printed circuit board shop floor which implements JIT with Kanban. He considered several 

inventory cost reduction strategies. The results show that the number of work centers has 

the strongest impact on inventory cost (more work centers are prefClTed) followed by the 

response time (the sum of processing time, waiting time, conveyance time, and kanban 

collecting time), the number of different boards and lot size. The results indicate that 

these variables are highly interdependent. 

Miyazaki et al. [44] formulate a model for obtaining the average inventory and the 

number of kanbans for the fixed interval withdrawal kanban and the supplier kanban so 

that, in the steady state case, the inventory level does not go below safety stock. They 

also treat the order interval (kanban collection time) as a decision variable and incorporate 

that into a model similar to EOQ. The order interval is thus determined to minimize the 

total cost (the sum of holding and order cost). 

Buzacott [8], unlike other researchers, attempts to describe the similarities rather 

than the differences between Kanban and MRP systems. By proposing a generalized 

Kanban/MRP system, he then shows that both systems are a special case of the general 

model. This further leads to proposing the idea of a combined Kanban/MRP system, 

which is driven by anticipated demand (MRP) but which takes into account the in-process 

inventory (Kanban). 

Bitran and Chang [3] propose a mathematical model for finding an optimal solution 

to a deterministic multistage assembly tree production system. This nonlinear integer 

model is transformed to a linear integer program which generates the same set of feasible 

and optimal solutions and is more tractable than the nonlinear model. For some special 

cases, the linear integer program is transformable to a Linear Program (LP) model. This 

LP model generates the same set of feasible solutions as the original model and also 

produces solutions which are very close to the optimal solutions. The LP approximation 
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model has 2NT constraints (N for the number of stages and T for the number of time 

periods) and NT + N variables. 

Moeeni and Chang [49] propose a heuristic for computing the number of kan

bans in a Kanban system and prove that the heuristic always generates feasible solutions. 

The production systems under consideration have multistage uncapacitated assembly tree 

structure, with every stage producing only one item at a time. The experimental results 

show that this method generates a solution which is very close to the solution generated 

by linear programming approximation reported in the literature. In more realistic prob

lems where the master production schedule incorporates a smoothed demand, the solution 

found under the proposed method is identical to that of the linear programming approxi

mation. This heuristic can be used in the real world to quickly determine the number of 

kanbans for daily JIT operations. 

Mitwasi and Askin [48] formulate a mathematical model of a single-card, constant 

quantity Kanban system for an assembly manufacturing system to find an optimal number 

of kanbans while shortages are prohibited. Based on their formulation they also develop 

a heuristic that produces an optimal solution with high probability. 

Groeflin et al. [18] consider the problem of final assembly sequencing in a JIT 

environment. They consider a final assembly station producing n different products and 

being fed by m subassembly feeder lines. The problem is to find a sequence of the n 

products that minimizes the usage variability of the m parts. They also propose a heuristic 

to efficiently conduct a pairwise interchange of the order of assembly. 

Berkely [2] utilizes a simulation study to find the minimum performance level for 

guaranteeing production rates independent of the material handling frequencies of the 

system. The minimum performance level allows station supervisors to decide whether 

changing the frequency of the material handling or the number of kanbans is the most 

efficient method of improving service to user stations. 
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Philipoom, Rees, Taylor, and Huang [57] propose the adaptation of a special sig

nal kanban that the Japanese used for work centers with high setup time and large lot 

production. Their objective is to find the optimal lot size for the system using integer 

programming. The subsequent simulation verification of the results did not reveal any 

conclusive evidence as to the effectiveness of their models. 

Mathematical Stochastic Models 

Stochastic models suffer from two major limitations: (1) they suffer from state-space 

explosion, and (2) they are confined to steady state measures such as mean production 

rate and average inventory level [30]. Mitra and Mitrani [46] show that for a single-card 

Kanban system the number of states is asymptotically 0.447(2.618)N+1 for large number 

of stages (N). 

Deleersnyder et al. [13] model a general N -stage serial production system as a 

discrete time Markov process. They investigate the effects of the number of kanbans, the 

machine reliability, demand variability and safety stock requirements on the performance 

of the system. Inventory and backlog levels, job flow time, average duration of backlog and 

backlog frequency are considered as performance measures. The model is then illustrated 

by a three-stage manufacturing system. 

Kim [35] proposes a computerized periodic pull system (PPS). In this system, the 

status of material flow at all stages is reviewed by computer at regular intervals. Only the 

exact number of subassemblies that were consumed since the last review is ordered to the 

stage. He also formulates the PPS as a Markovian process and determines the maximum 

stock level for each stage in order to guarantee that the probability of no stock-out meets 

or exceeds some predetermined level. In our view, the proposed model is in contrast with 

what Kanban is praised for as being a computerless system. 
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So and Pinault [76] consider a single stage pull system with stochastic demand rate, 

production time, and machine up time. They model it as a finite buffer queuing system 

and estimate the amount of inventory needed to achieve a predetermined performance 

measure (average percentage of demand backordered). The method is then applied to 

a general model of network queues by decomposing the production system into separate 

stations. Each station is studied separately, although some modifications of the single

station computations take the existing interstage interaction into account. 

Jordan [30] considers a queuing model of a simple JIT production system (two 

stages) with infinite availability of raw materials and identical service distribution for the 

two stages. He also compares the result of the queuing model with that of simulation done 

by Huang et al. [25]; the results generally agree. 

Simulation Models 

"Simulation must be the method of last resort; it is neither cheap nor easy" (Bratley et al. 

[7]). However, it can be powerful if used correctly. Most of the researchers have applied 

simulation models in their research. Due to the complexity of manufacturing systems, 

computer simulation provides a powerful tool for design and analysis. 

There are several phases in a simulation analysis: defining the purpose of the study, 

modeling, data collection, validation, verification, experiment design, and output analysis. 

Each one of these phases needs careful consideration to make the result of a simulation 

study reliable. As previously mentioned, Chu and Shih's survey of literature related to 

Kanban systems which use simulation highlighted a number of shortcomings [10]. 

Huang et al. [25] study the adaptability of JIT with Kanban to an American man

ufacturing environment. They examine a multiline, multistage production system with 

constant daily demand but variable processing times and imbalances between production 

stages. In the first experiment they consider the effects of various processing time distri-
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butions, the number of kanbans, and their interaction on system performance. The results 

of the experiment are: 

1. average normal daily production decreased as the variation in processing time 

increased; 

2. for normally distributed processing time with either large or small standard 

deviation, the standard deviation of overtime is almost twice the standard de

viation of the processing time; 

3. as the number of kanbans increases the buffer increases and as a result the mean 

and standard deviation of overtime decreases, although this positive effect is 

observed only up to certain number of kanbans; 

4. as the variation in processing times increases, the overtime required also in

creases dramatically. 

Their second experiment examines the impact of bottlenecks at different stages 

in the production system and any possible interaction between bottleneck activity and 

the number of kanbans. The result shows that overtime is increased at the bottleneck 

stage and increasing the number of kanbans does not reduce overtime. Another set of 

experiments shows that when the demand is variable, the variability of both overtime and 

daily production increases significantly. 

The last experiment considers the combined effect of variable processing times and 

demand rates. Only combinations with the same distributions are considered. The results 

show that as the standard deviation of the distribution increases, the mean and standard 

deviation of the overtime increase dramatically. 

Ebrahimpour and Fathi [14] conduct a simulation analysis on the effect of the 

implementation of Kanban on the level of work-in-process inventory. The behavior of 

inventory under three different environmental conditions-cyclical demand, steady growth, 
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and gradual reduction of kanbans during stable demand-is considered. The result shows 

that under the condition of increasing demand, the work-in-process is increased steadily 

under the conventional inventory control, and increased up to a certain level (number of 

kanbans) and stabilized afterward in Kanban system. Therefore, WIP is determined by 

inventory capacity, rather than production capacity, in a Kanban system. 

Lee [40] considers the impact of scheduling rules, pull demand levels, production 

kanban size, and job mix on the performance of the production system. Many different 

measures are used to gauge performance of the system. The results show that the rule 

based on shortest processing time performs better than assigning priorities to jobs with 

higher pull frequencies; unlike the push system, higher pull demands do not ensure higher 

utilization. Lee also finds that an increase in the lot size marginally improves the out

put rate, and so improves the service level. However, the associated penalty is a higher 

inventory level. 

Rees et al. [64] compare and contrast the effectiveness of a Kanban system and a 

MRP lot-for-Iot scheduling and control system on an illstructured multistage production 

system. In their experimentation, they left the group technology aspect of JIT off the 

production system they modeled. The results show that under the condition of shortened 

cycle times and reduced setup times, the Kanban system performs very well in terms of 

production cost but the MRP system performs even better. Reduced lot size also improves 

product quality in an MRP system, matching what is expected from a Kanban system. 

MRP also appears to perform better than Kanban when demand is lumpy, but it may 

face difficulties when processing times are stochastic. 

Fallon and Browne [15] propose a simulation model which can be used as a test 

bed for investigating how JIT principles might be incorporated in conventional batch

based production systems and what their effectiveness is in terms of flexibility within a 

batch-based production environment. 
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Gupta and Gupta [20] simulate a multistage, multiline dual-card Kanban produc

tion system. They consider the behavior of work-in-process under different combinations 

of number of kanbans and container size. They conclude that it is very important to cal

culate both factors appropriately. They find that increasing the number of kanbans while 

keeping other factors fixed does not increase the production rate, and that variability in 

production rate increases shortages. 

Villeda et al. [81] investigate the effect of different imbalancing rules on the JIT sys

tem with Kanban. They conclude that a high-medium-Iow rule increases the output rate. 

This differs from results for push systems, where a high-low-high rule is more effective. 

Krajewski, King, Ritzman and Wong [38] conduct a large scale simulation analysis 

to determine whether or not a Kanban system can perform well in the manufacturing 

environments found in this country. They have two purposes for performing this simulation 

study: first, to determine which sections of the manufacturing environment found in the 

United States need the highest attention in achieving higher performance; and second, to 

investigate the robustness of the Kanban system to manufacturing environments in this 

country. 

The following parameters are generated by the simulator: weekly demand of stan

dard end items, the timing of a special end item order with respect to its due date and 

lead time, actual lead time of a purchased item, the size of the discrepancy between what 

is ordered and what is received, production scrap rate, workstation failure and the length 

of down time, error in inventory record, per-unit processing times, and setup till'cs. Pro

cessing and setup time are treated deterministically, whereas the other factors are treated 

as having statistical variations. 

The performance measures under consideration are: (1) average weekly labor hom·s 

to measure workforce productivity, (2) average inventory investment, (3) average past-due 

demand. There are also 36 factors that are combined into seven clusters: Customer Influ-
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ence, Vendor Influence, Buffer Mechanisms, Product Structure, Facility Design, Process, 

and Inventory. 

The first set of experiments, simulated under MRP conditions, shows that the 

following clusters have at least one factor which is statistically significant for at least one 

of the performance measures: Inventory (Setup times), Process (Scrap, Equipment failure, 

Worker flexibility), Buffer Mechanisms (Capacity slacks). That is, improving these factors 

makes even an MRP system perform very well for the given performance measures. 

The second set of experiments was conducted to determine the robustness of a 

Kanban system to the more viable environment needed for such a system than what was 

used for the MRP system. Reorder points were used as a means of comparison. The only 

cluster of factors of statistical significance for Kanban in this experiments are Inventory, 

Process, and Product Structure. The other factors had the effect similar to those encoun

tered in the MRP experiment. Their experiment shows that Kanban performance is very 

sensit.ive to lot sizes and setup times as expected. 

By comparing the above results and the results from similar experiments with the 

ROP system, they conclude that in a favorabie manufacturing environment, ROP can 

perform nearly as well as Kanban and sometimes better (weekly ROP). Therefore, the 

Kanban system does not by itself improve performance. It should be considered as part of 

an overall manufacturing philosophy aiming at reduced inventory, increased productivity, 

and customer service [38]. While their research aims at investigating the robustness of 

Kanban system to the environment of this country, no attempt is made to design a pull 

system that is insensitive to such environment. 

2.3.3 Summary 

In this chapt.er, we presented different clements of JIT systems in general and Kanban 

systems in particular. In section 2.3 we presented a general overview as well as an abstract 
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of every related study that has been considered. In addition, the shortcomings of the 

previous literature in the area of Kanban systems have been discussed. It is clear from 

our review of the previous studies that the researchers have primarily studied the effect of 

different factors on the performance of Kanban systems under different scenarios. Those 

studies which treat the decision parameters (e.g., number of kanbans) as unknown employ 

restrictive and simplified assumptions about the conditions of manufacturing systems. A 

methodology for designing a robust K anb an system has not been suggested in the literature. 

In addition, no research to date has attempted to simultaneously determine settings for all 

three types of parameters (number of kanbans, kanban cycle times, and container sizes). 

Our research begins to address these unexplored issues. 
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Chapter 3 

Methodology 

3.1 Taguchi Approach to Robust Design 

Quality assurance (QA) and quality control (QC) have evolved from inspection focus to 

process-control focus, and now emphasize product development and building quality into 

the design of products (Ishikawa [28]). Inspection-oriented QC refers to the develop

ment and use of proper statistical methods in the sampling and inspection procedures 

for determining the nonconformity of the lot to the design specification. Quality control 

by inspection often assumes a certain acceptable quality level (for example, 1%). Thus, 

improving or assuring the quality of products only by inspection is an impossible task. 

The next stage in the evolution was process-control. Process control was established 

on the belief that causes of manufacturing imperfection must be traced and removed. Thus, 

the focus was on process diagnosis and adjustment of processes that do not conform to the 

design specifications. The technique has been extremely successful; in many industries, 

the nonconformity rates have been reduced to parts per million (ppm). Despite the success 

of the technique and its advantage over QC by inspection, monitoring and removing or 

correcting the causes of manufacturing imperfections is not always possible and may be 

quit.e expensive. For example, it is impossible to assure the quality if the user of the 

product docs not comply with the ways that the product is designed to be used [28]. This 

led to the next stage in quality evolution-quality by design or off-line qualit.y techniques. 
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3.1.1 Quality by Design 

Quality by design or off-line quality refers to the systematic application of scientific method 

and engineering knowledge to build the quality into the design of the products. Thus, 

achieving quality is not limited to simply screening manufactured products before shipping 

them to customers-the quality is designed into the products prior to the manufacturing. 

The improved quality of Japanese manufactured product is largely attributable to the 

application of off-line quality techniques [28]. 

One of the most successful approaches to off-line quality is called Quality Function 

Deployment (QFD). QFD focuses on translating customers' needs into technical engineer

ing requirement through a structured process. As such, it assists interdepartmental teams 

in different phases of product planning from design to manufacturing planning [37]). 

Another very successful approach to off-line quality technique was pioneered by 

Genichi Taguchi. Taguchi incorporated technical requirements generated from customers' 

needs and variability measures into the evaluation of alternative product designs. The 

method is referred to as robust design, robust in the sense that the product performance 

characteristics are insensitive to variability of the manufacturing and operating environ

ments. Taguchi found that developing robust product designs was often less costly than 

controlling causes of manufacturing variation. This also means that it may be possible 

to simultaneously improve product quality and decrease manufacturing costs. Kacker [31] 

gives the example of a ceramic tile company whose products suffered from size variation 

due to uneven distribution of temperature in the kiln. Through the application of the 

Taguchi method the company found that increasing the content of lime in the tile for

mulation to 5% reduces the tile size variation by a factor of ten. Thus, the problem was 

solved without incurring a major investment cost to modify the processes. This discovery 

was a major breakthrough for the ceramic tile industry. Instead of removing the cause 

of the temperature variation in the kiln (which perhaps required a heavy investment in a 
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new design for the kiln), the design configuration was chosen in order to manufacture a 

robust product in the existing manufacturing environment. 

While Taguchi's general approach or strategy to product and process design is 

praised by statisticians, his specific experiment designs and data collection plans have 

been the subject of much criticism (Box [5]; Pignatiello [58]; Hunter [26]). Ramberg, Pig

natiello, and Sanchez [62] refer to the following as Taguchi's important methodological 

contributions: (1) formulating a complete methodology for quality design and improve

ment, (2) focusing attention on the cost associated with variability, (3) popularizing the 

concept of robust product design, (4) pioneering the simultaneous study of both variability 

and the mean, and (5) simplifing tolerance design through designed experiments. They 

also identify five major weaknesses: (1) introducing misleading signal-to-noise ratios, (2) 

ignoring modern graphical, data analytic approaches, (3) recommending a narrow class 

of experiment designs which are conducive to potential misapplication, (4) failing to ad

vocate randomization, and (5) encouraging a non-adaptive, non-sequential approach to 

experimentation. 

In this document, while we follow Taguchi's strategy to design a robust Kanban 

system, we will not utilize Taguchi's tactics. Instead, we follow the approach suggested 

by Sanchez et a1. [69] and Ramberg at a1. [62], which addresses the methodological 

weaknesses identified above. Nevertheless, the product and process design proposed by 

Taguchi is a major contribution to shifting the quality control activity from inspection 

and process control to the design phase ([31], [28]). 

Taguchi describes the product design process in three phases: system design, pa

rameter design, and tolerance design; his approach focuses on the latter two. In the next 

sections we will explain these three phases. 
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3.1.2 System Design Phase 

System design refers to the high-level product design process. It begins with the identifica

tion and prioritization of customers' needs in order to identify those product designs that 

satisfy the customers' desires. Typically, several high-level design alternatives are identi

fied. Scientific and engineering knowledge are then applied in order to choose among differ

ent alternatives. A functional or prototype model of the product is made. The customers' 

needs are translated into one or more technical measures or performance characteristics, 

and proper me tries are chosen. Performance characteristics are the final characteristics of 

a product that determine customer satisfaction. For example, the sharpness of a computer 

monitor is such a quality characteristic. In order to determine the degree of satisfaction of 

the final user, an ideal value (nominal or target value) of the quality characteristic must 

be known. The relationship between the performance characteristic and the target value 

can be expressed with one of the following three forms: 

1. The larger the performance characteristic the better. For example, if the quality 

characteristic is the number of miles driven by a tire before failure, then the 

larger the number of miles driven the better is the quality of the product. 

2. The smaller the performance characteristic the better. For example, if the 

quality characteristic is the time it takes to assemble a component, then the 

smaller the assembly time the better is the quality of the component. 

3. The closer to a target value the better. For example, if the piston diameter of 

an engine must be 3 inches, then the closer the diameter of the piston to this 

nominal value the better is the quality of the product. 

Those factors that affect the performance of the system should be identified and 

separated into two groups: the controllable variables (decision variables) or parameters, 

and the uncontrollable variables or the noise fact07·s. Parameters are those variables that 
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can be controlled by the designer of the product. Noise factors are those variables which 

are not easily controllable or are very costly to control. The pattern of the performance 

characteristic's fluctuation around the target value depends on the settings of the param

eters and the state of the noise conditions. The cost of the variation of the performance 

characteristic around the target value should be measured in order to improve or optimize 

the design of a product. Taguchi advocates the expected loss to society for the basis of 

such measure. The expected loss refers to the expected value of monetary loss suffered by 

an arbitrary user of the product, due to the deviation of the performance characteristic 

from its target value during the product's life span [58]. Such loss depends on the mean 

as well as the variability of the performance characteristic. Taguchi has been commended 

for pioneering the simultaneous study of the mean and variability of the performance 

characteristic, as wel~ as for looking beyond manufacturing costs. 

3.1.3 Parameter Design Phase 

The result of the system design phase is a physical model, simulation model or analytical 

model of the real system. In addition, the performance characteristics of interest, their 

target values, and the factors that influence the performance of the system are identified. 

In the parameter design phase, the relative importance of each parameter on the 

performance characteristic is identified. By finding the best settings of the controllable 

variables, the prototype model is improved or optimized, in the sense that the performance 

is satisfactory even under uncertainty in the manufacturing or end-user environment. 

Thus, parameter settings that minimize the variation of the performance characteristic 

around its mean and adjust this mean to the target are sought. In this document we 

explain the parameter design phase in steps suggested by Sanchez et al. [69]. 
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Defining the Region of Exploration and Refining the Variables 

The screening of the important variables is a crucial step in reducing the complexity 

of the experiment. This is one of the areas that has been overlooked by Taguchi and 

has been a subject of criticism. Pignatiello and Ramberg [60] indicate that "Rather 

than jeopardizing the whole experimentation process with a large, one-shot investment of 

resources, a sequence of relatively small batches of experiments, (built up from small two

level fractional factorial designs, for example) can be very effective in identifying important 

variables early in the experimentation process so that subsequent follow-up experiments 

can be more clearly focused" . 

These important variables should include both parameters and noise factors. Typi

cally, the designer will determine p parameters often considering the characteristics of the 

product Every unique combination of the p parameters is called a design vector, and is 

denoted by x = {Xl, X2, ... , x p }. Every design vector specifies a unique product design (the 

notation specifies a particular design in which parameter 1 is set to the level Xl, and so 

on). The set of all possible combinations of the levels of p parameters is called the design 

space (referred to as the inner array by Taguchi) and is denoted by X = {Xl,X2, ... }. The 

number p may be large, and if some design variables are defined on a continuous scale then 

the number of possible combinations of the design variables may be infinite. Therefore, 

an important task of the experimenter is to incorporate prior and engineering knowledge 

to define the range of exploration for each parameter. 

There are two sources of noise factors: internal and external. Internal noise factors 

are conditions which vary within the manufacturing environment, such as the temperature 

and humidity within the plant. External noise factors occur outside the manufacturing 

environment, such as the temperature and humidity in the operating environment. By 

considering the environments in which the product is manufactured and used, the designer 

typically identifies 1 noise conditions or factors. A particular noise vector, containing one 
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combination of settings of l different noise variables, is denoted by w = {Wl,W2, ... ,WI}. 

The set of all possible combinations of the values of noise variables is called the noise 

space (referred to as the outer array by Taguchi) and is denoted by n = {WI, W2, ... }. The 

number l may be large and, as is the case with the design variables, some noise factors may 

be defined in a continuous scale. Thus, an important task of the experimenter is to define. 

the range of exploration for each noise factor which is more likely to exist in practice. 

In addition, the experimenter should make l small whenever possible. This means it is 

beneficial to screen the noise factors to eliminate those which do not have any appreciable 

effect on the performance measure. 

Planning the Experiment 

Planning the experiments refers to the process of designing the data collection plans to 

be used. Apart from randomization, two data collection plans are needed-one for the 

parameters, and one for the noise factors. The two data collection plans will generate nx 

design alternatives, and nw noise conditions, respectively. The overall data collection plan 

or the design matrix will result from crossing the two data collection plans. The size of this 

design matrix is determined by nx x nw and represents the required number of runs in the 

experiment. This number increases rapidly with an increase in the number of parameters 

or noise factors as well as the type of data collection plans utilized. The selection of the 

data collection plans depends on the purpose of the study and the maximum complexity 

of the model that will be fit to the results. A complete factorial (CF) design is needed 

if all possible interactions will be considered. Efficient fractional factorials (FFs) may be 

used if high-order interaction effects can safely be expected to be negligible. The reader is 

directed to Montgomery [54] or Box, Hunter, and Hunter [6] for more complete discussions 

and alternative designs. 
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Conducting the Experiment 

The prototype models developed in the system design phase will undergo experimentation 

according to the experiment matrix. Let Y be the performance characteristic of interest, 

and T its target value. The mean and the variance of the performance characteristic for 

each parameter setting x, are denoted by 7]Y{x), and arJ'{x) and are defined as: 

7]y{x) - En[Y{x)]j 

a}{x) - En[Y{x) - 7]y{x)]2. 

After the prototype model{s) undergo experimentation, estimates for the mean and 

the variance of the Yare denoted by Y{x) and V{x) and are computed from the data by: 

1 nw 

Y{x) - - L Yj{x)j 
nw j=l 

1 nw-l 

V{x) = ( -1) L [Yj(x) - Y{x)f 
nw . 1 

J= 

The schematic of the experiment matrix is presented in Table 3.1. Each Yij is a 

realization of the performance characteristic for parameter setting i, under noise condition 

j. Y{Xj) and V(Xj) (or simply Yj, and Vi) denote the observed mean and variance at 

parameter configuration i, respectively. 

Analyzing the Results and Refining the Model 

To gain insight into the effect of different parameter settings on the mean and variability 

of the performance characteristic, several statistical tools may be used. Ramberg et al. 

[Gl] and Sanchez et al. [68] suggest the use of response surfare method in conjunction 

with the analysis of the loss function in Taguchi method. 

Regression models and response surface methods are particularly useful when pa-

rameters are quantitative ([Gl], [G8]). It is possible to develop empirical metamodels to 
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Table 3.1: A general schematic for crossing parameter configurations with noise conditions 

in an experiment matrix 

WI 
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Xi 
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Xnz 
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Xnz 
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approximate the relationship between Y and the parameters over a local region of X. Two 

regression metamodels are constructed: one for the mean Y(x), and one for the logarithm 

of the variance of the performance characteristic, 10g(V(x». A logarithmic transformation 

of the sample variance is recommended for the following reasons. First, the distribution 

of the sample variance is generally proportional to a X2 distribution, thus skewed to the 

right. Second, variance is a scale parameter, therefore, a multiplicative model is more ap-

propriate than an additive one. (Note that a metamodel of the logarithm of the standard 

deviation will differ from that of 10g(V(x) only by a scale factor.) The logarithmic trans-

formation overcomes both problems. If a 2-level factorials or fractional factorials are used 

as the basis of the design, augmentation with a center point may be useful for detecting 

lack of fit. If the primary investigation reveals that a more complex model is necessary, 

then additional experiments can be conducted. 
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The metamodels are then refined using normal probability plots in conjunction 

with formal analysis, until they retain only those terms whose coefficients show effects be

yond the noise threshold of the experiment. The results obtained in this stage identify the 

important controllable parameters to the design team. Additional statistical experimen

tation in the region of the apparent "best" design can then be performed. The important 

variables can be studied at a larger number of levels, while those which did not affect 

the performance characteristic are no longer controlled as part of the experiment. Confir

mation experiments such as these allow for further enhancement of the metamodels and 

improvement of the product design. 

Selecting and Confirming the Design 

The ultimate goal of the parameter design phase is to find the setting of the controllable 

variables that minimizes the expected loss. No loss is incurred if the product's performance 

characteristic is right on the target. 

The process of parameter design becomes straightforward if the parameters can 

be divided into three groups: (1) those affecting only the mean, (2) those affecting only 

the variability, and (3) those which affect neither the mean nor the variability of the 

performance characteristic. In situations like this, one could minimize the expected loss by 

first minimizing the variability, and then adjusting the mean to the target by determining 

the proper level of the parameters in each group. Those parameters which do not affect 

the mean or the variability can be set at their economical levels. 

Unfortunately, situations such as this rarely occur in practice. Typically, there 

are several parameters that affect both the mean and the variability of the performance 

characteristic. In cases like this, a loss function must be identified. To every product 

design x we associate a loss denoted by ir(Y(x)). The appropriate measure of the quality 

of a design is the expected loss (also called risk) over all environmental noise conditions, 
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and is denoted by: 

R{x) = En[ir{Y{x))] (3.1) 

It is usually difficult or impossible to determine the exact form of the underlying 

loss function i r . However, a simple quadratic loss function has both mathematical and 

intuitive appeal. Small deviations from the target r will result in small losses, while 

large deviations from r will result in extremely large losses. Thus, in the context of the 

parameter design, the loss will be low whenever the design prevents the transmission of 

most of the variability caused by the sources of noise, and tend to be very high for designs 

which do not have such characteristics. The quadratic loss function can be written as: 

(3.2) 

The constant c is a scaling factor chosen in order to express the loss in monetary units. 

The constant c can be determined if cost figures are known for certain deviation from the 

target. For example, if ir{Y{x)) = i1 when Y{x) - r = d1, then c = id{dd2. Following 

Equations 3.1, and 3.2, the expected quadratic loss is defined as: 

R{x) - En[c[Y(x) - r]2] 

- c[En{y2) - 2r7Jy{x) + r2] 

- c[ar·{x) + (7Jy{x)2 - 2r7Jy{x) + r2] 

- c[a~(x) + (7Jy{x) - r)2] {3.3} 

The design team may evaluate different parameter designs with respect to their 

associated expected losses, and choose the one with the least loss. Contour plots may 

be used for identifying candidate designs, since it is generally not possible to analytically 

determine the settings which minimize the expected loss. In cases where the constant c is 

unknown the selection of the best design can be performed on the basis of the scaled loss 

R{x} / c. The design associated with the least scaled loss will be selected. 
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This approach to parameter design is somewhat different from what Taguchi advo

cates. Taguchi combines both the mean and variability of the performance characteristics 

into one measure referred to as a signal-to-noise (SIN) ratio. Taguchi's motivation for 

SIN is based on the assumption that the maximization of SIN will lead to the mini

mization of the expected loss. It is shown that this assumption is true with a quadratic 

loss function when the error is multiplicative, but for other models the maximization of 

performance measures may not relate to the minimization of the expected loss and a de

sign far from optimal may be obtained (Leon et al. [42]). In general Taguchi is criticized 

for not explaining the relationship between maximization of signal-to-noise ratios and the 

minimization of the expected loss. The reader is directed to [5], and [58] for further 

discussion. 

3.1.4 Tolerance Design Phase 

The goal of tolerance design is the fine tun!ng of the settings of the parameters found in 

the parameter design phase so that total product manufacturing and lifetime costs are 

minimized. Tolerance design can be viewed as a special case of parameter design in which 

the sensitivity of the system performance, as well as its major components to the random 

noise environment are determined. After tolerances for the system and the components 

are established, major decisions can be made as to which (if any) components must be 

improved. More about Taguchi's tolerance design may be found in [69]. 

3.2 Frequency Domain Experimentation 

Regression models are widely used to determine the relative effect of different input factors 

on the output or the performance measure of interest. The most commonly used regression 

models are polynomials that express the expected output as weighted sum of products of 

powers of the input levels. Such metamodels are used in simulation studies as well. In 
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the conventional run-oriented method, the number of simulation runs required to identify 

the relative importance of each term in the metamodel rapidly increases as the number of 

input factors and the order of the polynomial increases. Alternatively, frequency domain 

experiments (FDEs) can be used to screen the input factors in far fewer simulation runs 

than conventional methods require (Schruben and Cogliano [74]). 

FDE has an intuitive explanation. Consider a simulation model as a black box 

being fed by only one input factor or variable. Running the model produces one or more 

output observations streams. We proceed with two different types of experiments. In 

the first experiment we fix the level of the input factor at a given nominal value during 

the course of the simulation run, and then observe the output stream. The variation in 

the output stream for this run is due to random fluctuations and any natural cyclical 

variation of the system. In the second run we dynamically change the value of the input 

factor between some high and low setting during the course of the simulation run. If the 

factor does not have any appreciable effect on the system, then it should produce a pattern 

of output similar to the output of the previous run. Otherwise, its fluctuation pattern will 

be different. By comparing the two sets of output we then can determine whether or not 

the input factor has an appreciable effect on the output. 

3.2.1 Basic Technical Issues 

At times, the output of a simulation model is expressed as a polynomial function of the 

input variables, which is referred to as the metamodel of the simulation response. Let 

Y denote the simulation response to p continuous input factors Xl, X2, ... , :Cp • Then the 

expected response E(Y) is defined as a k-order polynomial, 

q 

E(Y) = {30 + L {3jTj, (3.4) 
j=l 
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where T1, ••• , Tq are the possible terms in a k-order polynomial. For example, if k = 2 then 

X3, xg and X3X5 are such terms. The order of the polynomial and the terms are defined by 

the experimenter. The coefficients /31, ... ,/3q are unknown. The screening process involves 

determining which coefficients in the metamodel of interest are non-zero. In addition to 

general assumptions supporting classical response surface methodology, in order to apply 

FDE to identify the metamodel in a simulation study, the simulation model should have 

the following characteristics described by Sanchez et al. [66]: 

1. An output process that can be approximately modeled as a polynomial of the 

input processes. 

2. Parameter settings that can be varied during a run. 

3. A response that can be observed at periodic intervals with a common index for 

both the input and output. 

The first condition simply states that each term in the metamodel of interest is a 

polynomial function of products of powers of the original factors Xi, i = 1, ... ,p, which is 

expressed by Equation 3.4. 

The second condition differs from conventional simulation approaches, in which the 

level of the factors are kept constant during each run and only changed at the beginning 

of a new run. In FDE only two independently seeded simulation runs are required. As 

we explain in the next section, during one of these runs (called the signal run) the level 

of each input factor must be oscillated at a distinct frequency w. 

The third condition can be achieved in different ways. In a simple queuing system 

one choice of index might be the customer's arrival or departure number: this index was 

used in [74], for example. However, Mitra et al. [47] have shown that a better alternative 

is to collect output at equally spaced time intervals and use the observation number as 

the index. 
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3.2.2 Implementation Issues 

As mentioned before, FDE requires at least two independently seeded simulation runs, the 

noise run and the signal run. In the noise run, factor values are kept constant throughout 

the run similar to a conventional simulation run. In the signal run, the levels of the factors 

are oscillated at distinct Fourier frequencies (Wj = 21fj In, j = 1,2, ... , n/2) which are also 

referred to as factor driving frequencies [66]. Each input term Tj has an associating term 

indicator frequency in the output. For example, if frequencies .1 and .25 (expressed in 

cycles per observation) are assigned to the two input factors, X3 and X5 respectively, then 

the set of frequencies {.I}, {.25 - .I}, {.25 + .I} and {2 x .I} are the term indicator 

frequencies for X3, X3X5 interaction, and X5, respectively. Trigonometric relations are 

used to determine the set of term indicator frequencies (Jacobson, Buss and Schruben 

[29]). Careless choice of factor driving frequencies will partially confound term indicator 

frequencies [66]. 

The change in the value of continuous input factors in the signal run is achieved 

by a cosinusoidal oscillation, 

where Xi(t) is the value of the continuous factor Xi at the simulated time index t, Uj and li 

are the upper and lower bound of the ranges of the factor, and Wi is the driving frequency. 

The quantities 0.5(Ui + ld and 0.5(Ui -li) are the nominal value and the amplitude of the 

factor 'i, respectively (Schruben [74]). 

For a binary input factor which assumes values aI, or a2 a variation of this approach 

can be used (Sanchez and Sanchez [67]): 

C) Step 1. Generate a uniform random number U between 0 and 1. 

o Step 2. If U < 0.5 + (0.5 cos(21fwjt)), then the factor is set at level al; otherwise, the 

factor is set at level a2. This corresponds to varying sinusoidally the probabitity of the 
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alternatives. We remark that al and a2 could represent two probability distributions 

rather than two constants. 

For the cases other than a binary random variable, the reader is referred to Sanchez and 

Sanchez [67]. 

Another issue that must be discussed is the run length, N (in terms of the number 

of observations). This depends on the bandwidth (b) or minimal separation between term 

indicator frequencies; the window size (M) used to estimate sample spectra, and the 

desired degrees of freedom (v) of the F statistics used for factor identification [66]. If the 

Tukey window is used, estimates for for M and N are: 

M > 4/(3b); N > 3vM/8 

Since the choice of M is an art, N should be sufficiently large to produce the desired 

degrees of freedom over a range of different values for M [66]. 

3.2.3 Analysis of the Results 

The noise run identifies natural cycles in the response. The spectrum estimator for the 

noise (or control) run is the denoted by jC(w), while the spectrum estimator for the signal 

run is denoted by jS(w). The spectral signal-to-noise ratio, R(w) = jS(w)/jC(w) (or its 

logarithm) is the basis of the analysis. The graph of R(w) versus w will show a spike for 

each important term at its term indicator frequencies. 

Formal analysis of the spectra is also possible. Since the distribution of the sample 

spectrum is approximately proportional to a X2 distribution, the distribution of the sample 

spectra is approximately proportional to an F with v, v degrees of freedom. This charac

teristic allows to define a noise threshold to formally identify the statistically significant 

terms. The reader is referred to [74] for more complete technical explanation. 
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Chapter 4 

A Framework for Kanban Systems Design 

4.1 Introduction 

The control of the production, conveyance of materials and inventory level in a JIT setting 

is facilitated by a pull system. In a pull system the production or conveyance of an item 

is allowed only when there is an actual demand for it. The demand imposed on the final 

stage is transmitted upstream, stage by stage, pulling materials through the manufacturing 

system. Every stage is responsible for meeting the demand of the succeeding stage, thus 

effectively reacting to the end item demand. The information or signaling system used 

to pull materials in JIT systems is generally referred to as a K anban system. Kanban 

systems regulate the inventory level and production timing of a JIT firm. The general 

operation of a two-card Kanban system has been presented in Section 2.2. In this chapter 

we present and analyze the issues related to the design of robust Kanban systems. 

4.2 Kanban System Design Overview 

A large number of factors affect the behavior or performances of a production system. 

The performances include service level, inventory level, worker and machine productivity 

or utilization, quality, smoothness of the production system, and so forth. We classify the 

factors into two major categories. The first category includes those factors which specify 
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the environmental characteristics of a production system, such as setup and processing 

time profile, queue times, scrap rate, machine down times, supplier lead times, demand 

profile and so on. These factors either are not under the perfect control of the manage-

ment, or they can be controlled only at a great expense. We refer to these variables as 

uncontrollable factors or noise factors. It should be pointed out that some of these factors 

may be uncontrollable in one setting and quite controllable in another. The second cate-

gory contains the managerial decision factors, which we refer to as controllable variables 

or simply parameters. Among the parameters, those which are used to control a shop in 

a short to medium range planning horizon are: production timing, production quantities, 

item sequencing, lot sizing policies, queue disciplines, safety stock levels, inventory poli-

cies, and so on. In fact one of the continuous activities of an operations management team 

is to decide on the level of the parameters in order to reach certain goals or to achieve 

certain performance levels. We now identify several parameters that regulate the behavior 

of Kanban systems. 

In a manufacturing system utilizing Kanban, the number of kanbans determines 

the maximum inventory level, as well as the maximum production orders that can be 

released to the shop at any given point in time. Let D denote the demand quantity per 

unit time, T the total lead time, and B the batch size. Then U, the number of kanbans, 

is determined by: 

(4.1) 

Both U and B are parameters, since they are under perfect control of the designer of the 

Kanban system. Clearly D is a noise factor for most firms, since the demand is determined 

by the customers rather than by the manufacturer. The lead time T needs a more detailed 

analysis, since T may contain some controllable components. 

Consider the simple directed graph in Figure 4.1. The figure presents different 

stages in the circulation of production and conveyance kanbans, as well as different com-
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ponents of lead time. Each node in the graph corresponds to a point in time (event), and 

each arc represents the precedence relationship between two events. The label associated 

with an arc represents a duration. For example, the "begin production" event will result 

in the "end production" event after t~ time units elapse. The interpretation of Figure 4.1 

is as follows. A detached move kanban will wait tfl time units until it becomes an autho

rization for conveying materials, although tfI = 0 if a detached move kanban immediately 

becomes a move authorization. An authorization takes tff time units to trigger the start 

of the conveyance of materials, although tff = 0 if the required material are available 

at the time of authorization. t~1 corresponds to the duration of moving the materials 

(with the move kanban attached). ttl is a period of time that a container of parts waits 

in the storage until it is demanded, and is equal to zero if the work center is starving. 

TAl = ttl + t~1 + tr + tr is the total conveyance lead time. Among the components of the 

lead time, it is clear that ttl is a parameter, while the other three are noise factors. We 

refer to tfl as the cycle time of conveyance kanban. The cycle time of a conveyance kanban 

determines the time interval between successive authorization of material movements. 

The same explanation is applied to production kanbans, with the understanding 

that tf is a parameter. tf is the production kanban cycle time and it refers to the 

interval of time between successive authorization of production. This concept of cycle 

time is similar to the time interval between successive inventory reviews in a periodic 

review inventory system. To simplify the notation we use C to mean tl' Thus, a two-card 

Kanban system has three categories of parameters: U, B, and C. Since the treatment of 

conveyance kanban and production kanban from the design stand point is identical, we 

will only consider the production kanban and assume a single-card Kanban system. The 

design of a Kanban system in part refers to the selection and determination of one or 

more of these parameters. The parameters must be identified based on work center and 

item, in addition to the type of kanban (M =move or P=production). Let Uikj, B7j
, and 
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cti denote the parameters of a Kanban system for work center i (i = 1,2 ... , n), item j 

(j = 1,2, ... , m), and kanban type k (k = M, P). Kanban systems are characterized by 

replenishment equal to the amount of use. A one-to-one cunta.iner relationship between 

successive stages is preferred and is more practical. Thus, container or batch size may be 

identified only by the item type and denoted by Bi. Although it may be argued that the 

container size is usually determined based on economical considerations such as economic 

order quantity, the cost function at EOQ is very flat. Thus, EOQ usually can be considered 

as a region rather than a point. 

The problem of sequencing will become relatively simple when the other three 

sets of parameters are designed. In a Kanban system the item sequencing generally is 

conducted at the final product level. The purpose of item sequencing is the smoothing of 

the production. By knowing the container size of the final stage and the average demand, 

the sequencing may be performed with relative ease. 

The number of parameters increases with the complexity of the manufacturing 

system, variety of products, and the number of work centers. Among the parameters, 

determining the number of kanbans has received the most attention in the literature. In 

this dissertation we propose the simultaneous consideration of the three parameters, and 

demonstrate its advantage. 

4.3 The Design of a Robust Kanban System 

While deciding on the levels of Kanban parameters seems straightforward in a stable 

manufacturing environment, their determination becomes a challenge in an uncertain en

vironment. Shaping up the manufacturing environment may be extremely expensive, may 

take a long time, or even may not be possible with regard to some of the noise factors. 

This dissertation proposes an alternative approach to Kanban system design. 
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There are occasions during which a well developed technique in a given field is 

modified and used in a different field very effectively. As mentioned in Chapter 3, robust 

product and process design refers to the application of engineering knowledge and statis

tical method to determine the values of the parameters of a product that makes certain 

performance characteristics of the product insensitive to the variations of the environment 

in which the product is produced or used. By insensitive we mean the performance vari

ation is minimum or relatively small. The approach, pioneered by Taguchi, has a wide 

range of applications [58]. Wild [84], Ramberg et al. [61] and Sanchez et al. [68] showed 

how the approach can be applied to simulation studies. 

The design of a Kanban system is very similar to the design of a product. Since it 

is impossible or extremely costly to shape up the manufacturing environment and remove 

uncertainties, it is better to design a Kanban system whose performance is robust to such 

unstable manufacturing environment. The robust Kanban system refers to a system whose 

parameters (U, B, C) are so determined that its performance characteristic (e.g., inventory 

level or customer service) is insensitive to noise factors in the manufacturing environment 

(e.g., machine breakdown, scrap rate, variable processing time, demand volume, etc.). 

Following Taguchi, the design is carried out in three phases: system design, parameter 

design, and tolerance design. 

4.3.1 System Design Phase 

In the system design phase, a prototype or blueprint of a Kanban system that fits the 

needs of the manufacturing system is determined. This involves high-level decisions, such 

as whether a one-card or two-card system should be used, and the portion of the manu

facturing system to be run under Kanban. The system parameters are determined, as well 

as the sources of noise in the manufacturing or external environment. II! addition, the 

performance characteristics of interest and their desired or target values are specified. It 
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is also necessary to specify the loss function which will be used to evaluate the alternative 

system designs. As mentioned in Chapter 3, a quadratic loss function adequately serves 

the purpose in many cases. Finally, a prototype-frequently a simulation model-of the 

system is constructed for experimentation. In what follows the elements of the design 

phase will be explained in more detail. 

Parameters 

Only three sets of parameters are considered as controllable. These are the number of 

kanbans Ujki, the common container or batch size Bi, and the cycle time Cfi. The total 

number of parameters in the system depends on the number of work centers, the number 

of items being produced, and the Kanban system adopted. 

Noise Factors 

The class of noise variables in a manufacturing system may be very large. A noise factor 

may have one or more of the following characteristics: 

1. Variation from its nominal settings causes performance deterioration of the 

manufacturing system, such as deviation of a processing time from the standard. 

2. It is not possible to predict the factor's value with certainty, as is the case for 

demand quantity and timing. 

3. It is controllable only at a great expense, such as down times that may be 

prevented only by reinvestment in new machinery. 

The determination of these factors is problem specific. Nevertheless, several noise 

factors-such as breakdowns-can be found in almost every manufacturing system. The 

noise factors are divided into two major categories: internal and external. However, not 
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all sources of noise can be included in the parameter design experiment, because of lack 

of knowledge and also because of the complexity of the experiments. 

Internal noise factors are those factors that are internal to the manufacturing sys

tem, including but not limited to processing and setup time, equipment failure, scrap rate, 

bill-of-materiallevels, repair times and so on. Each firm defines a specific set of internal 

noise factors, by drawing on knowledge of its own manufacturing environment. 

External noise factors are those uncontrollable factors that are external to the prod

uct, including but not limited to uncertainties in demand timing and volume, suppliers' 

lead times and quality levels. Each firm defines a specific set of external noise factors, 

based on its relationship with external environment such as customers and suppliers. 

Performance Characteristics and Target Values 

The performance of every manufacturing system is evaluated based on certain predeter

mined performance characteristics. The following performance characteristics (or func

tions of them) have been used in previous studies or seem to be important in practice: 

inventory level of finished products, interstage inventory levels, inventory of raw materials, 

warehouse space used, backorder level, due date performances, workstation utilization, 

worker utilization, labor requirements, scrap rate, product quality, manufacturing cost, 

and profit margin. 

It may not be possible to consider all performance measures simultaneously. For 

those measures which are not quantifiable, a quantitative surrogate may be used. Each 

firm can define its own set of performance characteristics depending on own priorities and 

operational conditions. Historically, inventory level and customer service have been the 

most desirable performance characteristics. It should be remembered that JIT aims at 

step-by-step but steady improvements. 
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4.3.2 Parameter Design Phase 

In the parameter design phase, statistical techniques are used to assess the relative im

portance of different parameters and noise factors with respect to the performance char

acteristics through the use of a loss function. Important parameters are set at levels to 

minimize loss, while unimportant parameters are set on the basis of cost. The process 

of parameter design is quite general and has been explained in detail in Chapter 3. We 

believe it will be best illustrated by means of a step-by-step example, which we provide 

in Chapter 7. 

4.3.3 Tolerance Design Phase 

In the tolerance design phase, metamodels of the performance characteristics are developed 

for a particular system (i.e., fixed parameter settings) in terms of the noise factors. This 

information can be used for system improvements. For example, if a potential new supplier 

has less variability in lead time (for an additional cost), the tradeoff can be examined. 

Tolerance design for Kanban systems is not addressed in more detail in this dissertation. 

The interested reader is referred to [69] for a more thorough presentation. 

4.4 Summary 

In this chapter we formalized the design process of a Kanban system and identified classes 

of controllable as well as uncontrollable variables for guiding the design process. While we 

only considered a constant cycle Kanban system, the design process of a constant quantity 

Kanban system proceeds in a similar manner. The only change needed is to replace C 

with a parameter representing the order point, since C can no longer be controlled. 

We also proposed a fmmework for designing robust f( anban system by adopting 

and extending Taguchi's robust product design approach. We provided overviews of the 
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system design and parameter design phases, which will be illustrated in detail in Chapter 

5 through 7. 

We emphasize that the design of a robust Kanban system is not a substitute for 

the task of improving the manufacturing environment. Reducing setup time and lot sizes, 

improving product quality, worker training, preventive maintenance, improving suppliers 

relationship and so on, as are in line with JIT philosophy must be pursued continuously. 

Rather, we view the design of a robust Kanban system as means of identifying problems 

for further improvements. 
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Chapter 5 

A Simulation Study of Kanban System Design 

5.1 System Design 

5.1.1 The Manufacturing Model 

Part of a manufacturing plant with three serial stages is considered for simulation. The 

three-stage setting incorporates different degrees of isolation from the manufacturing en

vironment (a front-end and a back-end as well as a middle stage). We assume that a 

single-card constant cycle Kanban system was suggested by the management. Further

more, the Kanban system incorporates a one-to-one container relationship for the part of 

the manufacturing setting modeled. For simplicity and clarity of the presentation, only 

one item is considered for production. Figure 5.1 shows the schematic of this manufac

turing model. Input materials or parts from feeder operations enter the manufacturing 

cell at stage three. Kanban operations chain the three manufacturing stages together, and 

assembled products leave the cell at the final stage (stage one). 

5.1.2 Performance Characteristics and Target Values 

The management decided to use two different measures to gauge the performance of the 

Kanban system. First, the service level which is measured in terms of average daily number 

of backorders. Second, the invento71} level which is measured in terms of average daily 
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Figure .5.1: The schematic of the Kanban system studied III the simulation 
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interstage work-in-process per stage. Both performance characteristics are reasonable. 

Since an ideal JIT system should satisfy the demand on time without producing excess 

inventory naturally, zero is the target value for service level. A reasonable target value for 

the inventory level is one container of product per stage. 

The inventory used as a performance measure does not include the inventory of 

raw materials at the upstream stage (stage three), since it is controlled by a reorder 

point (ROP) mechanism instead of a Kanban system. The choice of the performance 

characteristics of interest is industry dependent and may be determined according to 

management preferences. 

5.1.3 Parameters 

The parameters are those factors that can be decided or controlled by the designer of a 

Kanban system or the management. As mentioned in Chapter 4, there are three sets of 

parameters in a constant cycle one-card Kanban. According to the Kanban system, the 

following parameters are identified: the number of kanbans {Uj, i = 1,2, 3}, kanban cycle 

times {Cj,i = 1,2,3} and a common container size, B. Thus, the system has a total of 

seven parameters. The range of exploration of the parameters will be determined in the 

parameter design phase, in Chapter 7. 

5.1.4 Noise Factors 

The noise factors are those factors that are not completely under the control of the designer 

of the Kanban system or are very costly to control. There are two broad categories of noise 

factors: internal and external. We have selected 34 different environmental noise factors in 

six categories-demand volume, processing time, setup time, time between breakdowns, 

repair time and supplier lead time. Out of the six categories, demand volume and supplier 

lead time represent external sources of noise, while the other categories contain internal 
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noise factors. A thorough explanation of the noise factors and their ranges of values will 

be presented in Chapter 6. 

5.2 Simulation Model 

The important characteristics of the manufacturing system are modeled using SIGMA 

(Simulation Graphical Modeling and Analysis) (Schruben [75]). SIGMA is an interactive 

software package that can be used to build, test and experiment with discrete event sim

ulation models on personal computers. SIGMA is a general modeling tool that is used 

to develop a basic model. It then translates the basic model to standard "c" code. The 

basic model can then be enhanced using "c" language. The important characteristics of 

the model are as follows: 

GI Input materials enter the system according to an ROP (Reorder Point) rule with a 

random lead time; 

o Each work center is subject to random breakdowns; 

o When a work center breaks down, all unfinished products will be completed after 

the work center is repaired; 

o The down time of work centers is random ; 

o Each work center has a random processing time to process a batch; 

o Each batch processed at each work center is subject to a variable setup time; 

o A random demand is imposed on the finai work center (stage one) at the beginning 

of every day. 
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5.2.1 Event Graph 

An event graph is a directed graph that represents the events, the state variables and their 

relationships in a discrete event simulation. In the event graph the nodes represent the 

events and the arcs represent the relationship between events. A solid arc is an event 

scheduling edge, and a dashed arc is an event canceling edge. Similar events can be 

represented by the same vertex and are distinguished by attributes. The values of the 

attributes are passed from one vertex to another through the edges. 

Figure 5.2 shows a simple evellt graph with two event nodes and one scheduling 

edge. It indicates that t time units after the occurrence of event A, event B will be 

scheduled to occur providing condition J holds at the time event A occurs. Figure .5.3 

shows a simple event graph with two event nodes and one canceling edge. It indicates 

that t time units after the occurrence of event A, any currently scheduled occurrence of 

event B will be canceled providing condition J holds at the time event A occurs [75]. 

t 

J 

Figure 5.2: An event graph with two event nodes and one scheduling edge 

Figure 5,4 shows the event graph of the simulation model of the manufacturing cell 

after an extensive enhallcement of the basic model generated by SIGI'vIA. The enhance

ment included the addition of many events, state variables, scheduling and canceling arcs, 
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Figure 5.3: An event graph with two event nodes and one canceling edge 

random number generators, and routines for collecting data and computing statistics. The 

ability to vary the parameters settings cosinusoidally within a single run was also added. 

State Variables Definition 

The version of the SIGMA we used was very rigid in terms of variable definitions, thus 

fixed-size arrays were defined in the initial simulation model. However, all variables defined 

during enhancement of the model were flexible. The size of each array allows up to 9 stages 

to be included in the model. 

Limitations of the SIGMA program led us to occasionally include multiple types 

of state variables under a single name. For example, PT contains information about the 

processing time, setup time and rework time of the three stages. It should be pointed out 

that some variables are defined only for future expansion of the simulation model and are 

not used in the current experiment, such as rework time. Fol' this simulation, the list of 

initial state variables follows. (The complete list of state variables is presented along with 

the C code for the final simulation model in Appendix A.) 
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Figure .5.4: The event graph for the manufacturing model 



o I NV[10]: number of available full containers (real valued) 

G P K[lO]: number of kanbans ready to trigger production (integer valued) 

c SW[10]: status of work station (idle=O, busy=l) (integer valued) 

(I CW[10]: condition of workstation (up=O, down=l) (integer valued) 
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(I RAW[19]: raw material volume ([1, ",,9) and interarrival time (10, , .. , 18) (real val

ued) 

o Q[lO]: Queue of the arriving demand (real valued), for the model used demand 

occurs only at the final stage (stage one), therefore, only Q[l] is defined. 

o PT[29]: process lead time (1, ... ,9), setup time (10, ... , 18) and rework time (19, .. ,,28) 

(real valued), rework is not implemented. 

I) EPT[lO]: end of processing time (real valued) 

(I RPT[lO]: remaining process time when machine breaks down (real valued) 

(I DM N D[19]: demand volume and interarrival time (real valued); we make use of 

only DMND[l] and DMND[10], where DMND[l] represents the demand volume 

and D M N D [11] represents the interarrival time. 

I) BRK[19]: breakdown interarrival (1, .. ,,9) and repair time (10, ... ,18) (real valued) 

o LOT[10]: lot size or container size (integer valued) 

o KT[10]: kanban lead time (real valued) 

(I redund-begp[max] this state variable is used to prevent redundant scheduling of 

BEGP (begin production) 

o S: stage index, S = 1, ... , 9 (integer valued) 
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Event Definitions 

Circumstances where the values of state variables might change are called events. State 

changes for this simulation {see Figure 5.4} follow; these are represented by one or more 

event vertices (nodes) in an event graph. In the text which follows, {vr} means the value 

of a random variable generated from a particular distribution, and (vf) means a value read 

from a data file. 

o The INIT event vertex: 

models the initialize state variables. The initial values are read from a data file. 

o The ARR event vertex: 

models the scheduled arrival of demand. The following state variable changes will 

occur, 

DMND[1] - (V1") 

Q[1] - Q[1] + DMND[1] 

The values of the attribute S must be given by every edge scheduling this event. 

o The INDX event vertex: 

models the collection of statistics. 

o The DETK event vertex: 

models the detaching kanban from a full container. The following state variable 

changes will occur, 

INV[S] - INV[S]-1 

Q[S] = Q[S] - 1 

The values of the attribute S must be given by every edge scheduling this event. 



CI The BEG P event vertex: 

models the start of production. The following state variable changes will occur, 

PK[S] = PK[S] -1 

SW[S] = 1 

PT[S] = (vr) 

PT[S + 10] - (vr) 

EPT[S] - PT[S] +CLK 

RAW[S+ 10] - (vr) 

redund - begp[S] = 1 

The values of the attribute S must be given by every edge scheduling this event. 

Q The ENDP event vertex: 

models the end of production. The following state variable changes will occur, 

SW[S] = 0 

red'und - begp[S] = 0 

INV[S] = INV[S] + 1 

The values of the attribute S must be given by every edge scheduling this event. 

o The ATTK event vertex: 
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models the attach kanban to a full container. This node does not have any function 

at this time. 

The values of the attribute S must be given by every edge scheduling this event. 
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o The DOWN event vertex: 

models the station needs service and is down. The following state variable changes 

will occur, 

CW[S] - 1 

RPT[S] = EPT[S] - CLK 

BRK[S + 10] - (vr) 

The values of the attribute S must be given by every edge scheduling this event. 

o The UP event vertex: 

models the station is serviced and is up. The following state variable changes will 

occur, 

CW[S] = a 

BRK[S] = (vr) 

The values of the attribute 8 must be given by every edge scheduling this event. 

G The BEGD event vertex: 

models the start ofbreakdowns(used only once}. The following state variable changes 

will occur, 

BRK[S] = 0.0 

The values of the attribute S must be given by every edge scheduling this event. 

o The KCOL event vertex: 

models the transfer of detached kanbans to the production points. The following 

state variable changes will occur, 
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P K[S] = P K[S] + detached 

The values of the attribute S must be given by every edge scheduling this event. 

o The SUPP event vertex: 

models the raw materials supplied to upstream stages. The following state variable 

changes will occur, 

RAW[S] = RAW[S] + (vr) 

inorder[S] = 0 

The values of the attribute S must be given by every edge scheduling this event. 

Relationships Between Events (Edges) 

The occurrence of an event often leads to further events. The logical and dynamic rela

tionships between pairs of events are described below; these are represented in an event 

graph (Figure 5.4) by the edges (arrows) between event vertices. (The execution priority, 

to break time ties, is 5 unless otherwise stated.) 

o After the IN IT event occurs: 

Unconditionally, schedule the initial arrival. That is, schedule the ARR event to 

occur without delay ... passing the value, S = 1, to the ARR event. 

Unconditionally, schedule initial begin down. That is, schedule the BEGD event to 

occur without delay ... passing the value, S = 1, to the BEGD event. 

Unconditionally, schedule the initial collect statistics. That is, schedule the INDX 

event to occur without delay ... passing the value, S = 1, to the INDX event. 
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o After the INDX event occurs: 

Unconditionally, schedule the collect statistics. That is, schedule the INDX event to 

occur after specified amount of time ... passing the value, S = 1, to the INDX event. 

o After the ARR event occurs: 

Unconditionally, schedules next arrival. That is, schedule the ARR event to occur 

in DM N D[ll] time units ... passing the value,S = 1, to the ARR event. 

If Q[I] > 0 and INV[I] > 0, then schedule detach kanban ("ARR" to "DETK"). 

That is, schedule the DETK event to occur without delay ... passing the value, S = 1, 

to the DETK event. (Time ties are broken by an execution priority of 4.) 

o After the DETK event occurs: 

If PK[S] > 0 and INV[S+I] > 0 and SW[S] = 0 and CW[S] = 0 and RAW[S] ~ 1 

and redund-begp[S] = 0 and S < max, then schedule production. That is, schedule 

the BEGP event to occur in KT[S] time units ... passing the value, S, to the BEGP 

event. (Time ties are broken by an execution priority of 4.) 

If S = 1 and Q[I] > 0 and I NV[I] > 0, then schedule detach kanban ("DETK" to 

"DETK"). That is, schedule the DETK event to occur without delay ... passing the 

value of, S, to the DETK event. 

o After the BEGP event occurs: 

If S < max - 1, then schedule detach kanban("BEGP" to "DETK"). That is, 

schedule the DETK event to occur without delay ... passing the value, S + 1, to the 

DETK event. (Time ties are broken by an execution priority of 3.) 

Unconditionally, schedule end production("BEGP" to "ENDP"). That is, schedule 

the ENDP event to occur in PT[S] + PT[S + 10] time units ... passing the value, S, 

to the ENDP event. (Time ties are broken by an execution priority of S.) 
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If RAW[S] :=;safety-stk[S] and inorder[S] = 0, then schedule supply order ("BEGP" 

to "SUPP"). That is, schedule the SUPP event to occur in RAW[S + max time 

units ... passing the value, S, to the SUPP event. 

o After the ENDP event occurs: 

If PK[S] > 0 and SW[S] = 0 and INV[S + 1] > 0 and CW[S] = 0, then schedule 

production ("ENDP" to "BEGP"). That is, schedule the BEGP event to occur 

without delay ... passing the value, S, to the BEGP event. (Time ties are broken by 

an execution priority of 2.) 

Unconditionally, schedule attach kanban("ENDP" to "ATTIC'). That is, schedule 

the ATTK event to occur without delay ... passing the value, S, to the ATTK event. 

(Time ties are broken by an execution priority of 1.) 

Cl After the ATTK event occurs: 

If S = 1 and Q[S] > 0 and INV[S] > 0, then schedule detach kanban ("ATTK" to 

"DETK"). That is, schedule the DETK event to occur without delay ... passing the 

value, S, to the DETK event. 

If S > 1 and PK[S -1] > 0 and INV[S] = 1 and SW[S -1] = 0 and CW[S -1] = 0 

and RAW[S - 1] ~ 1 and redund-begp[S], then schedule production("ATTK" to 

"BEGP"). That is, schedule the BEGP event to occur without delay ... passing the 

value, S - 1, to the BEGP event. (Time ties are broken by an execution priority of 

1.5.) 

\) After the DOWN event occurs: 

Unconditionally, schedule end of repair{ "DOWN" to "UP"). That is, schedule the 

UP event to occur in BRJ([S + max] time units ... passing the value, S, to the UP 

event. (Time ties are broken by an execution priority of 2.) 
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IfCW[S] = 1 and SW[S] = 1, then cancel end production ("DOWN" to "ENDP"). 

That is, immediately cancel the next scheduled occurrence of the ENDP event...so 

long as value of the attribute S match for this ENDP event. 

C) After the UP event occurs: 

If SW[S] = 1 and RPT[S] ~ 0, then schedule end production ("UP" to "ENDP"). 

That is, schedule the ENDP event to occur without delay ... passing the value, S, to 

the ENDP event. (Time ties are broken by an execution priority of 1.) 

If SW[S] = 1 and RPT[S] > 0, then schedule end production ("UP" to "ENDP"). 

That is, schedule the ENDP event to occur in RPT[S] time units ... passing the value, 

S, to the ENDP event. (Time ties are broken by an execution priority of 1.) 

If PK[S] > 0 and SW[S] = 0 and INV[S+I] > 0 and CW[S] = 0 and RAW[S] ~ 1, 

then schedule production ("UP" to "BEGP"). That is, schedule the BEGP event 

to occur without delay ... passing the value, S, to the BEGP event. (Time ties are 

broken by an execution priority of 1.) 

Unconditionally, schedule next breakdown ("UP" to "DOWN"). That is, schedule 

the DOWN event to occur in BRK[S] time units ... passing the value, S, to the 

DOWN event. 

o After the BEGD event occurs: 

Unconditionally, schedule initial breakdown ("BEGD" to "DOWN"). That is, sched

ule the DOWN event to occur in BRK[S] time units ... passing the value, S, to the 

DOWN event. 

If S < max, then schedule next begin down ("BEGD" to "BEGD"). That is, 

schedule the BEGD event to occur without delay ... passing the value, S + 1, to the 

BEGD event. 
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If S < max, then schedule !mnban collection ("BEGD" to "KCOL"). That is, 

schedule the KCOL event to occur without delay ... passing the value, S, to the KCOL 

event. 

o After the KCOL event occurs: 

If all conditions are satisfied, schedule begin production ("KCOL" to "BEGP"). 

That is, schedule the BEGP event to occur without delay ... passing the value, S, to 

the BEGP event. 

If KT[S] > 0, then schedule the next !mnban collection ("KCOL" to "KCOL"). 

That is, schedule the KCOL event to occur after the specified cycle time ... passing 

the value, S, to the KCOL event. 

o After the SUPP event occurs: 

If PK[S] > 0 and INV[S+I] > 0 and SW[S] = 0 and CW[S] = 0 and RAW[S] ~ 1, 

then schedule next begin production ("SUPP" to "BEGP"). That is, schedule the 

BEGP event to occur without delay ... passing the value, S, to the BEGP event. 

5.2.2 Verification and Validation 

An important, albeit tedious part of the simulation modeling and coding was the ver

ification and validation phases. Our major strategy was to start with a simple model 

and expand gradually. A second strategy was based on tracing the output while using 

deterministic input factors. Finally, we arranged several walk-through sessions in groups 

of three to finalize the simulation model. 
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Chapter 6 

Frequency Domain Analysis of Noise Factors 

6.1 Introduction 

As previously discussed, the number of internal or external noise factors associated with 

environmental factors may be prohibitively large, particularly if illteraction or nonlinear 

effects are present. However, not all of the noise factors are likely to impact the Kanban 

system equally. This point has two implications-one general, and one specific. First, 

it is of interest to identify which of the noise factors and interactions have appreciable 

effects on the system. This information is of strategic importance to managers, both by 

influencing their decisions to employ or not employ JIT, and for prioritizing environmental 

factors so improvement efforts can be targeted more effectively. Much of the previous 

research discussed in Chapter 2 addresses these issues, although researchers have tended 

to examine only main effects. In this chapter, we will present a more complete view of the 

manufacturing environment by joint analysis of effects, and by examining quadratic and 

interaction effects in addition to main effects. 

The other, more specific, implication relates to the Taguchi method. Simulation 

is fast and inexpensive relative to experimenting on a real production floor. Crossing the 

parameter matrix with the noise matrix yields a large number of design points (simulation 

runs) if a single set of noise factor levels are used in each simulation run. This means that 

it is important to use an efficient design, which still covers the noise space. Two options 
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are possible. First, we can use the FDE approach described in Chapter 3 for noise factors, 

and make a single run for each parameter design point. We remark that these runs will 

of necessity be long, but it is still easier to coordinate 2nr runs than 2nr x 2n
w runs if 

the noise factor space is large. Second, we can reduce the number of noise factors to be 

investigated in the Taguchi phase by eliminating from consideration the unimportant noise 

factors (this is also called "factor screening.") If the result shows the lack of important 

interaction effect among two or more manufacturing stages, then the environmental noise 

factors can be prioritized as targets for improvement and addressed one at a time. On 

the other hand, if the results indicate interactions, then a comprehensive plan is needed 

to shape up the environment. 

6.2 Performance Measures 

Two different measures are used to gauge the performance of the Kanban system. The 

primary performance characteristic is the service level which is measured in terms of 

average daily number of backorders. This is a reasonable measure, since an ideal JIT 

system satisfies the demand on time. The secondary performance characteristic is the 

inventory level which is measured in terms of average daily interstage work-in-process 

per stage. This is also a reasonable performance measure for a JIT system, and can be 

compared to the ideal interstage work-in-process of one unit (or one container of parts) 

per stage. The reason behind considering the inventory level as a secondary performance 

measure is that minimizing inventory level alone, without considering other performance 

measures like service level, is not reasonable. For instance, it is possible to minimize the 

inventory level of a production system simply by not satisfying the demand at all. 

The inventory level we use as a performance measure does not include the inventory 

of raw materials at the upstream stage (stage three), since it is controlled by a reorder' 

point (ROP) mechanism instead of a Kanban system, 
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We remark that there are many other performance characteristics which could be 

considered by the investigator. For example, instead of a simple average, a weighted 

average of interstage inventory could be used, giving higher weights to the downstream 

stages and lower weights to the upstream stages to track more closely the dollar value 

of work-in-process. The choice of the performance characteristics of interest is industry 

dependent; it may also be determined according to management preferences. 

6.3 Noise Factors 

The noise factors are those variables that are not completely under the control of the 

designer of the Kanban system or the management, or else are very costly to control. 

There are two broad categories of noise factors: internal and external. As previously 

remarked, for our three-stage manufacturing system we have selected 34 different envi

ronmental noise factors in six categories-demand volume, processing time, setup time, 

time between breakdowns, repair time and supplier lead time. Out of the six categories, 

demand volume and supplier lead time represent external sources of noise, while the other 

categories contain internal noise factors. The demand category consists of two factors

the mean and the variance of the volume. The processing time category consists of three 

factors-the mean, the variance, and the distribution of the processing time. The setup 

time category consists of only one noise factor-mean setup time. The range associated 

with the mean setup time reflects the expected future reduction in setup time due to 

enhancement programs that are undertaken by the company. Both the time between 

breakdowns and the repair time categories consist of three factors-the mean, the vari

ance, and the distribution. The supplier category consists of two factors-the mean and 

the variance of the lead time. We assume that both the demand volume and the supplier 

lead time follow truncated normal distributions (i.e, they are restricted to nonnegative 

values). It should be pointed out that for those noise categories in which the distribution 
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is also a factor, the distribution changes between (truncated) normal and exponential. 

Figure 6.1 summarizes the structure of the noise factors. 

In the experiment, the choice of the noise factors is partially based on what the 

previous studies have shown to be important. To employ a more meaningful factor setting 

in the screening phase as well as in the robust Kanban system design phase, we utilize 

factor ranges which are generally compatible with the values used by Krajewski et al. 

[38], although we add a few variables. The settings used by Krajewski represent a range of 

manufacturing environments commonly found in this country. In our model the processing 

time is a random variable, not a constant. In addition, the demand volume mean and 

variance are assigned values that produce reasonable traffic intensities for the models 

being simulated. Some adjustments to the ranges are necessary to substantially reduce 

the probability of generating meaningless values such as negative lead time, which are 

truncated from the stated distributions. 

Table 6.1 shows the relationship between the values used in our experiment and 

those of Krajewski et al. As the table shows, the range of variation of the noise factors 

are within the so-called U.S. Low and Kanban High setting used in their study. U.S. Low 

setting represents a favorable environment, while the Kanban High setting represents an 

unfavorable environment for the implementation of Kanban. 

Every stage in the manufacturing model faces all noise categories except the demand 

volume and the supplier lead time, which are imposed only to stage one (downstream) 

and stage three (upstream) respectively. Accordingly, stage one faces a random volume 

demand, and stage three faces a random supplier lead t.ime in addition to factors in the 

other categories. Thus, every stage is working under an uncertain environment, facing 

noise factors like variable setup time, processing time, break down, and repair time of its 

own. 
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Table 6.1: The range of values in comparison with Krajewski ct al. 

Experiment Krajewski et al. 
Factor Range US Low Kanban Hi 
Demand Volume 
Mean 87-97 units Different Different 
Variability SD=2-14 units CV=O CV=0.2 
Distribution Normal Normal Normal 
Supplier 
Lead Time 
Mean 6000-18000 min 1-4 weeks 5-10 weeks 

Computations: 
[( 1 +4) x 5days x 8hrs x 
60min)/2 = 6000min 

[(5+10)x5daysx 
8hrsx60min)/2 = 18000min 

Variability SD=420-1500 min CV=.07 CV=.14 
Computations: 
6000 x .07=420min 
18000x.14=2520min, 
adjusted to 1500 min 

Distribution Normal Normal Normal 
Time Between 
Failure 
Mean 38400-76800 min 1280 hrs 640 hrs 
Variability SD=3840-7800 mill SD=130 hrs SD=64 hrs 
Distribution Normal/Exponential Normal Normal 
Repair Time 
Mean 420-540 min 8 hrs 8 hrs 
Variability SD=60-105 min SD=2.7 hrs SD=2.7 hrs 

(with some adjustments) 
Distribution Normal/Exponential Normal Normal 
Processing Time 
Mean 2-4 min Varies Varies 
Variability SD=.2-.4 (CV=.l) None None 
Distribution Normal/Exponential None None 
Setup Time 
Mean 3-30 min 1 10 

(ratio to 
process time) 
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6.4 Parameters 

The parameters are those variables that can be decided or controlled by the designer of 

a Kanban system or the management. These variables are identified during the system 

design phase. There are three sets of parameters in the one-card Kanban system we 

studied: the number of kanbans (or the number of containers), the kanban cycle time (the 

length of time that a detached kanban becomes a production order), and the container 

size (or lot size). If a two-card kanban system were deemed appropriate in the system 

design phase, then a fourth parameter set must be added to the list of the controllable 

variables, for example, the conveyance kanban cycle time. These parameters are not of 

interest for the factor screening specific phase, but we must set them at normal levels 

in order to screen the noise factors. Here, the number of kanbans and kanban lead time 

for everyone of the three stages can be determined independently. However, we use a 

common lot size and assume a one-to-one container relationship between successive stages. 

The assumption, which is very reasonable in practice, implies that one container full of 

parts from an upstream stage is required to produce one container full of products in 

the succeeding stage. (If a one-to-one container relationship can not be realized due to 

technical and economical reasons, then the lot size of each individual stage is treated as 

a separate parameter.) Thus, there are seven controllable or design parameters in the 

experiment: one for the lot size, three for the numbers of kanbans and three for the 

kanban's cycle times. 

We study the effect of noise factors on the performance characteristics when the 

system is under maximum strain or high traffic intensity. This occurs when the system is 

running with minimum number of kanbans, minimum container size and maximum kanban 

cycle time. It is easy to see that the traffic intensity increases as the number of kanban 

decreases, since no kanban means no production. On the other hand, when setup time 
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is fixed, the throughput will decrease as the lot size decreases because of the increased 

number of setups. Thus, smaller lot size will also increase the traffic intensity (see also 

[41]). For a given number of kanbans, it is not difficult to see that the longer the kanban 

cycle time, the larger the traffic intensity, since it takes longer for a detached kanban to 

become a production kanban. 

Based on the processing and setup time profile, we chose 10 as a reasonable mini

mum lot size for the model. The maximum kanban lead time was set to 480 minutes, since 

a kanban lead time longer than a day seems unreasonable. In this situation, a detached 

kanban is recycled (becomes a production order) at the beginning of the next day. 

After setting the container size and kanban lead time, we used the method devel

oped by Moeeni and Chang [49] to compute the minimum number of kanbans. Following 

Algorithm 1 of [49], we should determine the maximum demand. The daily demand is 

normally distributed with a mean equal to 92 and a variance equal to 97. We set the max

imum demand conservatively at five standard deviations above the mean or 141 units. 

Since the kanban lead time is one time unit (day), the number of kanbans is determined 

by dividing the maximum daily demand by the container size and rounding up the result. 

Thus, the minimum number of kanbans for stage one (the final stage) is set at 15. Us

ing Algorithm 2 [49], the number of kanbans for stage two and three also are set at 15. 

No attempt is made to use Algorithm 3 of [49] to further reduce the number of kanbans 

in the upstream stages, since its effectiveness when used in an uncertain manufacturing 

environment is not known. 
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6.5 Data Collection 

6.5.1 Driving Frequency Assignment 

As mentioned previously, at least two rather long simulation runs are required in the 

frequency domain experiment. In the experiment, the assigned factor driving frequencies 

produce a bandwidth of b = 1/7656. Table 6.2 shows the noise factors and their labels. 

The indexes in the brackets represent the stage number. Column 1 of the table reveals 

factor identification numbers. Column 2 indicates the labels of each variable. The labels 

correspond to the variable names used in the simulation program. Column 3 represents 

the range of variation of each noise factor. Finally, column 4 of the table shows the driving 

frequencies at which each noise factor is oscillated. The complete set of term indicator 

frequencies (explained in Section 3) is presented in Appendix B. 

We chose the F distribution to have 20 degrees of freedom in the numerator as well 

as in the denominator. The minimum window truncation point is computed to be 10208. 

Our choice of M = 20000 is much larger than the minimum window size required. We 

chose N = 300000 observations (including the transient period) which is much larger than 

the minimum 150000 (3 x 20 x 20000/8) required. This choice of window size and run 

length generates approximately 40 degrees of freedom for the F statistic. 

6.5.2 Truncation of Initialization Bias 

In most simulation studies the experimenter is interested in the behavior of the system 

when it is in a steady state. A system is in a steady state when the covariance of two 

realizations of a performance measure, Yi and Yj, Ie observations apart, is independent of 

i and j, and only depends on the lag k = Ij - i I. In order to eliminate the effect of the 

system's initial conditions, observations from the beginning of a simulation run must be 

deleted before collecting output statistics. 
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Table 6.2: Noise factors, their ranges of variation and oscillation frequencies 

II ID. No·1 
Noise Factors 

Freq.11 Label Range 

1 WJLd[l] Normal/Expon 1 
2 WJLd[2] Normal/Expon 4 
3 WJLd[3] Normal/Expon 10 
4 w_ba_d[l] Normal/Expon 17 
5 w_ba_d[2] Normal/Expon 29 
6 w_ba_d[3] Normal/Expon 52 
T w_pLd[l] Normal/Expon 67 
8 w_pLd[2] N ormal/Expon 89 
9 w_pLd[3] Normal/Expon 132 
10 raw-nrr_var[3] 176400 - 2250000 164 
11 raw -nrr JIlean[3] 6000 - 18000 205 
12 rpr_Lvar[l] 3600 - 11024 259 
13 rpr _t_var[2] 3600 - 11024 303 
14 rpr -Lvar[3] 3600 - 11024 350 
15 rpr _tJIlcan[l] 420 - 540 405 
16 rpr _tJIlcan[2] 420 - 540 505 
17 rpr _tJIlcan[3] 420 - 540 529 
18 brk-nrr-var[l] 14745600 - 60840000 588 
19 brk-<lrr_var[2] 14745600 - 60840000 680 
20 brk-<lrr _var[3] 14745600 - 60840000 903 
21 brk-<lrr JIlcan[l] 38400 - 76800 1016 
22 brk-nrr JIlean[2] 38400 - 76800 1061 
23 brk-nrr JIlean[3] 38400 - 76800 1248 
24 dmnd_voLvar[l] 4 - 190 1358 
25 dmnd_voLmean[l] 70 - 80 units 1445 
26 sctup-L.mean[l ] 2 - 30 min 1838 
27 sctup_tJIlcan[2] 3 - 30 min 1878 
28 sctup_t_mcan[3] 3 - 30 min 1086 
29 proc-Lvar[l] .04 - .16 2117 
30 procLvar[2] .04 - .16 2195 
31 proc_Lvar[3] .04 - .16 2613 
32 proc-Lmcan[l] 2 - 4 min 2840 
33 proct_mcan[2] 2 - 4 min 3060 
34 proc_tJ11can[3] 2 - 4 min 3314 
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The length of the initialization period depends on the autocorrelation of the output 

performance measure. As the traffic intensity increases, the output (daily backorders or 

daily average inventory per stage) becomes more correlated. We initially attempted to 

determine a truncation point by examining the transient period under maximum traffic 

intensity conditions, since this would guarantee the stability of the system under less 

severe conditions. Accordingly, every one of the noise factors was set to the level that 

makes the traffic intensity high. After many simulation runs, however, it became clear 

that this system was not stable. As a result, we adjusted the range of the variation of 

the noise factors so that the system would become stable at the adjusted high-intensity 

settings. Subsequent runs showed that when a system is stable under uniformly high

intensity settings, it becomes virtually empty when the noise factors levels are oscillating 

between their low and their high settings. Consequently, we discarded the idea of fixing the 

noise factors at their high settings for the purpose of determining the truncation point. 

Instead, we decided to find the transient period based on oscillating the noise factors. 

The longest of the four truncation points (one signal and one noise run for each of the 

performance measures) chosen from the transient periods was then be used as the common 

truncation point. We remark that the transient periods with noise factor levels oscillating 

were shorter than those with noise factor levels fixed at their nominal values. 

Figure 6.2 through Figure 6.5 show typical correlograms for the four scenarios 

mentioned above. Following Law and Kelton ([39], pp. 304), observations ten times the 

lag apart when autocorrelation last falls below 0.4 are considered uncorrelated. Therefore, 

observations 7656 apart are considered to be very conservatively uncorrelated. The length 

7656 is chosen since the lowest frequency factor completes exactly one cycle during that 

period. Due to the large computational and storage requirements, we ran all the signal 

runs on a CONVEX mini super computer and all the noise runs on a NEXT workstation, 

both under the UNIX operating system. 
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Figure 6.2: Correlogram for the service level (signal rlln) 
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6.6 Results 

After truncation each run contains 5 x 7656 observations. The signal-to-noise ratio (SIN), 

is asymptotically proportional to an Fv,v [74]. Each term in the response surface model 

whose smoothed periodogram ratio is greater than the critical F ratio is considered to be 

important. A formal test for our model involves testing 7656 simultaneous hypotheses. 

Accordingly, a confidence level equal to 0.92 requires a common significant level equal to 

0.00001 for the F40,40 critical. Therefore, our analysis is based on the qualitative aspect 

of FDE as suggested by Sanchez and Schruben [66]. 

6.6.1 Service Level 

The plot of signal-to-noise ratios for the service level is represented by Figure 6.6. Table 6.3 

presents the identified terms in the order of importance (the magnitude of SIN ratios). 

Table 6.3: Important noise factors that affect service performance, ordered according to 
magnitude of signal-to-noise ratio (initial run) 

Term indicator SIN Term Term 
Frequency Ratio Identifier Definition 

0.24007 493.2 26 setupLmean[l] 
0.37095 259.4 32 proC-t...mean[l] 
0.18874 23.8 25 dmnd_volJnean[l] 
0.38898 23.8 26 x 32 setup_t...mean[l], 

proC-t...mean[l] (interaction) 
0.48015 20.1 262 setup_t...mean[l] (square) 
0.24530 19.0 27 setup_t...mean[2] 

A second independently seeded experiment is performed to verify the result of the 

first run. The plot of signal-to-noise ratios for this confirmation run is represented by 

Figure 6.7. As Table 6.4 shows, the resuit strongly confirms the result induced from the 

initial experiment. 
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Figure 6.6: Plot of signal-to-noise ratio for the service level (initial run) 
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Table 6.4: Important noise factors that affect service performance, ordered according to 
magnitude of signal-to-noise ratio (confirmation run) 

Term indicator SIN Term Term 
Frequency Ratio Identifier Definition 

0.24007 407.0 26 setup_Lmean[1] 
0.37095 310.8 32 procLmean[1] 
0.18874 29.6 25 dmnd_vol..mean[1] 
0.38898 18.4 26 x 32 setup_t..mean[1], 

proc_t..mean[1] (interaction) 
0.48015 16.4 262 setup_t..mean[1] (square) 
0.24530 15.3 27 setup_t..mean[2] 

As the two tables show, setup time and mean processing time of stage one have the 

strongest effect on the service level. Setup time of stage one also has a quadratic effect. 

The demand volume mean and setup time of stage two are important to a lesser degree. 

One interaction effect is present, that is between mean processing time and setup time of 

stage one. The experiments do not show any interaction among parameters associated with 

different production stages. Surprisingly, none of the variances appeared to be important. 

This may be due to the oscillation of the distribution between normal and exponential, 

and partly because the variance of an exponential distribution is directly related to its 

mean. Our experiments also show that the effects of noise factors on the service level 

decrease as the stages become farther away from the final stage. 

6.6.2 Inventory Level 

The plot of signal-to-noise ratios for the inventory level is presented by Figure 6.S. Ta

ble 6.5 presents the identified terms in the order of importance (magnitude of SIN ratio). 

The plot of signal-to-noise ratios for this confirmation run is represented by Figure 6.9. 

As Table 6.6 shows, the result strongly confirms the result induced from the initial exper-

iment. 
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Table 6.5: Important noise factors that affect inventory performances, ordered according 
to magnitude of signal-to-noise ratio (initial run) 

Term indicator SIN Term Term 
Frequency Ratio Identifier Definition 

0.27247 1306.1 28 setup_Lmean[3] 
0.43286 1172.3 34 proc_t.mean[3] 
0.24007 155.1 26 setup_t.mean[l] 
0.18874 56.0 25 dmnd_vol.mean[l] 
0.37095 42.3 32 proc_t.mean[l] 
0.24530 38.0 27 setup_t.mean[2] 
0.48224 36.9 27 x 28 setup_t.mean[2], 

setup_t.mean[3] (interaction) 
0.45507 14.0 282 setup_t.mean[3] (square) 
0.49060 10.2 272 setup_t.mean[2] (square) 
0.32785 10.0 28 x 33 setup_t.mean[3], 

proc_t.mean[2] (interaction) 

Table 6.6: Important noise factors that affect inventory performance, ordered according 
to magnitude of signal-to-noise ratio (confirmation run) 

Term indicator SIN Term Term 
Frequency Ratio Identifier Definition 

0.27247 1490.1 28 setup_Lmean[3] 
0.43286 716.8 34 pro c_t.mean [3] 
0.24007 153.3 26 setup_t.mean[l] 
0.18874 49.6 25 dmnd_vol.mean[l] 
0.37095 46.6 32 proc_Lmean[l] 
0.48224 32.2 27 x 28 setupL.mean[2], 

setup_t.mean[3] (interaction) 
0.24530 22.3 27 setup_t.mean[2] 
0.32785 17.1 28 x 33 setup_t.mean[3], 

proc_t.mean[2] (interaction) 
0.35502 16.0 27 x 33 setup_t.mean[2], 

procLmean[2] (interaction) 
0.49060 12.3 272 setup_t...mean[2] (square) 
0.'15507 11.1 282 setupLlnean[3] (square) 
0.32184 11.0 27 x 34 setup_t.mean[2], 

proc_t.mean[3] (interaction) 
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As the two tables show, the setup time and mean processing time of stage three 

followed by the setup time of stage one have the strongest effect on the inventory level. 

The demand volume mean, mean processing time of stage one, and setup time of stage 

two have less effect on the performance measure. The setup time of stage two and stage 

three both show quadratic effects. The interaction effects present are that between the 

setup time of stage three and setup time of stage two, as well as the setup time of stage 

three and mean processing time of stage two. Some interaction effects are also detected 

by one of the runs, concerning the setup time and the mean processing time of stage two, 

as well as the setup time of stage two and the mean processing time of stage three. As for 

the service level, the variances of the factors do not show any significant effects. 

The experiments reveal interstage interaction between factors of stage two and 

stage three. Our experiments also suggest that the upstream and downstream stages have 

a stronger effect on the inventory level than the middle stage. It seems that the effect 

of noise factors of a particular stage on the inventory level diminishes as the stage moves 

farther away from the two extreme stages. Experiments involving many more stages are 

required to confirm what is being suggested by our experiments. 

6.8.3 Discussion 

The screening stage of the framework usually reveals interesting information with man

agerial implications. For the simulation example studied, the results show that the setup 

time and the processing time of stage one need special attention for improving the service 

level. The interaction between setup time and mean processing time suggests that both 

factors must be considered jointly. Information about the signs of the effects are required 

to determine the necessary course of action. The results also show that the environmental 

conditions of stage three did not have an appreciable effect on the service level. Thus, 

downstream stages need more attention for improving their environment than the up-
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stream stages if improving the service level is the objective. Information such as this helps 

managers in prioritizing improvement projects. 

Regarding the inventory level, the results show that setup time and processing time, 

particularly those of the two extreme stages, need special attention to improve inventory 

performances. The interaction effects between setup time and mean processing time of 

both stage two and stage three, while not very strong, suggest that all factors must be 

considered jointly. Information about the signs of the effects are required to determine 

the necessary course of action. As in the case of the service level, information such as this 

helps managers in prioritizing improvement projects. 

By combining the information about the effect of noise factors on both performance 

measures, it is clear that stage one should receive the highest attention. Another interest

ing conclusion is that, for the factors level considered, the internal noise factors were more 

important than the external noise factors. In addition, the experiments show no interac

tion effects between the internal and the external noise variables. Thus, the production 

managers can concentrate on the improvement of the internal conditions over which they 

have more control. In the study the supply lead time did not show any appreciable effect. 

This could be due to a large ROP which could mask unreliable supplier lead time. It is 

emphasized that the conclusions drawn from our experiments are limited to the model 

and range of factors level studied. 

As mentioned in Chapter 2, many researchers conducted simulation studies to de

termine the effect of the variability of different factors on performance measures. The 

models simulated, the noise conditions used, and the performance measures observed are 

very different across different studies. Thus, any comparison of the results is not easy. 

Huang et al. [25] reported the adverse effect of the variation in processing time and de

mand on daily throughput, and overtime. Krajewski et al. [38] reported the following 

clusters: inventory, process, buffer mechanism and customer influence to be statistically 
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significant for at least one of the performance measures-average labor productivity, av

erage inventory investments, and average past-due demand. The facility design, vendor 

influence and product structure clusters did not appear to be statistically significant. 

6.7 Summary 

In this chapter we have presented a screening procedure for the noise factors using the 

spectral analysis, and demonstrated its advantage over the conventional procedures. The 

number of noise factors in a manufacturing environment is usually large and as the study 

shows, interaction effects do exist between these factors. The reader is very well aware of 

the computational effort required had a factorial design been used to discover the main as 

well as the interaction effects. The number of factors screened to be important is much 

less than the total number of factors originally considered. Thus, the screening process is 

an important part of the framework for designing a robust Kanban system. 
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Chapter 7 

Robust Kanban Parameter Design 

7.1 Introduction 

In the system design phase, the production and the inventory control requirements of 

the plant were determined. It was decided that only a portion of the manufacturing 

plant would be modified for JIT with Kanban. The blueprint of the Kanban system that 

matched the needs of the plant was prepared in Figure 5.1. The management decided to 

construct a simulation model of the system instead of running actual experiments. Thus, a 

working simulation model was built and debugged. The parameters and the noise factors 

of the system were identified, and the performance characteristics of interest and their 

target values were determined. The ultimate goal of parameter design is to determine 

the values of the controllable variables U, B, and C of the Kanban system, such that the 

performance characteristics of the system-the service level and the inventory level-are 

near their respective target values over all possible noise conditions. While the Taguchi 

strategy will be followed, for reasons that are mentioned in Chapter 3, Chapter 4, and 

also well documented in [58], his data collection plan and statistical methods are not used. 

Instead, we follow the approach of Sanchez et al. [69]. 

In this chapter, we describe the data collection plans used, as well as our choices of 

levels for the controllable and uncontrollable variables. After the experiment is conducted, 

metamodels of the service level and inventory level are developed and refined. Finally, we 
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show how the loss function concept can be used to weigh losses due to excess inventory 

against those due to low service levels, resulting in robust Kanban system designs. 

7.2 Defining the Region of Exploration and Refining the Variables 

As mentioned in Chapter 5, in the system design phase, seven parameters and thirty four 

environmental noise factors were identified. The first step in the parameter design phase 

is to investigate the region of exploration for those variables. Many sources of information 

may be used for the range determination: historical data, theoretical insight, heuristic 

algorithms, expert opinion and so on. 

The seven parameters in the model are the number of kanbans for each of the three 

stages, the kanban cycle time for each of the three stages, and the container size which is 

common to all three stages. The minimum container size and the maximum lead time, as 

determined in Chapter 6, were set at 10 units of product and 480 minutes of production 

time, respectively. Given the container size and the kanban cycle time, by employing the 

algorithms developed by Moeeni and Chang [49], the minimum number of kanbans for 

each stage were determined to be 15. These settings, as explained before, impose a high 

traffic intensity on the system and cause large backorders as well as a low inventory level. 

In order to define the range of variation of the parameters in the experiment, the 

maximum container size, maximum number of kanbans and the minimum kanban cycle 

time are also required. We set the maximum container size at twice the minimum, although 

in an actual manufacturing system this would be based on manufacturing requirements as 

well as technical and economical considerations. We set the minimum kanban cycle time 

at 0, which means that a detached kanban immediately becomes a production order. This 

corresponds to a continuous time inventory review system [8]. Having set the container 

size and the kanban cycle time, we chose the high setting of the number of kanbans to be 

approximately 30% above the low setting, in order to cover a range of potential values. The 
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number of kanbans is roughly proportional to the average demand during average total 

lead time (production lead time, kanban lead time and other delays). Thus, the maximum 

demand during the worst possible total lead time may be used as a guide to compute 

the maximum number of kanbans if one can estimate such a lead time. Several pilot 

runs confirmed that the high setting was reasonable. Table 7.1 presents the parameters 

(Xl, ... , X7), their meanings, ranges of variation, and center points. 

Table 7.1: The parameters and their ranges of exploration 

ID No. Label Definition Range Center Point 
1 Xl UI : Number of Kanbans Stage 1 15-19 17 
2 X2 U2 : Number of Kanbans Stage 2 15-19 17 
3 X3 U3 : Number of Kanbans Stage 3 15-19 17 
4 X4 C I : Cycle Time Stage 1 0-480 240 
5 Xs C2 : Cycle Time Stage 2 0-480 240 
6 Xa C3 : Cycle Time Stage 3 0-480 240 
7 X7 B: Common Batch Size 10-20 15 

For the simulation model, since the system remained stable under the worst case 

design (as explained in Chapter 6), it is not unreasonable to conclude that the system will 

remain stable under any combination of the design variables between the low and the high 

settings. Thus, the stability of the system in the simulation experiments is preserved. 

We have already described the region of exploration of the noise factors in Chapter 

6 (Table 6.1), based on previous studies related in the literature. However, the problem of 

data collection plans with a large number of design points (simulation runs) is compounded 

when the experiment plan for the noise factors is crossed with an experiment plan for the 

parameters. Two options were deemed possible. One option is to screen the noise factors 

(i.e., only include those indicated as important in the results in Chapter 6) and then 

employ a highly fractionated factorial design. This will greatly reduce the number of 

design points, and help make the experiment more manageable. Another option is to use 
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FDE for the noise factors, which means that a single run is conducted for each parameter 

design. The oscillations of the noise factor levels within a run provide information about 

the system response to noise variables. 

We recommend the first option if the experiment is to be performed on a real 

system, since control of a large number of noise factors may be difficult and time may be 

at a premium. However, since all factors are controllable in a simulation, we will use FDE 

for the noise factors in this example. 

7.3 Planning the Experiment 

The levels of the parameters (controllable variables) will now be used to construct an 

experiment plan. Let X denote the set of all possible parameter configurations. If X 

contains only a small number of points, it is possible to evaluate the expected loss function 

at every design configuration and choose the one that incurs the minimum loss. However, 

for our manufacturing system the number of alternative designs is large, and so it is not 

practical to enumerate all possible parameter configurations. One could overcome this 

problem by knowing the functional relationships between the mean and the variance of 

the performance characteristic and the settings for the parameters of a Kanban system. 

Since such functional relationships are not known, one may find statistical relationships 

between the mean and the variance of the response and the parameter settings. This 

is done by incorporating the experiment plan into a response surface methodology and 

analyzing it in conjunction with the expected loss function [68, 69]. Thus, in the parameter 

design layout, a predictive metamodel of the form: 

E(Y) = !3o + !31xl + fhx2 + ... + !37x 7 + !312x lx2 + ... 

+!367x 6x 7 + !3123x l x 2X 3 + ... + !3567x 5x 6X 7 (7.1) 
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is assumed for both performance characteristics of interest: the service level, and the 

inventory level. 

According to the metamodel, in addition to the main effects, we are interested 

in the estimates of the second and the third-order interaction effects. A resolution IV, 

2-level fractional factorial experiment in seven variables confounds the main effect, the 

second-order interactions, and the third-order interactions only with the sixth-order, fifth

order, and the fourth-order interactions, respectively. Thus, such an experiment plan 

serves the purpose. If a model involving higher order interactions were to be studied, 

a complete factorial experiment involving 7 variables could be employed. A complete 

factorial experiment plan requires 128 runs for a single replicate. However, statisticians 

have found over yem-s of experimentations that the effects of high order interactions, if 

they exist, are relatively small with respect to the main effect and low-order interactions 

[6]. Therefore, a complete factorial experiment is usually not necessary when the number 

of factors is large. 

The highest order interaction terms in Model 7.1 are of degree three. The choice 

of third-order interaction terms allows us to identify the interaction effect of the three 

parameters associated with each stage if it exist. The proposed FF plan is a 1/2 fraction 

of a full factorial experiment, thus it requires 64 runs for each replication. The generator of 

the design is 1=1234567, where, 1,2, ... ,7 corresponds to the factors Xl, ... , X7. The plan 

is presented in Table 7.2, where "I" corresponds to the high level and "-I" corresponds 

to the low level. A 2~I} fractional factorial design may be planned by constructing a full 

factorial design in 6 variables (columns with labels 1 through 6 in Table 7.2); and then 

multiplying the elements of these columns to get the elements of column 7. 

Table 7.3 displays the 64 system designs corresponding to the FF plan presented 

in Table 7.2 in natural units. For example, Design 1 (15 15 15 0 0 0 20) represents 11 

system with 15 kanbans, zero kanban lead time, and the container size equal to 20 for all 
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Table 7.2: The confounding pattern of a 27- 1 experiment plan 

Variable Variable 
Design 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Design 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 33 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 
2 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 34 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 
3 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 35 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 
4 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 36 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 
5 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 37 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 
6 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 38 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 
7 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 39 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 
8 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 40 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 
9 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 41 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 
10 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 42 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 
11 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 43 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 
12 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 44 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 
13 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 45 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 
14 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 46 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 
15 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 47 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 
16 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 48 1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 
17 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 49 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 
18 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 50 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 
19 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 51 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 
20 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 52 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 
21 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 53 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 
22 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 54 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 
23 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 55 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 
24 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 56 1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 
25 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 57 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 
26 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 58 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 
27 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 59 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 
28 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 60 1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 
29 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 61 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 
30 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 62 1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 
31 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 63 -1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 
32 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 64 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
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Table 7.3: The 64 design points corresponding to a 27- 1 experiment plan, in natural units, 
augmented with a center point 

Variable Variable 
Design 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Design 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 15 15 15 0 0 0 20 33 15 15 15 0 0 480 10 
2 19 15 15 0 0 0 10 34 19 15 15 0 0 480 20 
3 15 19 15 0 0 0 10 35 15 19 15 0 0 480 20 
4 19 19 15 0 0 0 20 36 19 19 15 0 0 480 10 
5 15 15 19 0 0 0 10 37 15 15 19 0 0 480 20 
6 19 15 19 0 0 0 20 38 19 15 19 0 0 480 10 
7 15 19 19 0 0 0 20 39 15 19 19 0 0 480 10 
8 19 19 19 0 0 0 10 40 19 19 19 0 0 480 20 
9 15 15 15 480 0 0 10 41 15 15 15 480 0 480 20 
10 19 15 15 480 0 0 20 42 19 15 15 480 0 480 10 
11 15 19 15 480 0 0 20 43 15 19 15 480 0 480 10 
12 19 19 15 480 0 0 10 44 19 19 15 480 0 480 20 
13 15 15 19 480 0 0 20 45 15 15 19 480 0 480 10 
14 19 15 19 480 0 0 10 46 19 15 19 480 0 480 20 
15 15 19 19 480 0 0 10 47 15 19 19 480 0 480 20 
16 19 19 19 480 0 0 20 48 19 19 19 480 0 480 10 
17 15 15 15 0 480 0 10 49 15 15 15 0 480 480 20 
18 19 15 15 0 480 0 20 50 19 15 15 0 480 480 10 
19 15 19 15 0 480 0 20 51 15 19 15 0 480 480 10 
20 19 19 15 0 480 0 10 52 19 19 15 0 480 480 20 
21 15 15 19 0 480 0 20 53 15 15 19 0 480 480 10 
22 19 15 19 0 480 0 10 54 19 15 19 0 480 480 20 
23 15 19 19 0 480 0 10 55 15 19 19 0 480 480 20 
24 19 19 19 0 480 0 20 56 19 19 19 0 480 480 10 
25 15 15 15 480 480 0 20 57 15 15 15 480 480 480 10 
26 19 15 15 480 480 0 10 58 19 15 15 480 480 480 20 
27 15 19 15 480 480 0 10 59 15 19 15 480 480 480 20 
28 19 19 15 480 480 0 20 60 19 19 15 480 480 480 10 
29 15 15 19 480 480 0 10 61 15 15 19 480 480 480 20 
30 19 15 19 480 480 0 20 62 19 15 19 480 480 480 10 
31 15 19 19 480 480 0 20 63 15 19 19 480 480 480 10 
32 19 19 19 480 480 0 10 64 19 19 19 480 480 480 20 

65 17 17 17 240 240 240 15 

three stages. As another example, Design 57 (15 15 15 480 480 480 10) corresponds to 15 

kanbans, 480 minutes cycle time, and batch size of 10 for every stage. Design 65 (17 17 

17 240 240 240 15) corresponds to the center point, where all seven parameters are set at 

their middle values. We use this center point to augmented the FF in order to detect the 

existence of any quadratic effect. It should be pointed out that the same parameter plan 

is used for both service level and inventory level performance characteristics. 
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In the experiment, each noise factor is oscillated cosinusoidally (between its high 

and low values) at a unique frequency during every simulation run. The frequency assign

ment determined for the noise factor screening (presented in Table 6.2) is used. 

A simple example will clarify the FDE approach for planning the noise conditions. 

Consider only two factors: the mean setup time and the mean processing time. Further

more, assume that the mean setup time varies between 10 and 20 minutes and the mean 

processing time varies between 2 and 4 minutes. A complete factorial experiment plan 

with only two levels consists only of the following four combinations of the factor levels: 

(10, 2), (10, 4), (20, 2), and (20, 4). Thus, one replication of the above noise plan (with 

every parameter configuration) requires four separate simulation runs. The combination 

of the factors levels in the above factorial design remains unchanged during the course of 

each simulation run. 

The same experiment using the FDE method with term frequencies .07 and .14 for 

the two factors respectively, generates many noise factor level combinations during one 

(long) simulation run. The combination of the factor levels is changed with respect to 

time-whenever a new observation is collected. A partial combination of the two factors' 

level is presented in Figure 7.1. 

One advantage of the FDE approach over classical factorial designs is that the sys

tem is stressed with many possible combinations of noise levels, instead of a limited number 

of combinations. However, under the FDE method, the system faces each combination of 

the factor levels for only a short period of time, since a new combination of factor levels is 

formed every time an observation is collected. Consider equation Wi = Pi + hi cOS(27rWit), 

where Wi is the current value of noise factor ·i and Wi is its oscillation frequency. The time 

index, t, is increased by one each time a new observation is collected. Nevertheless, the 

number of runs required under the proposed approach is dramatically less than a CF or 

FF experiment plan for the noise conditions, even if only a two-level plan is used. 
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7.4 Conducting the Experiment 

The simulation example of Chapter 5 is run for the experiments. For every design or 

parameter configuration, the model is run for 38280 time units (days), after discarding 

the first 7656 observations (the transient period). The selected transient period allows 

every noise factor to resume a new cycle when the data collection begins. Each simulation 

run length is 38280 (5 x 7656) time units (observations) beyond the transient period. 

During this period the lowest frequency noise factor completes 5 full cycles, while the 

highest frequency noise factor completes 5 x 7656 full cycles. 

Each run generates two different kinds of responses: the steady state daily units 

of back orders (service level), and the steady state average daily units in inventory per 

stage (inventory level). Thus, each run generates 38280 observations for each one of the 

two performance characteristics. 

A single replication of the proposed experiment plan (27- 1), together with the cen-

ter point design repeated four times, requires 68 runs. We conduct four independently 

seeded replications of the experiment. Common random number streams are used for all 

runs within a replication. Blocking on random number streams is expected to reduce the 

error variance. Since there is no order or time effect in simulation experiments, random-

ization of runs was not necessary. 

The mean performance measure of interest for design (parameter configuration) i 

is denoted by 'TJi and estimated by Y i as follows: 

(7.2) 

(7.3) 
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where Yijk denotes the ktll observation in the l" replication for parameter configuration i, 

Yij is the sample average due to run j, and Y i is the average of the performance measure 

across the four replications. 

A measure of variation of the performance characteristic is also required. Since 

the measure relates to the variation of the system response, not the mean response, the 

standard simulation methodology can not be used. Therefore, the method suggested by 

Ramberg et al. [61] is employed to compute an unbiased estimate of the variance of the 

performance characteristic. The variance of the performance characteristic for parameter 

configuration i over the entire noise space is denoted by o-r, and is estimated by Vi. 

Although, the simulation output data are correlated within a run, the transient period 

analysis indicated that observations 7656 apart can be considered virtually uncorrelated for 

our experiment. As such, the output of each run is comprised of 5 batches containing 7656 

observations each. Lets b, b = 1,2,3,4,5 be the batch number, and k, k = 1,2, ... ,7656 

be the observation number within a batch. Then the variance of the ktll observation, Srjk 

may be computed by: 

where 
_ 1 5 

Yijk = - L Yijkbi 
5 b=l 

k = 1, ... ,7656. 

The SDk are correlated but unbiased, so they can be ~veraged across k to produce the 

following unbiased estimate of the variance of the system response: 

(7.4) 

Thus, the measure of the variability of the response for design 'i, (Vi) is the average of 58 
across the four replications: 

(7.5) 
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As indicated in Table 7.4, we modify the notation to reflect the performance measure 

throughout the rest of this document. Statistics related to the service level have a super

script of S, while those related to the inventory level have a superscript of I. 

Table 7.4: Performance characteristics investigated 

Performance Characteristic Mean Variance 
(System Response) Estimator Parameter Estimator Parameter 
Service Level 
(Average daily units yS(x) YS(x) 7JS(x) VS(x) 0"2

s
(X) 

of unsatisfied demand 
or backorders) 
Inventory Level 
(Average daily units yI(x) yI(x) 7JI (x) VI(x) 0"21 (x) 
of inventory per stage) 

The results of the simulation runs are summarized in Tabl~s 7.5, 7.6, 7.7, and 7.8. 

Tables 7.5, and 7.6 show the means and variances of the service level for 68 parameter 

configurations. Elements of columns labeled Replication 1, 2, 3, and 4 of Table 7.5 are 

computed using Equation 7.2, while Equation 7.3 is applied to compute the elements of 

the last column. On the other hand, elements of columns labeled Replication 1, 2, 3, 

and 4 of Table 7.6 are computed using Equation 7.4, while Equation 7.5 is applied to 

compute the elements of the last column. The same approaches are applied to construct 

Table 7.7, and Table 7.8, respectively. Thus the last columns of Tables 7.5, 7.6, 7.7, and 7.8 

-s s -/ / presents the values of Y (x), V (x), Y (x), and V (x) respectively for the 65 parameter 

configurations. 

7.5 Analyzing the Results and Refining the Model 

We will perform both the informal (graphical) and formal (regression) analysis of the 

results. The Yates' algorithm is applied to the observations from the 27- 1 experiment plans 

to estimate the main and the interaction effects of the parameters, on YS(x), 10g(Vs(x)), 
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Table 7.5: Simulation results for service level mean 
tep icatlon 

Design 1 2 3 4 VS(X) 
1 0.117 0.103 0.033 0.038 0.07275 
2 1.073 1.666 1.468 1.092 1.32475 
3 2.992 1.~64 1.885 1.441 1.97050 
4 0.039 0.005 0.057 0.008 0.02725 
5 2.052 2.237 2.286 1.545 2.03000 
6 0.008 0.015 0.011 0.000 0.00850 
7 0.075 0.014 0.043 0.133 0.06625 
8 2.386 0.603 0.435 0.832 1.06400 
9 4.985 3.918 5.000 4.560 4.61575 
10 0.018 0.030 0.005 0.079 0.03300 
11 0.043 0.072 0.138 0.119 0.09300 
12 0.967 2.173 2.051 1.268 1.61475 
13 0.087 0.060 0.155 0.070 0.09300 
14 2.383 1.457 2.049 1.377 1.81650 
IS 3.651 4.190 4.193 4.124 4.03950 
16 0.101 0.023 0.061 0.130 0.07875 
17 9.587 9.291 7.602 9.575 9.01375 
18 0.045 0.000 0.016 0.087 0.03700 
19 0.109 0.075 0.289 0.128 0.15025 
20 2.038 1.406 2.416 0.872 1.68300 
21 0.209 0.147 0.160 0.286 0.20050 
22 3.633 3.952 3.962 4.025 3.89300 
23 2.911 1.812 2.224 1.947 2.22350 
24 0.051 0.001 0.021 0.017 0.02250 
25 0.253 0.224 0.050 0.130 0.16425 
26 12.408 9.342 8.999 9.497 10.06150 
27 4.800 4.649 6.668 5.155 5.31800 
28 0.082 0.034 0.022 0.007 0.03625 
29 12.805 12.656 14.964 14.631 13.76400 
30 0.017 0.037 0.054 0.200 0.07700 
31 0.117 0.257 0.240 0.196 0.20250 
32 2.839 3.442 2.884 3.035 3.05000 
33 3.240 2.403 3.759 3.979 3.34525 
34 0.038 0.101 0.011 0.180 0.08250 
35 0.098 0.112 0.111 0.136 0.11425 
36 1.310 1.655 1.817 1.983 1.69125 
37 0.067 0.158 0.068 0.080 0.09325 
38 1.554 1.937 1.241 0.799 1.38275 
39 2.055 1.010 2.452 1.161 1.66950 
40 0.002 0.035 0.019 0.016 0.01800 
41 0.170 0.104 0.178 0.088 0.13500 
42 4.146 5.771 4.528 5.809 5.06350 
43 4.877 7.111 5.513 7.997 6.37450 
44 0.054 0.082 0.116 0.001 0.08325 
45 5.079 4.737 5.445 4.881 5.03550 
46 0.104 0.210 0.158 0.138 0.15250 
47 0.206 0.148 0.518 0.192 0.26600 
·18 1.754 2.750 2.258 1.569 2.08275 
49 0.078 0.056 0.133 0.091 0.08950 
50 14.565 14.128 17.495 17.,109 15.89925 
51 9.080 6.147 5.124 6.604 6.73875 
52 0.047 0.055 0.000 0.117 0.05475 
53 9.383 15.271 9.685 10.323 11.16550 
54 0.011 0.111 0.015 0.010 0.03675 
55 0.054 0.066 0.123 0.122 0.09125 
56 1.189 2.605 2.398 1.667 1.96475 
57 ·11.675 29.034 32.389 23.340 31.60950 
58 0.067 0.035 0.102 0.006 0.05250 
59 0.210 0.161 0.177 0.097 0.16125 
60 9.018 7.849 10.430 8.379 8.91900 
61 0.093 0.194 0.378 0.139 0.20100 
62 11.269 11.071 13.046 12.569 11.98875 
63 5.883 6.399 5.229 6.528 6.00975 
64 0.182 0.151 0.072 0.014 0.11225 
65 0.274 0.474 0.373 0.388 0.37725 
65 0.373 0.698 0.474 0.234 0.44475 
65 0.000 0.382 0.407 0.296 0.27125 
65 0..131 0.413 0.197 0.-115 0.36400 
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Table 7.6: Simulation results for service level variance 

tepllcatlon 

Design 1 2 3 4 VS(x) 
1 17.111 20.269 2.317 3.985 10.921 
2 219.074 296.918 221.638 173.806 227.859 
3 1003.960 2701.487 379.364 235.958 473.442 
4 6.359 0.222 7.390 0.546 3.629 
5 384.080 533.725 409.305 196.757 380.967 
6 0.686 1.624 0.986 0.000 0.825 
7 11.685 1.024 4.370 20.037 9.279 
8 661. 767 68.819 44.159 113.499 222.061 
9 1170.640 S18.665 933.076 957.439 Bn4.955 
10 1.382 3.355 0.176 9.196 3.527 
11 4.735 7.843 21.799 14.S23 12.225 
12 106.849 385.633 351.492 168.153 253.032 
13 7.587 5.606 22.923 8.101 11.054 
14 540.764 170.252 285.293 174.783 292.773 
15 486.562 865.410 758.973 543.407 663.588 
16 13.034 2.039 6.323 31.466 13.216 
17 1910.460 1950.230 11801.532 2297.917 1835.784 
18 7.323 0.001 1.218 19.725 7.067 
19 15.684 IS.542 46.654 18.031 23.978 
20 380.151 198.076 548.570 127.278 313.519 
21 47.319 34.9S9 27.049 71.1S1 015.120 
22 505.477 56S.927 665.328 640.670 594.351 
23 639.992 251.668 388.479 317.470 399.402 
24 6.367 0.023 1.396 1.507 2.323 
25 53.668 28.854 5.911 18.388 26.705 
26 3058.380 1793.992 1424.318 1762.392 2009.770 
27 668.880 575.560 1050.969 928.239 805.912 
28 11.271 3.283 1.687 0.275 4.129 
29 1844.080 1705.432 255S.973 263S.S19 2185.250 
30 1.069 2.408 8.870 63.096 18.861 
31 16.405 45.662 38.235 25.743 31.511 
32 487.751 673.646 631.113 724.196 629.177 
33 526.049 322.616 549.330 674.094 518.022 
34 3.733 14.912 0.710 38.171 14.382 
35 19.883 12.823 33.132 22.654 22.123 
36 224.263 234.678 295.420 366.356 280.179 
37 9.566 20.901 8.208 9.546 12.055 
38 265.388 397.997 212.418 121.194 249.2019 
39 35·1.774 123.942 838.014 157.545 368.S69 
40 0.063 3.776 2.176 1.122 1. 784 
41 25.358 18.S51 23.208 10.850 19.492 
42 717.910 1299.871 859.867 1174.685 1013.083 
43 640.738 1158.218 1048.834 1952.148 1199.985 
44 7.639 14.565 20.768 IS.262 14.559 
45 899.343 715.139 934.306 700.540 812.332 
46 12.978 38.338 63.073 21.855 34.061 
47 33.195 20.581 249.818 25.414 82.252 
48 301.004 481.856 393.596 215.659 348.029 
49 11.165 8.176 22.094 10.995 13.108 
50 2975.280 2702.296 3323.309 ·117·1.151 3293.758 
51 23·12.330 1178.194 859.713 1592.572 1493.203 
52 7.780 9.228 0.001 26.446 10.864 
53 2676.080 3375.350 1988.712 1604.501 2411.162 
54 0.8·12 25.280 0.970 0.609 6.925 
55 6.011 7.522 23.793 16.967 13.573 
56 168.615 622.093 635.202 281. 798 426.927 
57 8781.·130 5170.034 5447.892 3464.383 5715.9J.1 
58 13.979 3.121 23.027 0.283 10.103 
59 3·1.389 30.477 38.522 11.870 28.815 
60 2253.350 1835.138 2195.653 150·1.337 1947.120 
61 8.973 42.496 101.263 17.886 42.655 
62 2333.·130 1787.942 3211.558 2271.083 2401.004 
63 806.130 1081.115 756.086 943.3014 896.670 
6·1 31. 938 23.338 9.548 6.816 17.910 
65 51.H04 76.815 48.566 73.619 62.726 
65 53.081 164.737 64.357 37.145 79.830 
65 0.000 62.340 57.654 36.250 39.061 
65 !)7.858 112.330 30.591 57.·192 74.568 
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Table 7.7: Simulation results for inventory level mean 

Heplication 

Design 1 2 3 4 yI(x) 
1 268.231 268.473 267.967 268.532 268.301 
2 125.969 125.485 124.867 125.754 125.519 
3 125.442 125.817 125.450 126.157 125.717 
4 321.688 321.679 321.532 321.302 321.550 
5 125.646 126.193 125.622 125.868 125.832 
6 321.666 321.505 321.571 321.860 321.651 
7 321.607 321.781 321.689 321.389 321.617 
8 151.673 152.391 132.865 152.317 152.312 
9 97.802 98.377 97.717 98.232 98.032 
10 285.237 285.410 285.186 285.700 285.383 
11 285.868 285.502 285.828 285.230 285.607 
12 125.001 123.833 124.298 124.467 124.400 
13 285.100 285.562 285.378 285.728 285.442 
14 124.200 124.563 123.857 124.936 124.389 
15 124.853 125.360 124.928 124.503 124.911 
16 338.963 338.865 338.378 338.667 338.718 
17 82.771 83.419 83.363 83.305 83.214 
18 275.675 275.552 275.919 275.189 275.584 
19 275.725 275.803 275.123 275.136 275.447 
20 112.808 112.905 112.010 113.728 112.863 
21 275.238 275.·163 275.450 275.781 275.483 
22 110.159 109.780 109.909 110.151 110.000 
23 113.251 113.682 113.846 113.248 113.507 
24 328.517 329.011 328.721 329.046 328.824 
25 231.010 231.068 231.103 231.285 231.117 
26 80.089 80.322 80.398 80.500 80.327 
27 84.705 84.000 83.606 84.455 84.191 
28 283.975 284.106 284.554 284.599 284.309 
29 82.577 82.299 82.123 82.225 82.306 
30 284.387 284.311 284.458 284.539 284.424 
31 284.402 284.284 284.336 284.287 284.327 
32 110.000 109.757 110.157 110.188 110.026 
33 80.318 80.876 80.015 80.251 80.365 
34 269.985 269.824 269.948 269.472 269.807 
35 270.325 270.213 270.185 269.939 270.166 
36 106.223 106.0n 106.342 106.844 106.363 
37 270.433 270.089 269.898 270.124 270.136 
38 111.246 110.942 111.134 111.496 111.205 
39 110.949 111.479 111.095 111.205 111.182 
40 323.740 323.702 323.381 323.844 323.661 
41 230.978 230.816 230.729 231.091 230.904 
42 78.573 77.861 78.246 78.121 78.200 
·13 78.832 78.403 79.376 77.985 78.649 
44 28·1.301 284.568 28,1.276 284.143 284.322 
.~ 83.251 83.362 82.975 82.935 83.131 
46 283.927 ~84.017 284.269 284.238 284.113 
47 280\.361 284.412 284.034 283.806 284.153 
48 109.2-14 108.501 108.824 109.381 108.990 
49 220.303 220.027 219.933 219.878 220.035 
50 59.173 60.874 59.745 59.927 59.930 
51 65.661 66.937 67.056 66.910 66.641 
52 272.802 272.981 273.514 273.181 273.120 
53 68.361 66.607 67.668 67.320 67.489 
54 213.·133 273.240 273.635 273.570 273.410 
55 273.7-18 273.356 273.304 273.227 273.418 
56 97.678 96.278 97.373 97.514 97.211 
57 35.8·18 37.053 35.792 37.131 36.456 
58 228.718 228.753 228.623 229.158 228.813 
59 228.699 228.917 228.954 229.052 228.906 
60 63.537 62.919 62.791 62.975 63.056 
61 228.635 228.669 228.321 228.900 228.631 
62 64.273 63.917 64.370 64.096 64.164 
63 68.359 68.251 68.525 68.263 68.350 
64 281.514 281.803 281.880 281.915 281.778 
65 183.912 183.704 183.30·1 183.454 183.594 
65 183.·103 183.228 183.149 184.051 183.·158 
65 183.,129 183.820 183.838 183.739 183.707 
65 183.9·18 183.58·1 184.195 183.689 183.85·1 
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Table 7.8: Simulation results for inventory level variance 

ReplicAtion 

Design 1 2 3 4 V/(X) 
1 251.100 246.332 238.201 228.864 241.124 
2 272.115 302.185 330.954 289.979 298.808 
3 296.289 274.641 286.577 265.033 280.635 
4 239.973 248.466 259.637 247.564 248.910 
5 280.955 257.437 281.081 273.H2 273.236 
6 239.416 241.715 ~53.303 221.763 239.049 
7 243.863 224.271 236.464 256.197 240.199 
8 352.867 288.954 263.707 290.368 298.974 
9 255.561 234.098 264.557 249.008 250.806 
10 316.797 272.757 284.568 276.464 287.647 
11 249.917 264.996 263.004 301.645 269.891 
12 257.533 323.651 291.405 282.499 288.772 
13 299.875 268.026 284.203 H6.975 282.270 
14 290.531 284.618 309.743 258.688 285.895 
15 250.698 246.399 253.270 273.852 256.055 
16 285.409 290.945 328.152 293.031 299.384 
17 311.369 305.293 295.376 301.509 303.387 
18 265.669 274.503 261.501 309.999 277.918 
19 258.299 264.409 327.570 312.801 290.769 
20 311.350 310.744 355.378 272.728 312.550 
21 311.161 279.681 303.636 271.047 291.381 
22 342.073 356.165 337.009 342.895 344.536 
23 273.053 254.810 260.200 285.675 268.435 
24 311.111 255.847 293.445 266.558 281.740 
25 245.109 280.991 243.908 227.656 249.416 
26 303.386 293.533 302.443 292.406 297.942 
27 213.199 225.109 238.835 204.750 220.473 
28 298.236 258.089 236.229 231.033 255.897 
29 212.665 211.928 221.601 228.527 218.680 
30 239.301 256.878 231.533 277.803 251.379 
31 249.178 246.965 256.248 278.149 257.635 
32 275.125 282.760 261.638 276.274 273.949 
33 397.527 357.064 399.726 397.495 387.953 
34 277.829 275.69·\ 258.841 306.521 279.721 
35 240.199 231.829 254.486 262.324 247.210 
36 442.095 465.014 450.480 437.358 448.737 
37 227.409 239.380 245.449 256.586 242.206 
38 300.879 314.969 298.368 274.131 297.087 
39 315.934 274.771 302.260 296.868 297.458 
40 229.867 242.557 228.536 247.465 237.106 
41 250.526 260.318 267.486 239.097 254.357 
42 381.597 423.179 408.788 430.901 411.116 
43 390.325 413.244 390.031 416.002 402.406 
44 250.916 241.157 241.707 255.511 247.323 
45 258.190 251.063 266.182 267.643 260.770 
46 274.357 302.374 276.702 256.812 277.561 
47 249.979 239.678 267.384 279.280 259.080 
48 308.917 358.000 346.706 302.692 329.079 
49 239.461 244.316 282.307 271.578 259.416 
50 534.802 471.243 532.525 512.904 512.869 
51 395.966 361.752 359.816 376.319 373.463 
52 308.708 297.217 254.815 293.947 288.672 
53 286.729 345.782 318.088 318.657 317.314 
54 256.084 299.614 257.422 266.406 270.382 
55 252.441 254.7n 271.095 285.611 265.986 
56 289.637 353.438 306.123 305.701 313.725 
57 238.319 223.079 230.927 210.872 225.799 
58 234.197 215.464 230.203 199.80·\ 219.917 
59 237.842 220.222 231.213 189.980 219.814 
60 349.351 370.837 398.051 382.633 375.218 
61 230.169 221.515 265.677 214.818 233.0·15 
62 302.566 309.873 296.246 301.163 302.462 
63 2H.157 238.678 226.658 240.206 234.925 
6·\ 307.257 251.266 238.932 248.635 261.523 
65 198.772 222.0li7 237.602 238.812 22·1.313 
65 213.018 270.442 246.869 202.886 233.30·\ 
65 235.170 208.259 208.6H 209.612 215.424 
65 205.888 235.556 200.881 22tLS8G 217.728 
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yI (x), and 10g(VI (x». The logarithmic (base 10) transformation for the variances (or 

the standard deviation) is recommended for two reasons. First, the distribution of the 

sample variance is proportional to a X2 distribution, thus skewed to the right. Second, 

since variance is a scale parameter, a multiplicative model is more appropriate than an 

additive one. The logarithmic transformation overcomes both problems. Table 7.9 and 

Table 7.10 present the estimated effects of the parameters and interactions performance 

characteristics yS (x), 10g(VS (x», yI (x), and 10g(VI (x» in an increasing order. 

We conduct an informal analysis of the estimated effects by using the normal prob

ability plots. The normal probability plots can be constructed by graphing the ordered 

effects against the standard scores associated with the percentiles of the estimates. If 

none of the parameters truly has an impact on the system, then the estimated effects will 

exhibit the same pattern as a random sample from a normal distribution with mean zero 

and constant variance (72. On the normal probability plot, this means the points will tend 

to fall on a straight line passing through zero. 

After screening the significant effects, we will construct the analysis matrix. The 

analysis matrix is a matrix whose columns are the settings of the independent variables 

and their interactions. The analysis matrix will be augmented with an additional column 

corresponding to a variable named q, which has a "I" for every center point configuration 

and a "0" elsewhere. The inclusion of q will assist us in detecting any nonlinearity in the 

region of exploration without including quadratic terms for each individual parameter. In 

fact, the coefficient of q is proportional to the sum of the coefficients of quadratic terms 

should they have been included in the model. Therefore, if the regression analysis shows q 

is significant, then a planar model is not adequate, and additional data should be collected 

to determine which quadratic terms should be included in the model. Table 7.11 shows 

a portion of the analysis matrix which contains the columns of the independent variables 

as well as the column corresponding to q. The table does not show the interaction terms 
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Table 7.9: Effect estimates, full models for service level measures 

Y"Cx) loi!1VS ~ 
~ttect bslimate ~e ~erm _ ~ect~.tlmate ~e erm 

2.993 1.975 
-5.791 7 -1. 790 7 
-3.060 67 -0.347 1 
-2.361 2 -0.163 211 
-2.109 211 -0.149 117 
-1.673 47 -O.IH 2 
-1.659 67 -0.143 1167 
-1.335 1 -0.127 17 
-1.304 3 -0.080 126 
-1.178 1107 -0.077 3 
-1.080 80 -0.076 230 
-0.883 811 -0.065 2311 
-0.763 20 -0.059 30 
-0.728 360 -0.056 411 
-0.719 14 -0.053 1117 
-0.691 4117 -0.049 130 
-0.654 840 -0.048 140 
-0.611 2110 -0.047 110 
-0.553 237 -0.043 12 
-0.541 24 -0.043 4117 
-0.532 127 -0.042 4110 
-0.503 2411 -0.040 18 
-0.491 111 -0.037 3411 
-0.478 140 -0.035 237 
-0.367 467 -0.035 127 
-0.346 1411 -0.032 137 
-0.281 84 -0.018 3110 
-0.169 1110 -0.011 20 
-0.147 3411 -0.008 28 
-0.135 10 -0.008 840 
-0.130 137 -0.007 2411 
-0.114 240 -0.002 1411 
-0.082 123 -0.001 124 
0.081 4110 0.006 07 
0.115 1811 0.009 1811 
0.122 13 0.009 311 
0.134 120 0.014 207 
0.145 107 0.019 111 
0.191 234 0.022 24 
0.313 847 0.026 240 
0.344 230 0.028 1110 
0.392 40 0.037 47 
0.464 2811 0.037 128 
0.468 1117 0.038 407 
0.499 180 0.039 247 
0.523 12 0.039 107 
0.550 28 0.041 307 
0.553 247 0.044 1211 
0.650 134 0.045 147 
0.672 1211 0.046 284 
0.683 411 0.0-17 2117 
0.713 147 0.050 40 
0.720 124 0.061 3117 
0.767 207 0.074 14 
0.886 367 0.093 10 
1.084 307 0.095 134 
1.1-12 110 0.102 37 
1.254 17 0.106 2110 
1.325 87 0.129 27 
1.682 0 0.151 34 
1.721 4 0.158 347 
2.102 2117 0.235 0 
2.36,' 27 0.286 4 
3,077 II 0,307 1\ 
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Table 7.10: Effect estimates, full models for inventory level measures 

y'(x) IOR(V I (x» 
i:;Uect E!Otlmate Moae erm t:.llccL . stnnate Moue erm 

186.752 2.449 
·29.329 0 -0.070 7 
-26.791 II -0.051" 07 
-14.722 4 -0.017 411 

-1.844 411 -0.035 4 
-1.582 4117 .0.030 17 
-1.029 807 -0.028 8 
-0.952 110 -0.017 80 
-0.863 :1117 -0.016 1117 
-0.439 407 ·0.012 1i0 
-0.378 40 -0.011 40 
-0.320 1107 ·0.011 147 
-0.252 111 -0.010 :147 
-0.235 :1411 -0.009 :107 
-0.234 840 -0.008 Ii 
-0.225 84 -0.008 130 
-0.210 :14 -0.007 1:10 
-0.178 1:17 -0.007 18 
-0.176 10 -0.006 407 
-0.146 lliO -0.006 :l31i 
-0.138 134 -0.006 1:1 
-0.136 :140 -0.006 :130 
-0.134 341i -0.006 181i 
-0.132 14 -0.005 1:14 
-0.099 137 -0.004 211 
-0.069 :13 -0.003 41i7 
-0.066 11117 -0.002 31i7 
_0.065 1411 -0.002 23 
-0.054 1I1i6 -0.002 41i6 
-0.030 :1311 -0.001 1211 
-0.018 :107 0.000 :17 
0.025 1:14 0.000 146 
0.039 II Ii 0.001 234 
0.048 237 0.001 :I 
0.050 :130 0.001 167 
0.056 :10 0.002 3411 
0.064 140 0.003 847 
0.096 :134 0.004 507 
0.097 21i0 0.004 187 
0.098 847 0.004 :137 
0.111 1311 0.005 20 
0.114 147 0.005 :l1i0 
0.132 l:1li 0.007 134 
0.136 1:10 0.007 14 Ii 
0.144 1:1 0.008 240 
0.153 167 0.008 lliO 
0.163 III 0.008 10 
0.174 123 0.009 1:17 
0.207 247 0.009 31i 
0.250 130 0.010 241i 
0.256 11i7 0.010 1i7 
0.264 47 0.012 24 
0.5·19 41i6 0.012 123 
0.769 21i 0.012 31i0 
1.036 36 0.013 346 
1.682 67 0.013 111 
1.925 1i7 0.014 14 
5.481 37 0.016 34 
5.901 :17 0.017 21i7 
7.090 17 0.027 47 

19.526 1 0.029 307 
20.76·1 2 0.030 0 
21.174 3 0.034 87 

182.322 7 0.0·12 1 
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Table 7.11: A part of the analysis matrix 

Design r r'l r~ r. r., rr, r7 q Design r, r? r~ r r< rr, r7 q 
1 -2 -2 -2 -240 -240 -240 5 0 35 -2 2 -2 -240 -240 210 5 0 
2 2 -2 -2 -240 -240 -240 -5 0 36 2 2 -2 -240 -240 240 -5 0 
3 -2 2 -2 -240 -240 -240 -5 0 37 -2 -2 2 -240 -240 240 5 0 
4 2 2 -2 -240 -240 -240 5 0 38 2 -2 2 -240 -240 240 -5 0 
5 -2 -2 2 -240 -240 -240 -5 0 39 -2 2 2 -240 -240 240 -5 0 
6 2 -2 2 -240 -210 -240 5 0 40 2 2 2 -240 -240 240 5 0 
7 -2 2 2 -240 -240 -240 5 0 41 -2 -2 -2 240 -240 240 5 0 
8 2 2 2 -240 -240 -240 -5 0 42 2 -2 -2 240 -240 240 -5 0 
9 -2 -2 -2 240 -240 -240 -5 0 43 -2 2 -2 240 -240 240 -5 0 
10 2 -2 -2 240 -240 -240 5 0 H 2 2 -2 240 -240 2·10 5 0 
11 -2 2 -2 240 -240 -240 5 0 45 -2 -2 2 240 -240 240 -5 0 
12 2 2 -2 240 -240 -240 -5 0 46 2 -2 2 240 -240 240 5 0 
13 -2 -2 2 240 -240 -240 5 0 47 -2 2 2 240 -240 240 5 0 
14 2 -2 2 240 -240 -240 -5 0 48 2 2 2 240 -240 240 -5 0 
15 -2 2 2 240 -240 -240 -5 0 49 -2 -2 -2 -240 240 240 5 0 
16 2 2 2 240 -240 -240 5 0 50 2 -2 -2 -240 240 240 -5 0 
17 -2 -2 -2 -240 240 -240 -5 0 51 -2 2 -2 -240 240 240 -5 0 
18 2 -2 -2 -240 240 -240 5 0 52 2 2 -2 -240 240 240 5 0 
19 -2 2 -2 -240 240 -240 5 0 53 -2 -2 2 -240 240 240 -5 0 
20 2 2 -2 -240 240 -240 -5 0 54 2 -2 2 -240 240 240 5 0 
21 -2 -2 2 -240 240 -240 5 0 55 -2 2 2 -240 240 240 5 0 
22 2 -2 2 -240 240 -240 -5 0 56 2 2 2 -240 240 240 -5 0 
23 -2 2 2 -240 240 -240 -5 0 57 -2 -2 -2 240 240 240 -5 0 
24 2 2 2 -240 240 -240 5 0 58 2 -2 -2 240 240 240 5 0 
25 -2 -2 -2 240 240 -240 5 0 59 -2 2 -2 240 240 240 5 0 
26 2 -2 -2 240 240 -240 -5 0 60 2 2 -2 240 240 240 -5 0 
27 -2 2 -2 2·10 240 -240 -5 0 61 -2 -2 2 240 240 240 5 0 
28 2 2 -2 240 240 -240 5 0 62 2 -2 2 240 240 2·\0 -5 0 
29 -2 -2 2 240 240 -240 -5 0 63 -2 2 2 240 240 240 -5 0 
30 2 -2 2 240 240 -240 5 0 64 2 2 2 240 240 240 5 0 
31 -2 2 2 240 240 -240 5 0 65 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
32 2 2 2 2·10 240 -240 -5 0 65 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
33 -2 -2 -2 -240 -240 240 -5 0 65 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
34 2 -2 -2 -240 -240 240 5 0 65 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

columns. Ignoring the column corresponding to q, Table 7.11 is similar to Table 7.3. 

Elements of columns of Table 7.11 can be computed by subtracting from the elements of 

each column of Table 7.3 the quantity (high setting + low setting)/2 corresponding to 

the same column. 

In any regression analysis, the investigator usually faces the selection of important 

independent variables and their interactions. Usually, the independent variables which are 

not fundamental, or duplicate another variable (highly correlated) are dropped, and the 

remaining independent variables are screened based on some criterion such as R~, M SEp 

and so on. Nevertheless, most statisticians agree that the screening process of the inde-

pendent variables should not be based on purely mechanical tools. Thus, the investigator 

should be pragmatic and employ a broad subjective judgment. 
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In the regression analysis of this chapter, we 3Ie dealing with designed experiments 

having orthogonal layouts (analysis matrices). Thus, many precautions and complications 

which are necessary in the presence of multicollinearity among the independent variables 

are not required. We will employ formal (statistical) as well as subjective criteria to 

select the final model for each response of interest. Our criteria are: (I) the p-values 

corresponding to the individual terms, (2) each term's marginal r2, and (3) the magnitude 

of the estimated coefficients with respect to their scales. The selection procedure is as 

follows: 

1. Select a term, i. If (p-value}j < 0.01, then go to step 2, otherwise, drop the 

term from the model and repeat step 1. 

2. If (approximately) rr ~ .02 retain the term, otherwise go to step 3. 

3. If the contribution (the absolute magnitude) of f3i is relatively large retain the 

term, otherwise drop it from further consideration. This last criterion is fairly 

subjective. 

4. A nonsignificant variable which shows a significant interaction with another 

term is retained in the model. 

In reporting the regression results, in addition to usual information (columns) such 

as the regression coefficients, the standard error of coefficients, the t ratios, and the p

values, we will report the correlation coefficient and the coefficient of determination (r2) 

for every term in the model after rearranging the terms in an increasing order of their 

r2. Finally, we augment the table of information with a column containing the cumula

tive values of r2. By scanning the column of cumulative r2, one can easily evaluate the 

trad·:mffs between the complexity and the explanatory power of the alternative models. 

This approach is warranted by the fact that the columns of the analysis matrix belong to 

an orthogonal fractional factorial design, thus are independent. Hence, the contribution 
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of each term to the total R2 does not depend on the inclusion or removal of other terms 

in the model. It should be pointed out that such an approach can not be taken when 

a nonorthogonal design or observational data are used, hence to multicollinearity among 

the independent variables is present. 

7.5.1 Service Level 

In this section the mean and the variability of the service level (yS (x) and 10g(Vs (x))) 

are analyzed. As mentioned before, yS (x) measures the average daily units of unsatisfied 

demand or backorders, which is a function of the parameter configuration x. 

-s Service Level Mean, Y (x) 

By examining Figure 7.2, the normal probability plot for the yS (x) response, it appears 

that most of the effects fall on a straight line except those reported in Table 7.12. 

Table 7.12: Terms significantly affecting yS (x) 

Response: }7" (x) 
Significant Terms Effect Estimates 

7 -5.791 
57 -3.060 
2 -2.361 
25 -2.109 
41 -1.673 
61 -1.659 
6 1.682 
4 1.721 

251 2.102 
27 2.364 
5 3.077 

Figure 7.3 is a second normal probability plot of yS (x) after removing the sig-

nificant effects listed in Table 7.12. As the figure shows, the remaining effects seem to 

approximately line up on a straight line, indicating that no additional terms appear to 
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Table 7.13: Regression results, initial model of yS (x) 

Indep. Regression 5td Err Cum. 
Order Variable Coeff. Coeff. p-value r r2 R2 

COliS 2.993 0.3065 9.7638 
1 X7 -0.5791 0.0613 -9.4474 -0.5553 0.308 0.308 
2 Xs 0.00641 0.001277 5.019 0.295 0.087 0.395 
3 Xs X X7 -0.00128 0.000255 -4.9914 -0.2934 0.086 0.481 
4 X2 X X7 0.1182 0.03065 3.8561 0.2267 0.051 0.533 
5 X2 -0.5902 0.1533 -3.8513 -0.2264 0.051 0.584 
6 X2 X Xs -0.0022 0.000639 -3.4403 -0.2022 0.041 0.625 
7 X2 X Xs X X7 0.000438 0.000128 3.4296 0.2016 0.041 0.666 
8 X4 0.003586 0.001277 2.8079 0.165 0.027 0.693 
9 X6 0.003505 0.001277 2.7444 0.1613 0.026 0.719 
10 X4 X X7 -0.0007 0.000255 -2.7289 -0.1604 0.026 0.745 
11 X6 X X7 -0.00069 0.000255 -2.7057 0.009 -0.159 0.025 0.77 
12 Xl -0.3336 0.1533 -2.177 0.034 -0.128 0.016 0.786 
13 XJ -0.326 0.1533 -2.1273 0.038 -0.125 0.016 0.802 
14 q -2.628 1.264 -2.0798 0.042 -0.1223 0.015 0.817 

Source 55 df MS F p-value 

Regression 1422 14 101.5 16.89 0.0000 
Error 318 53 6.012 

Total 1740 67 

be important. The information in Table 7.12 is used to refine Model 7.1 for yS (x) so it 

includes only the significant terms. 

The regression results for the modified metamodel are summarized in Table 7.13. 

The F14,53 with a p-value of practically zero (4 decimal places) shows a significant rela

tionship between yS (x) and the parameters of the Kanban system as expressed by the 

underlying metamodel. The value of the R2 (81%) indicates that the model explains most 

of the variability of the yS (x). By observing the reported t-ratios and the corresponding 

p-values in Table 7.13, it appears that the factors which are statistically significant at 1 % 

have substantially different influences on yS (x). For example, X7 is the most important 

variable in the model, in the sense that its removal from the model has a significant impact 

on R2. The signs of the regression coefficients determine the directions of improvement 

with respect to yS (x). Since interaction effects are present, the effect of any change in the 
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level of one variable on yS (x), must be evaluated in conjunction with the values of other 

interacting factors. The parameters Xl, and X3 are not significant at 1 %. This means that 

the number of kanbans for stage one and stage three have little effect (within the region of 
-s . 

exploration) on Y (x), thus they are removed from the model. The p-value for q (0.042) 

indicates that the nonlinearity of the response over the region spanned by the experiment 

plan is negligible, thus adding quadratic terms to the model will not appreciably improve 

R2. By observing the columns corresponding to r2 and the cumulative R2, one can easily 

determine the marginal effect of every additional term on explaining yS (x). 

It is evident that X7 (the batch size) together with X2 and Xs (the number of 

kanbans and the cycle time of stage two), their two-way, and three-way interactions (row 

1 through row 7) explain 67% of the variability of yS (x). Based on the analysis, Model 7.6 

is constructed as our final model: 

yS (x) = 2.838 - .5791(X7 - 15) + 0.00641(xs - 240) 

-.00128(xs - 240)(X7 - 15) + 0.1182(X2 - 17)(X7 - 15) 

-0.5902(X2 - 17) - 0.0022(X2 - 17)(xs - 240) 

+0.000438(X2 - 17)(xs - 240)(X7 - 15) + 0.003586(X4 - 240) 

+0.003505(X6 - 240) - 0.0007(X4 - 240)(X7 - 15) 

-0.00069(X6 - 240)(X7 - 15). (7.6) 

While this is not a simple model, it has an R2 equal to 77%. Further reduction of the model 

will reduce R2 still more. The regression result of Model 7.6 is presented in Table 7.14. 
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-S 
Table 7.14: Regression results, final model of Y (x) 

Indep. Regression Std Err Cum. 
Order Variable Coeff. Coeff. p-value r r2 n2 

Cons 2.838 0.3243 8.7525 
1 X7 -0.5791 0.06685 -8.6637 -0.5553 0.3084 0.3084 
2 Xs 0.00641 0.001393 4.6027 0.295 0.087 0.3954 
3 Xs X X7 -0.00128 0.000279 -4.5773 -0.2934 0.0861 0,4815 
4 X2 X X7 0.1182 0.03342 3.5362 0.2267 0.0514 0.5329 
5 X2 -0.5902 0.1671 -3.5318 -0.2264 0.0513 0.5841 
6 X2 X Xs -0.0022 0.000696 -3.1549 -0.2022 0.0409 0.625 
7 X~ X Xs X X7 0.000438 0.000139 3.1451 0.2016 0.0406 0.6656 
8 X4 0.003586 0.001393 2.575 0.012 0.165 0.0272 0.6929 
9 X6 0.003505 0.001393 2.5167 0.015 0.1613 0.026 0.7189 
10 X4 X X7 -0.0007 0.000279 -2.5025 0.015 -0.1604 0.0257 0.7446 
11 X6 X X7 -0.00069 0.000279 -2,4813 0.02 -0.159 0.0253 0.7699 

Source SS df MS F p-value 
Regression 1340 11 121.8 17.04 0.0000 

Error 400 56 7.149 

Total 1740 67 

Service Level Variability, 10g(Vs (x)) 

By examining Figure 7.4, the normal probability plot for the 10g(VS(x)) response, it 

appears that most of the effects fall on a straight line except those reported in Table 7.15. 

Figure 7.5 is a second normal probability plot of 10g(Vs (x)) after removing the 

significant effects listed in Table 7.15. As the figure shows, the remaining effects seem to 

approximately line up on a straight line. 

Table 7.15: Terms significantly affecting 10g(Vs(x)) 

Response: log(V"(x)) 
Significant Terms Effect Estimates 

7 -1.79 
1 -0.347 
6 0.235 
4 0.286 
5 0.307 
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The information in Table 7.15 is used to refine Model 7.1 for 10g(Vs(x)). The 

regression results for the modified model are summarized in Table 7.16. The F8,59 with 

a p-val ue of practically zero (4 significant places) shows there is a significant relationship 

-s between Y (x) and the parameters of the Kanban system as expressed by the underlying 

metamodel. The value of the R2 (93%) indicates that the model explains 10g(Vs(x)) 

extremely well. By observing the reported t-ratios and the corresponding p-values in 

Table 7.16, X2 has a p-value between .01 and .05, and X3 does not appear to be significant. 

Thus our model of 10g(Vs (x)) does not need to be expanded to include higher order terms, 

and in fact can be simplified. 

Table 7.16: Regression results, initial model of 10g(VS(x)) 

lndep. Regression Std Err Cum. 
Order Variable Coeff. Coeff. p-value r r2 n2 

const 1.975 0.03381 58.4161 
1 X7 -0.179 0.00676 -26.472 -0.9111 0.83 0.830 
2 Xl -0.0867 0.0169 -5.1295 -0.1765 0.031 0.861 
3 Xs 0.00064 0.00014 4.5411 0.1563 0.024 0.886 
4 X4 0.000596 0.00014 4.2298 0.1456 0.021 0.907 
5 X6 0.00049 0.00014 3.4758 0.001 0.1196 0.014 0.921 
6 X2 -0.03612 0.0169 -2.137 0.037 -0.0735 0.005 0.927 
7 q -0.1838 0.1394 -1.3189 0.193 -0.0454 0.002 0.929 
8 X3 -0.01915 0.0169 -1.1328 0.262 -0.039 0.002 0.930 

Source SS df MS F p-value 
Regression 57.4 8 7.18 98.Hl 0.0000 

Error 4.32 59 0.07314 

Total 61.8 67 

On the other hand, the importance of the remaining variables differs widely. The 

variable X7 has an R2 equal to 0.83. Thus, the batch size alone is the single most important 

variable affecting the variability of service level. Since its regression coefficient is negative, 

any increase in the batch size causes the variability of the number of backorders to de-

crease. Interestingly, no significant interaction effect is present. By observing the columns 

corresponding to r2 and the cumulative R2, one can easily determine the marginal effect 
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Table 7.17: Regression results, final model of 10g(VS (x)) 

Indep. Regression Std Err Cum. 
Order Variable Coeff. Coeff. p-value r r2 n2 

0 const 1.964 0.03665 53.5891 
1 X7 -0.179 0.00755 -23.689 0.000 -0.9111 0.8301 0.8301 
2 Xl -0.0867 0.01889 -4.5903 0.000 -0.1765 0.0311 0.8612 
3 Xs 0.00064 0.00015 4.0638 0.000 0.1563 0.0244 0.8856 
4 X4 0.000596 0.00015 3.7852 0.000 0.1456 0.0211 0.9068 

Source SS df MS F p-value 
Regression 56 4 14 153.3 0.0000 

Error 5.75 63 0.09134 

Total 61. 67 

of every additional term on explaining 10g(Vs (x)). This again suggests that the model 

can be simplified. 

Based on the above analyses, Model 7.7 has been constructed: 

10g(VS (x)) = 1.964 - 0.179(X7 - 15) - 0.0867(X1 - 17) + 0.00064(X5 - 240) (7.7) 

+0.000596(X4 - 240). 

Model 7.7 is presented in Table 7.17. It has only 5 terms, but it has an R2 equal to 

91 %. Thus, it provides a concise, accurate explanation of how the parameters impact the 

variability of yS. 

Joint Analysis of the Regression Results, Service Level 

Table 7.18 is constructed to summarize the results of the regression analysis on both the 

mean and the variability of the service level. The first column of the table shows the 

important terms with respect to either the mean, the variability, or both. The relative 

importance of each term with respect to either response, is rated as low (1.2 ~ .05), 

medium (.05 < 1"2 ~ .10), or high (1"2 > .10). Depending on the importance of the term 

with respect to the mean or the variability of the service level, a "I" or a "-I" is placed 
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at an appropriate cell, where the sign corresponds to the sign of the regression coefficient. 

For example, variable Xs has a "I" in column "Med" under the yS (x), and a "I" in 

column "Low" under the 10g(Vs (x». This shows (ignoring the interaction effects) the 

direction and relative importance of the impact of Xs on the service level mean and the 

variability. The elements of column "Result" are computed by adding the elements of 

each row. By looking at this column, one can quickly determine joint effects. A number 

"2" indicates that the corresponding term affects both the mean and the variability in the 

same direction. Therefore, both performance measures can be improved by reducing the 

value of this particular term. On the other hand, a "-2" means both performance measures 

can be improved by increasing the value of the term. A "I" or a "-I" indicates that the 

term only affects one of the two measures. The sign, as before, indicates the direction of 

the improvement. The existence of a "0" in that column is of special importance: it shows 

that the term influences the mean and the variability in opposite directions. An empty 

cell in that column simply says that the term does not have any effect either on the mean 

or the variability. Hence, the values on column "Result" can be interpreted as follows: 

o Terms with +2 or -2 can be used simultaneously to improve both the mean and the 

variability. 

o Terms with +1 or -1 can be used independently to improve either the mean or the 

variability. 

o Terms with a 0 must be carefully studied to determine their overall effect on both 

the mean and the variability. 

o Terms with an empty cell in that column can be set at their economical level. 
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Table 7.18: Joint analysis of the significant terms of the regression models on the mean 
and the variability of the service level 

y"(x) log(Vs(x» 
Term Low Med Hi Low Med Hi Result 

XI -1 -1 
X2 -1 -1 
Xl 

X4 1 1 2 
Xs 1 1 2 
X6 1 1 
X7 -1 -1 -2 

X2 x Xs -1 -1 
X2 x X7 1 1 
Xs X X7 -1 -1 
X4 x X7 -1 -1 
X6 X X7 -1 -1 

X2 x Xs X X7 1 1 

7.5.2 Inventory Level 

In this section the mean and the variability of the inventory level (yl (x) and 10g(V I (x))) 

are analyzed. As mentioned before, the inventory level, yl (x) measures the average daily 

units of inventory per stage, which is a function of the param!;~cr configuration x. 

-I 
Inventory Level Mean, Y (x)) 

By examining Figure 7.6, the normal probability plot for the yl (x) response, it appears 

that most of the effects fall on a straight line except the effects reported in Table 7.19. 

Figure 7.7 is a second normal probability plot ofyl (x) after removing the significant 

effects listed in Table 7.19. Surprisingly, as the figure shows, the remaining effects do not 

seem to line up on a straight line. The significant effects in the second normal probability 

plot are reported in Table 7.20. Figure 7.8 is the third normal probability plot, constructed 

after removing those effects reported in Table 7.20, and in this figure the remaining effects 

approximately fall on a straight line. 
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Table '1.19: Terms significantly affecting yl (x) 

Response: }""I (x) 
Significant Terms Effect Estimates 

6 -29.329 
5 -26.791 
4 -14.722 
1 19.526 
2 20.764 
3 21.174 
7 182.322 

Table 7.20: Normal probability plot results: significant effects with respect to yl (x) 

Response: }""I (x) 
Significant Terms Effect Estimates 

45 -1.844 
457 -1.582 
367 -1.029 
56 -0.952 

257 -0.863 
467 -0.439 
46 -0.378 

567 -0.320 
17 7.090 
27 5.901 
37 5,481 
57 1.925 
67 1.682 
36 1.036 
25 0.769 

456 0.5,19 
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The information in Table 7.19 and Table 7.20 is used to refine Model 7.1 for yI (x). 

The regression result of refined model is presented in Table 7.21. The value of F24,43 with 

a p-value of practically zero (4 significant places) show, there is a significant relationship 

-/ between Y (x) and the parameters of the Kanban system as expressed by the underlying 

metamodel. By observing the reported t-ratios and the corresponding p-values in Ta-

ble 7.21, the interaction terms X4X6, and X5X6X7 have p-values less than 1%, while the rest 

of the terms are significant. The finding based on the regression result confirms the result 

suggested by the normal probability plot. 

Table 7.21: Regression results, initial model of yI (x) 

Inclep. Regression Std Err Cum. 
Order Variable Coeff. Coeff. p-value r r2 R2 

Const 186.8 0.7523 248.2349 
1 X7 18.23 0.1505 121.1728 0.955 0.912 0.912 
2 X6 -0.0611 0.003135 -19.4917 -0.154 0.024 0.936 
3 Xs -0.05581 0.003135 -17.8053 -0.14 0.02 0.956 
4 X3 5.293 0.3762 14.0719 0.111 0.012 0.968 
5 X2 5.191 0.3762 13.8006 0.109 0.012 0.98 
6 Xl 4.881 0.3762 12.9761 0.102 0.01 0.99 
7 X4 -0.03067 0.003135 -9.7843 -0.077 0.006 0.996 
8 Xl X X7 0.3544 0.00725 48.891 0.0371 0.0014 0.9977 
9 X2 X X7 0.2951 0.00725 40.7051 0.0309 0.001 0.9986 
10 X3 X X7 0.2741 0.00725 37.8041 0.0287 0.0008 0.9994 
11 Xs X X7 8.02E-04 6.04E·05 13.2767 0.0101 0.0001 0.9995 
12 X4 X Xs -1.6E-05 1.26£006 -12.7077 -0.01 9.4E-05 0.9996 
13 X6 X X7 7.01E-04 6.04£005 11.6042 0.0088 7.7E-05 0.9997 
14 X4 X Xs X X7 -2.7E-06 2.52E-07 -10.9102 -0.008 6.9E-05 0.9998 
15 q -3.1 0.2989 -10.3711 -0.008 6.2E-05 0.99986 
16 X3 X X6 X X7 -2.1 £004 3.02E·05 -7.091 -0.005 2.9E-05 0.9999 
17 X3 X X6 0.001078 0.00015 7.1384 0.0054 2.9E-05 0.9999 
18 Xs X X6 -S.3E-06 1.26£006 -6.5608 -0.005 2.5E-05 0.9999 
19 X2 X Xs X X7 -0.00018 3.02E·05 -5.9486 -0.005 2.0E-05 1 
20 X2 X Xs 0.000801 0.000151 5.3064 0.004 1.6E-05 1 
21 X" X Xs X X6 1.98E-08 5.24E·09 3.7804 0.0002 0.0029 8.4E-06 1 
22 X" X X6 X X7 -7.7E-07 2.52E·07 -3.039 0.004 -0.002 .5.3E-06 1 
23 X" X X6 -3.3E-06 1.26E·06 -2.6122 0.0123 -0.002 4E-06 1 
24 Xs X X6 X X7 -5.5E-07 2.52E-07 -2.2027 0.033 -0.002 2.9E-06 1 

Source SS df MS F p-value 
Regression 582900 24 2,1290 72210 0.0000 

Error 14,46 43 0.3364 

Total 582900 67 
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By scanning the columns labeled r2 and Cumulative R2, one can easily determine 

the marginal effect of every additional term on explaining yl (x). The variable X7 alone has 

an r2 equal to 0.91. Thus, the batch size alone is the single most important determinant 

-I 
of y (x). On the other hand, terms corresponding to rows labeled 8 through 22 do not 

have appreciable r2. Variables X3, X2, Xl, and X4 are kept in the model based on the 

magnitudes of their estimated coefficients. The variable q, while statistically significant, 

does not contribute significantly to the value of R2. Hence, enhancing Model 7.1 with 

quadratic terms will not significantly improve the results in terms of R2 criterion. Thus a 

planar model adequately explains the behavior of yl (x) within the region of exploration. 

-I 
Table 7.22: Regression results, final model of Y (x) 

Indep. Regression Std Err Cum. 
Order Variable Coeff. Coeff. p-value r r2 R2 

0 Canst 186.6 0.7299 255.6274 
1 X7 18.23 0.1505 121.174 0.955 0.912 0.912 
2 X6 -0.0611 0.003135 -19.4919 -0.154 0.024 0.936 
3 X5 -0.05581 0.003135 -17.8055 -0.14 0.02 0.9557 
4 Xl 5.293 0.3762 14.072 0.111 0.012 0.968 
5 X2 5.191 0.3762 13.8008 0.109 0.012 0.9799 
6 Xl 4.881 0.3762 12.9762 0.102 0,01 0.9903 
7 X4 -0.03067 0.003135 -9.7844 ,0,\0 -0.077 0.006 0.9963 

Source SS df MS F p-value 
Regression 580700 7 82960 2290 0.0000 

Error 2173 60 36.22 

Total 582900 67 

As before, the signs of the regression coefficients determine the direction of im

provement with respect to yl (x). For example, any decrease in the batch size causes 

yl (x) to decrease. Based on the analysis, Model 7.8 is constructed: 

yl (x) = 186.6 + 18.23x7 - 0.0611x6 - 0.05581x5 

5.293x3 + 5.191x2 + 4.881xl - 0.03067x4 (7.8) 

The regression results for this model are presented in Table 7.22. Although it has only 7 
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main effect terms, its R2 is equal to 97%. Thus, it does an excellent job of explaining the 

behavior of the mean of yS over the region of exploration. 

Inventory Level Variability, log(VI(x)) 

By examining Figure 7.9, the normal probability plot for the log(VI(x)) response, it 

appears that most of the effects fall on a straight line except those reported in Table 7.23. 

Table 7.23: Terms significantly affecting 10g(VI (x)) 

Response: log(V (x» 
Significant Terms Effect Estimates 

7 -0.070 
67 -0.051 
45 -0.047 
4 -0.035 
17 -0.030 
3 -0.028 

36 -0.027 
157 -0.016 
1 0.042 

37 0.340 
6 0.030 

367 0.029 
47 0.027 

Figure 7.10 is a second normal probability plot of log(VI (x)) after removing the 

significant effects listed in Table 7.23. As Figure 7.10 shows, the remaining effects ap

proximately fall on a straight line. 

The information in Table 7.23 is used to refine Model 7.1 for 10g(VI (x)). The 

regression result of refined model is presented in Table 7.24. The value of F15,52 with a 

p-value of practically zero (4 significant places) shows, there is a significant relationship 

between log(V I (x)) and the parameters of the Kanban system as expressed by the under-

lying metamodel. By observing the reported t-ratios and the corresponding p-values in 

Table 7.24, the term X2 is not significant at 1% (X5, while not significant, is kept due to 
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Table 7.24: Regression results, initial model of 10g(VI (x)) 

Indep. Regression Std Err Cum. 
Order Variable Coeff. Coeff. p-value r r2 R2 

Const 2.449 0.004136 592.216 
1 X7 -0.00703 0.000827 -8.5009 -0.4455 0.1984 0.1984 
2 Xo X X7 -2.1E-06 3.45E-06 -6.1906 -0.3244 0.1052 0.3037 
3 q -0.1016 0.01705 -5.961 -0.3124 0.0975 0.4012 
4 X4 X Xs -4.1E-07 7.18E-OS -5.6905 -0.2982 0.0889 0.4902 
5 Xl 0.01061 0.002068 5.1332 0.269 0.0723 0.5625 
6 X4 -7.3E-05 1.72E-05 -4.2548 -0.223 0.0497 0.6123 
7 X3 X X7 0.001702 0.000414 4.1145 0.2156 0.0464 0.6587 
8 XI X X7 -0.00151 0.000414 -3.6438 -0.1909 0.0364 0.6952 
9 X6 6.27E-05 1.72E-05 3.6406 0.1908 0.0364 0.7316 
10 X3 X X6 X X7 5.94E-06 1.72E-06 3.4469 0.1805 0.0326 0.7642 
11 X3 -0.00708 0.002068 -3.4245 -0.1795 0.0322 0.7964 
12 X4 X X7 1.13E-05 3.45E-06 3.263 0.171 0.0292 0.8257 
13 X3 X X6 -2.8E-05 8.62E-06 -3.2224 0.002 -0.1689 0.0285 0.8542 
14 xs -1.8E-05 1.72E-05 -1.0263 0.31 -0.0538 0.0028 0.8571 
15 x~ 0.000353 0.002068 0.1706 0.97 0.0089 0.0001 0.8572 

Source SS df MS F p-valuc 
Regression 0.3417 15 0.023 20.81 0.0000 

Error 0.05692 52 0.001 

Total 0.3986 67 

interaction effects), while the rest of the terms are significant. The findings based on the 

regression results confirm the results suggested by the normal probability plot. 

By scanning the columns labeled r2 and Cumulative R2 one can easily determine 

the marginal effect of every additional term on explaining log(VI(x)). The variable X7 

alone has an r2 equal to 0.19. Thus, the batch size alone is an important determinant 

of log(VI (x)). The remaining terms all have r2 greater than the threshold "0.02". The 

variable q, with a p-value of practically zero, is indicative of a lack of fit of the planar 

model. Thus, Model 7.1 may be enhanced by including quadratic terms. It should be 

pointed out that the information about the lack of fit conveyed by q is general, and does 

not indicate which quadratic term(s) must be included. In situations like this, the designer 

of a Kanban system should plan additional experiments in order to estimate the coefficients 

of the quadratic terms. While several alternative plans including a 3k CF or FF design 
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Table 7.25: Regression results, final model of 10g(VI (x)) 

Indep. Regression Std Err Cum. 
Order Variablp. Coeff. Coeff. p-value r2 n2 

Const 2.449 0.0041 597.3128 
1 X7 -0.00703 0.00082 -8.5741 -0.4455 0.1984 0.1984 
2 X6 x X7 -2.1E-05 3.42E·06 -6.2439 -0.3244 0.1052 0.3037 
3 q -0.1016 0.01691 -6.0123 -0.3124 0.09759 0.4012 
4 X4 x Xs -4.1E-07 7.12E-08 -5.7395 -0.2982 0.0889 0.4902 
5 XI 0.01061 0.00205 5.1774 0.269 0.0723 0.5625 
6 X4 -7.3E-05 1.71E-05 -4.2914 -0.223 0.0497 0.6123 
7 X3 x X7 0.001702 0.00041 4.1499 0.2156 0.0464 0.6587 
8 XI x Xr -0.00151 0.00041 -3.6751 -0.1909 0.0364 0.6952 
9 X6 6.27E-05 1.71E-05 3.672 0.1908 0.0364 0.7316 
10 X3 x X6 X X7 5.94E-06 1.71E-06 3.4765 0.1806 0.0326 0.7642 
11 X3 -0.00708 0.00205 -3.4539 -0.1795 0.0322 0.7964 
12 X4 x X7 1.13E-05 3.42E-06 3.2911 0.171 0.0292 0.8257 
13 X3 x X6 -2.8E-05 8.54E-06 -3.2501 -0.1689 0.0285 0.8542 
14 Xs -1.8E-05 1.72E-05 -1.0263 -0.0538 0.0028 0.8571 

Source SS df MS F p-value 
Regression 0.3416 14 0.02614 22.71 0.0000 

Error 0.0569 53 0.0011 

Total 0.3986 67 

are possible, the most widely used design for fitting a second-order model is the central 

composite design [54]. Nevertheless, the extent of the lack of fit of the planar model may 

be measured by the r2 due to q which is approximately 0.10. The current value of R2 

(0.86) will drop to approximately 0.76 if q is removed from the model. 

The signs of the regression coefficients determine the directions of improvement of 

log(VI (x)) with respect to the model terms. For example, any increase in the batch size 

causes log(VI (x)) to decrease. We construct Model 7.9 as the final model, described below 

and in Table 7.25. 

log(VI (x)) = 2.449 - 0.00703x7 - 0.000021x6X7 - 0.00000041x4X5 

+O.010G1x1 - 0.000073x" + O.001702x3X7 - 0.0015lxlX7 

+O.OOOOG27x6 + O.0000059x3X6X7 - O.00708x3 

+O.OOOOllx4X7 - O.000028x3X6 - 0.000018x5. (7.9) 
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J oint Analysis of the Regression Results, Inventory Level 

Table 7.26 is constructed to summarize the results of the regression analysis on both the 

mean and the variability of the inventory level. The first column of the table shows the 

important terms with respect to either its mean, its variability, or both. As in Section 7.5.1, 

values of the table should be interpreted as follows: 

o Terms with +2 or -2 can be used simultaneously to improve both the mean and the 

variability. 

6 Terms with +1 or -1 can be used independently to improve either the mean or the 

variability. 

Q Terms with a 0 must be carefully studied to determine their overall effect on both 

the mean and the variability. 

o Terms with an empty cell in that column can be set at their economical level. 

Table 7.26: Joint analysis of the significant terms of the regression models on the mean 
and the variability of the inventory level 

y'(x) log(V I (x» 
Term Low Med Hi Low Med Hi Result 

·'1:1 1 1 2 
X2 1 1 
XJ 1 -1 0 
X4 -1 -1 -2 
Xs -1 -1 
X6 -1 1 0 
X7 1 -1 0 

X4 x X7 1 1 
Xs X X7 -1 -1 
X4 x Xs -1 -1 
XJ x X7 1 1 
XI X X7 -1 -1 

XJ x Xs X X7 1 1 
X3 X Xs -1 -1 
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7.6 Selecting and Confirming Kanban Parameter Design 

The ultimate goal of a Kanban parameter design is to choose a set of parameters config-

uration {U, B, e}, such that the performance characteristic of interest achieves its target 

over all environmental noise conditions. If there are several design alternatives that adjust 

the mean on the target, then the design team can easily select the alternative with the 

smallest variability. However, in practice this may not be the case. In situations like this, 

a quadratic loss function (or its scaled equivalent) is an effective means for deciding on the 

tradeoff between the distance of the mean from target and the variation of the performance 

characteristics about the mean. In situations where several performance characteristics 

are studied, the individual loss functions must be combined to arrive at an overall loss 

function. The best parameter combination will minimize the expected combined loss. 

However, combining the loss functions requires the knowledge of a proper scaling factor 

for each loss function. 

In the system design phase, the two performance characteristics of interest were 

defined as yS (x) and yl (x), with target values r S = 0 and rl = 20, respectively. An 

estimate of the expected quadratic loss (or Risk) for each performance characteristic is 

defined as: 

R S (x) = cS[Vs (x) + (yS (x) _ r S)2] 

Rl (x) = c1[Vl (x) + (yl (x) _ rl)2]. 

(7.10) 

The values of cS and c1 that translate the expected loss into monetary units are 

problem specific. If these values are known then the selection process is reduced to choosing 

a design configuration (x·) such that: 

x" = {x : min[Rs (x) + Rl (x)]). 
x 
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For our example, we will not assume any specific values for cS or d. Instead, our 

analysis is based on the scaled losses RS(x)/cs and RI(x)/cs. It should be pointed out 

that these scaled losses cannot readily be combined, since they are not in terms of common 

measures. We will explain the selection procedure of the best parameter configuration with 

respect to an individual performance characteristic as well as with respect to both. We 

also explain how the regression models developed in the previous section may be used to 

investigate the merit of design configurations that are not covered by the 27- 1 experiment 

plan. It should be pointed out that our goal is mainly to present the method, and not to 

study a particular system. 

7.6.1 Service Level Performance 

Table 7.27 presents the estimated mean, variance and the expected scaled loss of every 

design configuration for the service level. The rows of the table are rearranged in terms of 

an increasing order of the scaled loss. A plot of the information presented in Table 7.27 

is given by Figure 7.11, with the X-axis showing the scaled loss and the Y-axis showing 

the corresponding mean and variance. As the figure indicates, the mean and the variance 

are highly positively correlated. Since the goal is to minimize the number of backorders 

(the service level), it is clear that any design configuration that minimizes the mean will 

minimize the variance and consequently will minimize the expected scaled loss. 

By reviewing Table 7.27, it is clear that smaller losses are generally associated with 

the designs with large batches (the first 29 rows). Design 6 has the smallest scaled loss, 

while design 57 corresponds to the largest scaled loss. It is no surprise that design 57 is 

the same configuration that was used to determine the length of the initialization bias of 

simulation runs-it is the most saturated design. It is also clear from this table that the 

center point design is not among the best designs. 
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Table 7.27: Different designs and their means, variances, and scaled losses with respect to 

service level, in increasing order (target=O) 

YS(x) 
~arameter l.ionfiguralion 

Design log(VS(x» nS(x)/cS x 
6 0.01 0.83 0.83 19 15 19 0 0 0 20 

40 0.02 1.78 1.78 19 19 19 0 0 480 20 
24 0.02 2.32 2.32 19 19 19 0 480 0 20 
10 0.03 3.53 3.53 19 15 15 480 0 0 20 
4 0.03 3.63 3.63 19 19 15 0 0 0 20 

28 0.04 4.13 4.13 19 19 15 480 480 0 20 
54 0.04 6.93 6.93 19 15 19 0 480 480 20 
18 0.04 7.07 7.07 19 15 15 0 480 0 20 
7 0.07 9.28 9.28 15 19 19 0 0 0 20 

58 0.05 10.10 10.11 19 15 15 480 480 480 20 
52 0.06 10.86 10.81 19 19 15 0 480 480 20 
1 0.07 10.92 10.93 15 15 15 0 0 0 20 

13 0.09 11.05 11.06 15 15 19 480 0 0 20 
37 0.09 12.06 12.06 15 15 19 0 0 480 20 
11 0.09 12.23 12.23 15 19 15 480 0 0 20 
49 0.09 13.11 13.12 15 15 15 0 480 480 20 
16 0.08 13.22 13.22 19 19 19 480 0 0 20 
55 0.09 13.57 13.58 15 19 19 0 480 480 20 
34 0.08 14.38 14.39 19 15 15 0 0 480 20 
H 0.08 14.56 14.57 19 19 15 48tl 0 480 20 
64 0.11 17.91 17.92 19 19 19 480 480 480 20 
30 0.08 18.86 18.87 19 15 19 480 480 0 20 
41 0.14 19.49 19.51 15 15 15 480 0 480 20 
35 0.11 22.12 22.14 15 19 15 0 0 480 20 
19 0.15 23.98 24.00 15 19 15 0 480 0 20 
25 0.16 26.71 26.73 15 15 15 480 480 0 20 
59 0.16 28.62 28.84 15 19 15 480 480 480 20 
31 0.20 31.51 31.55 15 19 19 480 480 0 20 
46 0.15 34.06 34.08 19 15 19 480 0 480 20 
65 0.27 39.06 39.13 17 17 17 240 240 240 15 
61 0.20 42.66 42.70 15 15 19 480 480 480 20 
21 0.20 45.12 45.16 15 15 19 0 480 0 20 
65 0.38 62.73 62.87 17 11 17 240 240 240 15 
65 0.36 74.57 74.70 17 17 17 240 2·10 240 15 
65 0.45 79.83 80.03 17 11 17 240 240 240 15 
47 0.27 82.25 82.32 15 19 19 480 0 480 20 
8 1.06 222.06 223.19 19 19 19 0 0 0 10 
2 1.33 227.86 229.62 19 15 15 0 0 0 10 

38 1.38 249.25 251.16 19 15 19 0 0 480 10 
12 1.62 253.03 255.64 19 19 15 480 0 0 10 
36 1.69 280.18 283.04 19 19 15 0 0 480 10 
14 1.82 292.77 296.07 19 15 19 480 0 0 10 
20 1.68 313.52 316.35 19 19 15 0 480 0 10 
48 2.08 348.03 352.37 19 19 19 480 0 480 10 
39 1.67 368.57 371.36 15 19 19 0 0 480 10 
5 2.03 380.97 385.09 15 15 19 0 0 0 10 

23 2 ..", 399.40 404.35 15 19 19 0 480 0 10 
56 1.97 426.93 430.79 19 19 19 0 480 480 10 
3 1.97 473.-14 477.33 15 19 15 0 0 0 10 

33 3.35 518.02 529.21 15 15 15 0 0 480 10 
22 3.89 594.35 609.51 19 15 19 0 480 0 10 
32 3.05 629.18 638.48 19 19 19 480 480 0 10 
15 4.04 663.59 619.91 15 19 19 480 0 0 10 
27 5.32 805.91 834.19 15 19 15 480 480 0 10 
45 5.04 812.33 837.68 15 15 19 480 0 480 10 
9 4.62 894.96 916.26 15 15 15 480 0 0 10 

63 6.01 896.67 932.79 15 19 19 480 480 480 10 
42 5.06 1013.08 1038.73 19 15 15 480 0 480 10 
43 6.31 1199.99 1240.61 15 19 15 480 0 480 10 
51 6.74 1-193.20 1538.62 15 19 15 0 480 480 10 
17 9.01 1835.78 1917.04 15 15 15 0 480 0 10 
60 8.92 1947.12 2026.67 19 19 15 480 480 480 10 
26 10.06 2009.71 2111.01 19 15 15 480 480 0 10 
29 13.76 2185.25 2374.70 15 15 19 480 48J 0 10 
53 11.17 2·111.16 2535.82 15 15 19 0 480 480 10 
62 11.99 2401.00 2544.74 19 15 19 480 480 480 10 
50 15.90 3293.76 3516.51 19 15 15 0 480 ·180 10 
57 31.61 5715.93 6715.13 15 15 15 480 480 ·180 10 
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We remark that while design 6 produces practically zero backorder with small 

variability, it may not be the preferred choice if some other objectives such as inventory 

level is considered, simultaneously. 

Table 7.27 offers interesting information with managerial implications. For in-

stance, design 49 and design 16 both have approximately the same scaled loss (13), while 

they are very different in terms of specifications. Design 49 allocates the least number of 

kanbans (15) to every stage and the largest cycle time (480) to two of the stages, while 

design 16 allocates the largest number of kanbans (19) to every stage and the highest cycle 

time (480) to one of the stage as follows: 

Design 11~ (x) VS(x) RS(x}/cs x 
49 0.09 13.11 13.115 15 15 15 0 480 480 20 
16 0.079 13.216 13.222 19 19 19 480 0 0 20 

Another interesting point is that designs which are apparently quite similar can 

lead to radically different losses. For example, designs 24 and 16 are different only in 

terms of the stage number which the largest cycle time occurs. As the table shows, the 

loss associated with the two designs are substantially different. 

Design y.:>(x) VS(x) RS(x)/cs x 
24 0.022 2.323 2.323 19 19 19 0 480 0 20 
16 0.079 13.216 13.222 19 19 19 480 0 0 20 

Comparing designs 1 and 64, we find that the least number of kanbans together 

with the shortest cycle time produces smaller loss than the highest number of kanbans in 

conjunction with the longest cycle time. 

Design y.:>(x} VS(x} RS (x}/cs x 
1 0.073 10.921 10.926 15 15 15 0 0 0 20 

64 0.112 17.91 17.923 19 19 19 480 480 480 20 

The above analysis clearly shows that the cycle time is an important decision 

variable that must be determined in conjunction with the other two categories of decision 

variables-the number of kanbans and the batch size. The analysis is confirmed by the 
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regression models developed in the previous section for the mean and the variability of 

service level. By observing Table 7.18, X4, X5 and X6 affect both the mean and the variance 

of the service level, directly or through interactions with the batch size and the number 

ofkanbans. 

In the past, the mean of a performance characteristic was often the only gauge 

used to choose among different alternatives. Our study of the above system shows that 

a Kanban system with a desirable mean performance may not be the least expensive 

system to operate. For example, while design 30 has a smaller mean than design 16, it is 

substantially more expensive to run a Kanban system by setting its parameter according 

to design 30: 

Design Y~(x) VS(x) RS(x)/cs x 
30 0.077 18.861 18.867 19 15 19 480 480 0 20 
16 0.079 13.216 13.222 19 19 19 480 0 0 20 

As a second example, we may compare designs 47 and 65: 

Design Y':>(x) VS(x) RS(x)/cs x 
47 0.266 82.252 82.323 15 19 19 480 0 480 20 
65 0.271 39.061 39.134 17 17 17 240 240 240 15 

Once again, the design with the smaller mean is substantially more expensive. 

If the choice of the design team is not limited to the existing alternatives, response 

surface methodology may be used ([69, 68]). One way is to use Equation 7.6 to determine 

different parameter settings that achieve the target. Equation 7.7 is then used to evaluate 

those alternatives in terms of robustness. Alternatively, one could attempt to build a 

regression model of the loss itself (or a suitable transformation) and determine the least 

expensive design directly. 

7.6.2 Inventory Level Performance 

Table 7.28 presents the estimated mean, variance and the expected scaled loss of every 

design configuration for the inventory level. The rows of the table are arranged in increas-
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iug order of the scaled loss. A plot of the information presented in Table 7.28 is given by 

Figure 7.12, with the X-axis showing the scaled loss when the target is 20, and the Y-axis 

showing the corresponding mean and variance. As the graph indicates, the systems with 

small means have large variances. In addition, it is clear from the graph that the mean be

comes the dominant component of the loss as the performance characteristic moves farther 

away from the target. This implies that if the target value is far from the current mean 

of the performance characteristic then the managers may compare different alternatives 

solely based on their respective performance measure mean. However, if the current mean 

is not too far from target, then the variance of the performance measure must also be 

considered. In other words, variance plays a crucial role in finding an optimal parameter 

configuration, as the performance characteristic gets closer to the target. A second plot 

is shown in Figure 7.13. The figure is similar to Figure 7.12 except the target value is 

183 (the median of the mean performance characteristics of the 68 designs). It is clear 

that the mean alone can not be used to evaluate different alternatives in terms of their 

respective scaled loss when the target is 183. 

By reviewing Table 7.28, it is clear that, smaller losses tend to be associated with 

the designs with smaller batches (the first 32 rows). Design 57 has the smallest scaled 

loss, while design 16 corresponds to the largest scaled loss. It is no surprise that design 

57 is the same configuration that was used to determine the length of the initialization 

bias-it is the most saturated design. It is also clear from the table that the center point 

design is not among the best designs. While design 57 produces practically the smallest 

scaled loss, it may not be the preferred choice if some other objectives such as service level 

is considered, simultaneously. 

As was the case for the inventory level performance, the losses associated with var

ious designs may be surprising at first glance but have important managerial implications. 

For instance, in the following table, designs 33, 17, and 9 have identical parameter con-
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figurations except for the choice of the stage with the longest cycle time. However, they 

generate scaled losses that are very different. 

Design Y~(x) VS(x) RS(x)/cs x 
33 80.37 387.95 4031.89 15 15 15 0 0 480 10 
17 83.21 303.39 4299.40 15 15 15 0 480 0 10 
9 98.03 250.81 6339.80 15 15 15 480 0 0 10 

This indicates that cycle time is an important parameter and should not be determined 

arbitrarily. 

As a second example, consider the following table: 

Design Y~(x) VS(x) RS(x)/cs x 
56 97.21 313.73 6275.26 19 19 19 0 480 480 10 
48 108.9 329.08 8247.77 19 19 19 480 0 480 10 
32 110.0 273.95 8378.45 19 19 19 480 480 0 10 
8 152.3 298.97 17805.10 19 19 19 0 0 0 10 

While the four designs are identical in terms of the number of kanbans and container size, 

they generate substantially different losses. This shows that considering the number of 

kanbans alone does not lead to an optimal design. 

If the choice of the design team is not limited to the existing alternatives, then 

response surface methodology may be used, as described at the end of Section 8.6.1. 

7.6.3 Joint Service and Inventory Level Performance 

Without specifying values for cS and d, it is not possible to analyze the combined loss, 

RS(x) + R1(x). It has been also determined that the best design with respect to one of 

the performance characteristic may be the worst design with respect to the other. Thus, 

it is not possible to choose a design which has the lowest scaled loss with respect to both 

performance characteristics. As such, the design team must analyze the alternatives and 

determine their suitability with respect to both performance characteristics. A set of ac-

ceptable designs then are selected and presented to management for final decision. The 

suitability of any design depends on the targets originally used in the computation of the 
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Table 7.28: Different designs and their means, variances, and scaled losses with respect to 

inventory level in increasing order (target=20) 

yJ(xl 
Parameter Configuration 

Design IOIl(V J (x» n J (xl/cJ x 
57 36.5 225.80 496.60 15 15 15 480 480 480 10 
50 59.9 512.87 2107.27 19 15 15 0 480 480 10 
60 63.1 375.22 2228.95 19 19 15 480 480 480 10 
62 64.2 302.46 2252.92 19 15 19 480 480 480 10 
51 66.7 373.46 2548.85 15 19 '1~ 0 480 480 10 
53 67.5 317.31 2572.52 15 15 19 0 480 480 10 
63 6B.4 234.93 2572.55 15 19 19 4BO 4BO 4BO 10 
42 7B.2 411.12 379B.36 19 15 15 480 0 480 10 
43 7B.7 402.40 3842.11 15 19 15 480 0 4BO 10 
26 BO.3 297.94 3937.29 19 15 15 480 480 0 10 
33 80.4 387.95 4031.89 15 15 15 0 0 480 10 
29 82.3 218.68 4100.72 15 15 19 480 480 0 10 
45 83.1 260.77 4246.29 15 15 19 480 0 480 10 
17 83.2 303.39 4299.40 15 15 15 0 480 0 10 
27 84.2 220.47 4341.09 15 19 15 480 480 0 10 
56 97.2 313.73 . 6275.26 19 19 19 0 480 480 10 
9 98.0 250.81 6339.80 15 15 15 480 0 0 10 

36 106.3 448.74 7907.30 19 19 15 0 0 480 10 
48 108.9 329.08 8247.77 19 19 19 480 0 480 10 
32 110.0 273.95 8378.45 19 19 19 480 480 0 10 
22 110.0 344.54 8444.54 19 15 19 0 4BO 0 10 
39 111.1 297.46 8611.62 15 19 19 0 0 480 10 
38 111.2 297.09 8615.26 19 15 19 0 0 480 10 
20 112.8 312.55 8936.09 19 19 15 0 480 0 10 
23 113.5 268.44 9011.99 15 19 19 0 480 0 10 
14 124.3 285.90 11182.90 19 15 19 480 0 0 10 
12 124.4 288.77 11188.10 19 19 15 480 0 0 10 
15 124.9 256.06 11262.30 15 19 19 480 0 0 10 
2 125.5 298.81 11433.00 19 15 15 0 0 0 10 
3 125.7 280.64 11456.50 15 19 15 0 0 0 10 
5 125.8 273.24 11473.60 15 15 19 0 0 0 10 
8 152.3 298.97 17805.10 19 19 19 0 0 0 10 

65 183.4 233.30 26951.80 17 17 17 240 240 240 15 
65 183.5 224.31 26986.90 17 17 17 240 240 240 15 
65 183.7 215.42 27015.00 17 17 17 240 240 240 15 
65 183.8 217.73 27065.80 17 17 17 240 240 240 15 
49 220.0 259.42 40273.40 15 15 15 0 480 480 20 
61 228.6 233.05 43759.90 15 15 19 480 480 480 20 
58 228.8 219.92 43822.70 19 15 15 480 480 480 20 
59 228.9 219.81 43861.50 15 19 15 480 480 480 20 
41 230.9 254.36 44734.40 15 15 15 480 0 480 20 
25 231.1 249.42 44819.80 15 15 15 480 480 0 20 
I 268.3 241.12 61894.50 15 15 15 0 0 0 20 

34 269.8 279.72 62683.20 19 15 15 0 0 480 20 
37 270.1 242.21 62810.20 15 15 19 0 0 480 20 
35 270.1 247.21 62830.20 15 19 15 0 0 480 20 
52 273.1 288.67 64357.90 19 19 15 0 480 480 20 
55 273.4 265.99 64486.60 15 19 19 0 480 480 20 
54 273.4 270.38 64516.90 19 15 19 0 480 480 20 
19 275.4 290.77 65543.90 15 19 15 0 480 0 20 
21 275.4 291.36 65562.90 15 15 19 0 480 0 20 
18 275.5 277.92 65601.10 19 15 15 0 480 0 20 
64 281.7 261.52 68789.20 19 19 19 480 480 480 20 
46 284.1 277.56 70033.20 19 15 19 480 0 480 20 
47 284.1 259.08 70035.80 15 19 19 480 0 480 20 
44 284.3 247.32 70113.40 19 19 15 480 0 480 20 
28 284.3 255.90 70115.10 19 19 15 480 480 0 20 
31 284.3 257.64 70126.40 15 19 19 480 480 0 20 
30 284.4 251.38 70171.40 19 15 19 480 480 0 20 
10 285.3 287.65 70715.70 19 15 15 ·180 0 0 20 
13 285.4 282.27 707011.70 15 15 19 480 0 0 20 
II 285.6 269.89 70816.90 15 19 15 480 0 0 20 
4 321.5 248.91 91181.30 19 19 15 0 0 0 20 
7 321.6 240.20 91212.40 15 19 19 0 0 0 20 
6 321.6 239.05 91231.70 19 15 19 0 0 0 20 

40 323.6 237.11 92·150.70 19 19 19 0 0 480 20 
24 328.8 281. 74 956501.00 19 19 19 0 480 0 20 
16 338.7 299.38 101880.00 19 19 19 480 0 0 20 
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scaled losses. If the management finds no suitable design in the set of alternatives deter

mined by the team, then either a revision of the target for one or both of the performance 

characteristics may be necessary, or the region of exploration may need to be expanded. 

One way to determine the suitability of different alternatives with respect to both 

performance characteristics is a plot of both scaled losses. Figure 7.14 is the plot of service 

level scaled loss versus inventory level scaled loss. The cells which contain some design 

configurations are numbered from 1 to 10. CellI contains the best design (design 57) with 

respect to inventory level, while cell 10 contains the best design (design 6) with respect to 

service level. Other cells contain designs with different suitability levels with respect to the 

two performance characteristics. The design team in consultation with the management 

may choose several cells to study their respective designs for tradeoff analysis. Assume 

the following constraints are set by the management: 

R S (x)/cs < 500 

RI (x)/cI ::; 60000 

(7.11) 

Figure 7.15 and Table 7.29 present the designs that satisfy the above constraints. Further 

analysis is needed to determine the preferred alternative(s). A very important result 

derived from the analysis is that in the set of preferred designs, some configurations are 

imbalanced in terms of the number of Kanbans or the cycle time. This has some important 

managerial implications. For example, if the management believes that design 2 and design 

12 are both acceptable, then selecting one of the two may depend on determining which 

cycle time profile is better with respect to a different objective. Interestingly, the center 

point design is among the final alternatives. 

As mentioned, a sequential procedure is necessary to reduce the space of search 

whenever the scaling factors are not known. If the sequential procedure (together with 
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Table 7.29: Design configurations that satisfy the two constraints RS (x) / cS $ 500 and 
RI (x)/d ~ 60000 

Scaled Loss 
Design Service Level Inventory Level Parameter Configuration 

58 10.106 43822.79 19 15 15 480 480 480 20 
49 13.115 40273.42 15 15 15 0 480 480 20 
41 19.510 44734.43 15 15 15 480 0 480 20 
25 26.732 44819.80 15 15 15 480 480 0 20 
59 28.841 43861.53 15 19 15 480 480 480 20 
65 39.134 26951.82 17 17 17 240 240 240 15 
61 42.695 43759.94 15 15 19 480 480 480 20 
65 62.868 26986.98 17 17 17 240 240 240 15 
65 74.700 27015.08 17 17 17 240 240 240 15 
65 80.028 27065.86 17 17 17 240 240 240 15 
8 223.193 17805.17 19 19 19 0 0 0 10 
2 229.615 11433.07 19 15 15 0 0 0 10 
38 251.162 8615.26 19 15 19 0 0 480 10 
12 255.640 11188.13 19 19 15 480 0 0 10 
36 283.038 7907.30 19 19 15 0 0 480 10 
14 296.071 11182.96 19 15 li) 480 0 0 10 
20 316.351 8936.09 19 19 15 0 480 0 10 
48 352.368 8247.77 19 19 19 480 0 480 10 
39 371.355 8611.62 15 19 19 0 0 480 10 
5 385.087 11473.65 15 15 19 0 0 0 10 
23 404.348 9011.99 15 19 19 0 480 0 10 
56 430.788 6275.26 19 19 19 0 480 480 10 
3 477.327 11456.51 15 19 15 0 0 0 10 

any appropriate revision on the targets) does not produce any satisfactory solution, then 

the management should select the most robust design-the best of the available param-

eter configurations-while improving the environmental conditions. It has already been 

determined that the batch size is the most important factor affecting the mean and the 

variance of both performance characteristics. Thus, reduction in setup time will produce 

a new feasible region for the parameters to be explored. Regression analysis also may be 

used to suggest new configurations that may be acceptable to management, although a 

confirmatory experiment is recommended if these differ greatly from those examined in 

the initial experiment. 
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7.7 Summary 

This chapter showed how the parameter design approach can be used to design a Kanban 

system. In addition, the results showed the advantage of the simultaneous considerations 

of the mean and the variance of a performance characteristic as well as the utilization of 

loss functions over other approach taken in previous studies. As such, we showed how 

the graphical and the regression analysis may be used to determine the effect of different 

Kanban parameters on the mean and the variability of the performance characteristics. 

As expected, some interaction effects are important and should be considered when the 

final decision is made. Thus, the three sets of parameters-the number of kanbans, the 

cycle time, and the batch size-must be considered simultaneously. 

The regression analysis revealed a number of interesting observations. Concerning 

the service level, the number of kanbans of stage three did not have any appreciable effect 

on the mean or the variability of the performance characteristics. The results also showed 

that a decrease in cycle times of stage one and stage two, as well as an increase in the batch 

size, improved the mean and the variance of the number of backorders. Interestingly, we 

did not observe a parameter that has an improving effect on the mean and an adverse 

effect on the variance or vice versa. Such a phenomena can be due to the fact that the 

number of backorders per unit time (day), approximately follows a Poisson distribution 

whose mean and variance are the same. 

We have observed a more complicated relationship between the parameters of the 

Kanban and the mean and the variance of the inventory level. While a decrease in the 

number of kanbans of stage one improves both the mean and the variance of the inventory 

level, any change in the number of kanbans at stage three has opposite effects on the 

mean and the variance. Such opposite effects have also been observed with respect to the 

cycle time of stage three and the batch size. The findings show that choosing kanbans 
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parameters solely based on the mean of the performance measure can result in a poor 

design. 

In the system selection step, quadratic loss functions were used to account for the 

tradeoffs between the mean and the variance of the performance characteristics. It was 

determined that the best design with respect to one of the performance characteristic may 

be the worst with respect to the other. Since we did not assume any scaling factor to 

define the expected loss in terms of monetary units, we could not readily combine the 

two loss functions. However, we illustrated how a sequential procedure could be used to 

reduce the number of acceptable alternative designs. 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusions and Future Research 

8.1 Conclusion 

The main objective of this dissertation was to develop a framework for designing robust 

Kanban systems. The motivation to initiate the research was to find a method that allows 

a firm in the process of adopting JIT to benefit from a complete system with Kanban, 

even if its manufacturing environment is not characterized by stable factors. This work has 

practical importance because the previous research had concluded that the improvement 

of production environment was a prerequisite for adopting just-in-time production with 

Kanban. Since the improvement process may take a long time and may be extremely 

costly, the design of a Kanban system which is robust to the manufacturing environment 

becomes very appealing. 

We believed that the success of Taguchi strategy in robust product and process 

design indicated that this framework could be adopted for designing robust Kanban sys

tems. This research demonstrated that, from the design standpoint, a Kanban system 

can be viewed as a product. In the process of developing the framework, we have sought 

solutions to several additional research questions that have been raised. 

1. If environmental noise factors must first be improved before a Kanban system 

is in place, in wha.t order must they improve? 
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2. Are there any interaction effects among environmental factors on the perfor

mance of Kanban systems? 

3. What if the number of noise factors are large, the improvement process is 

extremely expensive, and it may take years to complete improvement projects? 

Do these situations imply that in each of those cases the company must simply 

ignore the benefits of Kanban or wait for a long period of time in order to 

realize the advantage of a complete JIT system? Is it possible to design a 

Kanban system that can perform satisfactorily in an uncertain manufacturing 

environment? 

4. How should practitioners pursue the design and implementation of such "ro

bust" Kanban system if it exists? 

The first two questions were answered by employing a nontraditional experiment 

design approach: frequency domain experiments (FDEs). Although FDEs generally re

quire longer runs, a large number of parameters and interactions can be investigated using 

only two runs. Our results indicate that interaction effects are present, and that the noise 

factors and their interactions differ greatly in terms of their effects on overall system 

performance. 

We answered the third question by extending the Taguchi strategy to robust Kan

ban system design. The robust Kanban system refers to a system whose parameters 

(e.g., number of kanbans, container size, etc.) are so determined that its performance 

characteristic (e.g., inventory level or customer service) is insensitive to noise factors of 

the manufacturing environment (e.g. machine breakdown, scrap rate, variable process

ing time, demand volume, etc.). In conjunction with the effective use of the strategy we 

demonstrated how sound statistical techniques suggested in the literature can be used to 

design a Kanban system. The strategy is carried out in three different phases as follows: 
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o In the system design phase, a prototype or blueprint of a Kanban system that fits the 

needs of the manufacturing system is determined. This involves high-level decisions, 

such as, whether a one-card or two-card system should be used, and the portion of the 

manufacturing system to be run using Kanban. Sources of noise in the manufacturing 

or external environment are determined. In addition, the performance characteristics 

of interest, their desired or target values, and a loss function are specified. 

o In the parameter design phase, statistical techniques are used to assess the relative 

importance of different parameters and noise factors with respect to the performance 

characteristics through the use of a loss function. Important parameters are set at 

levels to minimize loss, while unimportant parameters are set on the basis of cost. 

o Tolerance design is the process of fine tuning of the parameters determined in the 

parameter design phase. While we mentioned the tolerance design phase we did not 

explain it in detail. We felt that it could be the subject of future studies. 

In response to Question Four, we developed a general framework which could be 

applied to different production systems. We demonstrated the framework step-by-step by 

means of a simulation study. 

In addition to the above findings, some interesting points were revealed regarding 

the particular three-stage manufacturing model we investigated. One important obser

vation is that interaction effects do exist among different factors, which illustrates the 

need for simultaneous consideration of their effects. Regarding service level, downstream 

stages need more attention for improving their environment than the upstream stages 

if improving the service level is the objective. In contrast, setup time and processing 

time, particularly at the two extreme stages, need special attention to improve inventory 

performance. Another interesting conclusion is that the internal noise factors were more 

important than the external noise factors. In addition, the experiments show no interac-
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tion effects among the internal and the external noise variables. This type of information 

is of both tactical and strategical importance to management and production. 

The regression analysis revealed a number of interesting observations. Concerning 

the service level, we did not observe a parameter that had an improving effect on the mean 

and an adverse effect on the variance or vise versa. Thus, with respect to service level, the 

definition of a loss function was not necessary. The best parameter design with respect to 

one (for example the mean) will be the best with respect to the other. 

With respect to the inventory level, we observed a more complicated relationship 

between the parameters of the Kanban and the mean and the variance. Any change in 

the number of kanbans of stage three (the upstream stage) has an opposite effect on the 

mean and the variance. Such opposite effects have also been observed with respect to the 

cycle time of stage three and the batch size. The findings show that choosing kanbans 

parameters solely based on the mean of the performance measure can result in a poor 

design. In the system selection step, quadratic loss functions were used to account for the 

tradeoffs between the mean and the variance of the performance characteristics. 

8.2 Future Research 

We believe that this dissertation presents a new approach to Kanban system design. How

ever, many interesting research questions have yet to be addressed. In what follows, we 

briefly describe a number of issues which need further investigation: 

o This dissertation did not address the tolerance design phase. The information gen

erated in the tolerance design phase can be used for system improvements. For 

example, if a potential new supplier has less variability in lead time (for an addi

tional cost), the tradeoff can be examined. 
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o Knowing the scaling factors is crucial in the system selection stage when two or 

more performance characteristics are considered. Multiobjective techniques may be 

incorporated in the overall framework in cases where such scaling factors are not 

known. 

o Quadratic loss functions may not be appropriate models of the actual losses incurred 

for Kanban system design problems. For example, both service level and average 

inventory level are bounded below by zero. It may be worthwhile to examine other 

loss functions which appear in the statistical literature to determine which ones best 

represent the Kanban system costs. 
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For completeness, subroutines from Appendix D of SIGMA: A Graphical Simulation 
Language [75] are included with permission of the author, Lee Schruben. 



/*.**** ••• *******************************************.****** 
The Enhanced C Program 

************************************************************ 

This is the enhanced simulation program of the 3-stage 
manufacturing system which has been explained in Chapter 
5 of the dissertatioin. The basic prototype model was 
devloped by using student version of SiGMA. The prototype 
then was translated into C, and was enhanced to capture all 
necessary details. This simulation program generated the 
data used in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 of the dissertation. 

SiGMA is an interactive gra~hics approach to building, 
testing and experimenting slmulation models (Copyright 
1990 Lee W. Schruben). 

Purpose: FDE Service and Inventory level 

This version allows fractional withrawl from last stage 
inventory. The inventory level response is saved on the 
standard output, while the service level response is saved 
on kl.out. 

How to run: After compilin~ type: program<input>otput, where 
input is either kdex.dat (lnput data corresponding to signal 
runs) or kdexn.dat (input data corresponding to runs.) 

Note 1: with some modifications, data about time in queue can 
be collected. This requires to link to the subprogram 
kqdmnd.c and kqdmn.h (attached). Check the relevant 
codes in ARR and DETK event subroutines. 

Note 2: max_stage is set at 4 (i.e., stage 1, 2, 3) .Therefore 
the vectors redund begp[) and inorder[) must be 
reinitialized when-max_stage is increased. Check other 
vectors with initialization. 

Vectors set by SIGMA has a size of 10 (i.e., stage 1,2, 
••• ,9) • 

Note 3: The variables used in the basic prototype model (using 
SiGMA) are capitalized, while the variables introduced 
during the enhancement of the model are in lower cases. 

***********************************************************1 
#include "csigfns.h" 
#include "csiglib.h" 

*1 
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/* STATE VARIABLES 
int S; 1*** 

1*** 
/*** 

STAGE INDEX ***1 
int LOT[10): 
int PK[10): 

LOT SIZE OR CONTAINER SIZE ***/ 
NUMBER OF KANBANS READY TO TRIGGER PRODUCTION 

***/ 
int SW[10): 1*** STATUS OF WORK STATION (IDLE=O, BUSY=1) ***/ 
int CW[ll): /*** CONDITION OF WORKSTATION (UP=O, DOWN=1) ***/ 
float INV(lO): 1.** NUMBER OF AVAILABLE FULL CONTAINERS ***/ 
float RAW[19)=(0,15000,15000,15000,15000,15000): 

/ •• * RAW MATERIAL VOLUME AND INTERARRIVAL TIME ***/ 
float Q(lO): / •• * CURRENT ARRIVING DEMAND .**/ 
float PT[29): /.*. PROCESS LEAD TIME, SETUP, AND REWORK TIME .**/ 
float EPT[lO)=(O,O,O,O,O,O): /k** END OF PROCESSING TIME .*./ 
float RPT[lO): /*.* REMAINING PROCESS TIME WHEN MACHINE BREAKS 

float DMND[19): 
float BRK[19): 

/*.* DEMAND VOLUME AND INTERARRIVAL TIME 
/.*. BREAK DOWN INTERARRIVAL AND REPAIR TIME 

.**/ 
•• */ 
*.*/ 



floatKTllOj: 1*** KANBAN LEAD TIME 

1* ========================== Additional Global Variables 
"include "kqdmn.h" 
Q_ORO qq=(NULL,NULL): 
double tt=O.O; 1* The above variables provide link to the 

queue data structure 

#define max stage 4 
int istat=O; 

1* stages 1, 2, 3. 0 is not used 

double 

long 

double 

pi=3.1415926535897932384; 

sd1, sd2; I. Random number seeds 

normal (double, double, long ., long tr), 
nO l(long *, long *), 
expon(double,long *,long *), 
uO_1(long *, long *1; 

char 
int 

perf_meas; 
redund begp[max stage)~{O,O,O,O); 

- - 1* variable to detect redundancy of BEGP 
int 
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*1 

*1 

*1 

*1 

*1 
inord~r[max stage)={O,O,O,O); 

- 1* 1 ••. if raw material is ordered, 0 otherwise *1 
int 
int 

max-pk[max_stage); 1* Maximum number of production kanban *1 
extrapk, lesspk,n; 1* used to check the accuracy of kanban 

circulation 
1* Number of detached or released kanban. Every 

KT[S) units of time it will become PK[S) and 
can be used as production order. 

*1 

*1 
int nstage: 1* number of stages in the current 

experiment 
float rop [max_stage); 
float frac_lot; 

1* rop = reorder point 
*1 
*1 

(partially 

float interv1; 

1* fractional part of final inventory 
used lot) 

1* interval of time observations are collected: 
this variable is read from input file~ 

*1 

*1 

1* warm-u~ time: observations are collected after 
this tlme. It is used to eliminate 
initialization bias. This period is read 

float cost; 1* 
from input file. *1 
not used. it can be used when collecting 
cost statistics in INOX. *1 

1* ============================= simUlation model parameters 
float proc_t_mean [max_stage), 

*1 

proc_t_var [max_stage), 

setup_t_mean [max_stage), 
1* not implemented yet 

*1 

setup t_var [max_stage), 
reworK_t_mean [max_stage), 
rework_t_var [max_stage), 

dmnd_vol_mean [max_stage), 
dmnd_vol_var [max_stage), 
dmnd_arr_mean [max_stage), 
dmnd_arr_var [max_stage), 
brk_arr_mean [max_stage), 
brk_arr_var [max_stage), 
rpr_t_mean [max_stage), 
rpr_t_var [max_stage), 
raw_vol_mean [max_stage), 
raw_vol_var [max_stage), 



raw_arr_mean [max_stage], 
raw_arr_var [max_stage), 

/* ============================= Amplitudes of input variation in FOE 
h-ptm [max_stage), h-ptv [max_stage), 
h stm [max stage), 

/* h=stv, h_rWtm, h_rwtv, Not implemented yet */ 
h_dvrn [max_stage), h_dvv [max_stage), 
h_dam [max_stage), h_dav [max_stage), 
h_bam [max_stage), h_bav [max_stage), 
h_rtm [max_stage), h_rtv [max_stage), 
h_rvrn [max_stage), h_rvv [max_stage), 
h_ram [max_stage), h_rav [max_stage), 
h-pk, h_lot, h_kt, h_ss; 

/* ============================= Frequency of input variation in FOE 
double 

w_denom, /* Every input frquency is divided by this number */ 
w-ptm [max_stage), w-ptv [max_stage), 
w stm [max stage), 

/* w=stv, w_rWtm, w_rwtv, Not implemented yet */ 
w_dvrn [max_stage), w_dvv [max stage), 
w_dam [max_stage), w_dav [max=stage), 
w_bam [max_stage), w_bav [max stage), 
w_rtm [max_stage), w_rtv [max-stage), 
w_rvm [max_stage), w_rvv [max=stage), 
w ram [max_stage), w_rav [max_stage), 
w~k, w_lot, w_kt, w_ss, 

/* ============================= Frequency of discrete variables 
(type of distributions) 

int 
/* 

w-pt_d [max_stage), 
w dv d [max_stage), 
w-da-d [max_stage), 
w-ba-d [max_stage), 
w-rt-d [max_stage), 
w-rv-d [max_stage), 
w=ra=d [max_stage); 

tao=O: /* Time index for FOE */ 
*/ 

/* ======================================================= Files */ 
FILE *fk, /* output file */ 

*fi, /* input file */ 
*fc, /* trace file */ 
*fkl, /* output file 
*fx; /* diagnostic file */ 

/* ------------------------------------------------------------- */ 

main () 
( 

int next_event; 

/* ================================================== Open Files */ 
fk fopen("k.out","w"); 
fi = fopen("kdex.dat","r"); 
fe = fopen("ktrace.out","w"); 
fx = fopen(lkdiag.outl,"W"); 
fkl = fopen ("kl. out ", "W") ; 

/* ------------------------------------------------------------- */ 
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*/ 

*/ 

*/ 



/* Initialize csiglib and simulation */ 
initialize() ; 

/* Schedule beginning of simulation */ 
event time = current time: 
event=type = 1; -
schedule_event(); 

/* Schedule end of simulation */ 

/* ======================================= Read end of simulation */ 
scanf("%f\n",&event time): 
fprintf(fk,"end of iimulation: %f\n",event_time); 

/* -------------------------------------------------------------- */ 

event type=O; 
sChedule_event() ; 

while (TRUE) ( 
/* Pull next event from event list */ 

next_event = c_timing(); 

event_count(next_event)++; 

/* Call appropriate event routine */ 
switch ( next_event ) ( 

case 0: run end(): 
break; 

case 1: INIT () ; 
event_traCe("INIT",event_count(next_event)) : 
break; 

case 2: ARR(): 
event trace("ARR",event count[next event)); 
break; --

case 3: DETK () ; 
event_trace("DETK",event_count[next_event)) : 
break; 

case 4: BEGP () ; 
event_trace{"BEGP",event_count(next_event)) ; 
break; 

case 5: ENDP () ; 
event_trace{"ENDP",event_count(next_event)) ; 
break; 

case 6: ATTK () ; 
event_trace{"ATTK",event_count(next_event)) ; 
break; 

case 7: DOWN () ; 
event_trace{"DOWN",event_count(next_event)) ; 
break; 

case 8: UP () ; 
event_trace("UP",event_count(next_event)) ; 
break; 

case 9: BEGD () : 
event_traCe(IBEGD",event_count(next_event)) ; 
break: 
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case 10: SUPP () : 
event_trace("SUPP",event_count(next_event)) : 
break: 

case 11: KCOL () : 
event trace("KCOL",event count(next event)): 
break; --

case 12: INDX () : 
event_trace("INDX",event_count(next_event)) : 
break: 

int 
event trace(name of event, count) 
char name of event(j: 
int count:-
( 

1* ============================================================= *1 
1* check the accuracy of Kanban circulation *1 
if (INV(S) + PK(S] + rel_k(S] > max-pk(S]) 
( 

extrapk = extrapk +1: 
fprintf(stderr,"extrapk= %d S=%d PK=%d INV=%f\n",extrapk,S,PK[S),INV[S]): 
fprintf(fx,"extrapk= %d S=%d PK=%d INV=H\n",extrapk,S,PK[S],INV(S]): 
if (INV[S] > max-pk[S]) INV[S)=INV(S]-l: 
else PK[S]=PK[S]-l: 

if (INV[S] + PK[S] + rel_k[S]< max-pk[S]-l) 
( 

lesspk = lesspk +1: 
fprintf(stderr,"lesspk= %d S=%d PK=%d INV=%f\n",lesspk,S,PK[S),INV[S]): 

fprintf(fx,"lesspk= %d S=%d PK=%d INV=%f\n",lesspk,S,PK(S],INV[S]): 
if (INV[S] <1) INV[S]=INV[S)+l: 
else PK[S)=PK[S]+l: 

1* =============================================== Trace Event *1 

1* 
if(l==l) 
( . . . 
fprlntf(stderr,"%9.3f %65 %f ",current tlme,name of event,Q(l)): 
fprintf(stderr,"%7.3g %8.3g %8.3g %8.3g %8.3g \nlT,(t'loat)S,(float)INV[S], 
(float) PK( S], (float) INV [S+l] , (float) rel_k(S)) : 

if(CLK >=warm_up_t) 
( 
fprintf(fc, "%9.3f %65 %9.3g ",current time,name of event, (float)count): 
fprintf(fc, "%d %8.3g %8.3g %8.3g %8.39 %8.3g %d-%d\n", 
S,Q[l], (float)INV[S), 
(float) PK[S], RAW[S), (float) rel_k[S), CW[S] ,SW[S]) : 
I 

*1 
I 
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int 
initialize () 
( 
/. Initialize CSIGLIB variables .1 

c_initlk() ; 

int 
run end () 
( -

fprintf(stderr,"Normal completion, time 

/ •••••••••••• ****.* •• ********/ 
/* EVENT ROUTINES */ 
/*.********* •• ****.**.*******/ 

%f ",current_time); 

/* Collecting statistics for inventory level. *1 

1* every "interv1" units of time collect statistics *1 

int 
INDX( ) 
( 
int i; 
float tot_wip; 
I· parameter(s) passed to this Event *1 

S = (int) transfer[J); 
I. state changes ·1 

++tao; 1* increment the index 
I. if (perf_meas == 'i') .1 

tot_wip = 0.0; 
for (i=1; i<=nstage; ++i) 
( 

) 

*/ 

tot wip 
tot-wip 
if (CLK > 

tot wip + frac lot; I. include partial lot of stage 1 *1 
tot-wip/nstage: 
warm up t) printf("%f\n",tot wip); 

- - I*If Warm-up period is over then collect 
statistics, average inventory. *1 

I. else *1 
( 
if (CLK > warm_up_t) fprintf(fk1,"%f\n",Q[1l); 

I.If Warm-up perlod is over then collect 
statistics, number in queue. *1 

) 
if ( 1==1 ) 

1.*. SCHEDULE NEXT stats collection ("INDX" TO "INDX") •• ·1 
( 
1*·· attribute valuers) to be transferred to event * •• 1 
transfer[J) = S; 
for ( t index=4; t index<maxatr; t index++) transfer[t_index) 0.0; 
event tIme = current time + intervI; 
event=type = 12; -
event-priority = 5; 
schedule_event() ; 
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/*** SCHEDULE COLLECTION of KANBANS AND TRANSFER TO PRODUCTION POINT ***/ 
int 
KCOL() 
( 

/* Parameter(s) passed to this Event */ 
S = (int) transfer(3); 

/* state changes */ 
PK[S) = PK[S) + rel_k[S); 
rel_k[S) = 0; 

/* schedule future events */ 
if ( S<=nstage && PK[S) >= 1 && INV[S+l]>=l && SW[S) ==0 && CW[S) == 0 && 

RAW[S) >=(float)LOT[S) && redund_begp[S)==o ) 
( 

/* The above condition triggers production if the stage is only waiting 
for production kanban (PK[S) to start production */ 

/*** SCHEDULE PRODUCTION("KCOL" TO "BEGP") ***/ 

redund begp[S)=l; 
/* prevents-redundant scheduling of the production resource */ 

/*** attribute value(s) to be transferred to event ***/ 
transfer(3) = S; 
for ( t ~ndex=4; t index<maxatr; t_index++) transfer[t_index) 0.0; 
event tIme = current time; 
event::::tYI?e,:, 4; -
event-pr~or~ty 5; 
schedule_event() ; 

/* schedule future events */ 
if ( KT [ S 1 > 0 . 0) 

/*** SCHEDULES NEXT Kanban Collection ("KCOL" TO "KCOL") ***/ 
( 

/*** attribute value(s) to be transferred to event ***/ 
transfer(3) = S; 
for ( t ~ndex=4; t index<maxatr; t index++) transfer[t index] 0.0; 
event tIme = current time + KT[S];- -

/* constant-time between successive kanban collection in minutes. */ 
event_tYI?e ':' 11; 
event-pr~or~ty = 5; 
schedule_event() ; 

/*** SCHEDULED ARRIVAL OF DEMAND ***/ 
int 
ARR() 
( 

double d, u, x, x dvm, x dvv,frac drnnd; 
int i, n_batch;- - -

/* Parameter(s) passed to this Event */ 
S = (int) transfer[3]; 

/* state changes */ 

/* ================================== FDE Demand volume */ 
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if (S==1) 
( 

x_dvm 

x_dvv 

dmnd_vol_mean[1] + 
h dvm[S] * (cos(2.0 * pi * w_dvm[S] * tao»; 

dmnd_vol_var[l] +-

1* Discard 
x=O.O; 
while (x 
{ 

h_dvv[S] * (cos(2.0 * pi * w_dvv[S] * tao»; 
non-positive demand *1 

<= 0.0 ) 

x = normal«double)x_dvm, (double)x_dvv,&sd1,&sd2); 

DMND[l] = x: 

1* --------------------------------------------------------- *1 1* Make the demand an integral number *1 
frac dmnd = fmod(DMND[l], (int)DMND[l]): 
DMNDT1]=DMND[1] - frac dmnd: 
if (fr.ac dmnd > 0.5) DMND[l]=DMND[l]+l; 
Q[l] =Q[I] + DMND[l]: 1* the arriving demand joins the queue *1 
Q[l] = Q[l] - frac_lot: 1* satisfy the demand from a partially 

used lot as much as possible *1 
if(Q[l] < 0.0) 
( 

frac lot = fabs(Q[l]): 
Q[ 1];;0.0: 

J 
else 

frac_lot = 0.0: 

1* --------------------------------------------------------- *1 1* place the arrival time of the demand in Queue data straucture. *1 
1* this part is not used. 

*1 

for (i=l:i<=DMND[l] :i++) 
( 

tt = eLK: 
join_ord (&qq,tt): 

1* ----------------------------------------------------- *1 
1* schedule future events *1 
if ( 1==1 ) 

1*** SCHEDULES NEXT ARRIVAL ("ARR" TO "ARR") ***1 
( 
1*** attribute value(s) to be transferred to event ***1 
transfer(3] = 1: 
for ( t lndex=4: t index<maxatr: t index++) transfer[t index] 0.0: 
event tIme = current time + dmnd arr mean [1]: -
1* constant time between demand arrivals in minutes. production 

schedule is modified daily *1 
event_tYl?e 7 2: 
event-prlorlty = 5: 
schedule event(): 
J -

if ( S==l && Q[l] >=1 && INV[l] >= 1 ) 
1*** SCHEDULE DETACH KANBAN ("ARR" TO "DETK") ***/ 
( 
1*** attribute value(s) to be transferred to event ***1 
transferp] = S: 
for ( t lndex=4: t index<maxatr: t_index++) transfer[t_index] 0.0: 
event tIme = current time: 
event-type = 3; -
event=priority = 7; 
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schedule event(); 
) -

1*** DETACHING KANBAN FROM A FULL CONTAINER ***1 
int 
DETK() 
( 

int i; 

1* Parameter(s) passed to this Event *1 
S = (int) transfer[J); 

1* state changes */ 
INV[S)=INV[S)-1; 
rel_k[S) = rel_k[S) + 1; 1* a kanban is detached and added to 

the pile of released kanbans *1 
if (KT[S) <= 0.0) 

1* This part will be active when "KCOL" node is not active, that 
"released kanbans" becomes production kanbans, immediately.· 

*1 
( 

PK[S)=PK[S) + rel_k[S); 
rel_k[S) = 0; 

if (S==1) 
( 

frac_lot=LOT[l); 
frac lot = frac lot - Q(1); 
if (Irac lot < 0) 
( -

) 

Q[l) = fabs (frac_lot); 
frac_lot = 0.0; 

else 
Q[l)=O.O; 

1* a lot is opend to be used */ 

is, 

1* remove entity from the Queue data structure. this part is not used. 
Q[S)=Q[S)-1; 
remove ord(&qq,&tt); 

*1 -
1* ====================================== Collecting Statistics *1 
1* Used only when collecting service level statistics 

++tao; 
fprintf(fk,"%f\n",Q[l) ; 

*1 . 
) 
1* schedule future events *1 

if (/*KT[S)==O.O &&*1 S<=nstage && PK[S) >= 1 && INV[S+1»=1 && SW[S) ==0 && 
CW[S) == 0 && RAW[S] >~(f1oat)LOT[S] && redund_begp[S]==O) 

1*** SCHEDULE PRODUCTION(tlDETK" TO tlBEGP") *-If*1 
( 
redund_begp[S]=1; 

1*** attribute value(s) to be transferred to event ***1 
transfer(J] = S; 
for ( t lndex=4; t index<maxatr; t_index++) transfer[t_index) 0.0; 
event tIme = current time; 
event=ty~e ~ 4; -
event-prlorlty = B; 
schedule event(); 
) -
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if ( S==l && Q[l) >=1 && INV[l) >=1 ) 
1*** SCHEDULE DETACH KANBAN ("DETK" TO "DETK") ***1 
( 
1*** attribute va1ue(s) to be transferred to event ***1 
transfer(3) = S; 
for ( t ~ndex=4; t index<maxatr; t_index++) transfer[t_index) 0.0; 
event time = current time; 
event=ty~e 7 3; -
event-pr~or~ty = 6; 
schedule event(); 
) -

1*** START OF PRODUCTION ***1 
int 
BEGP() 
( 
double x-ptm, x-ptv, x_ram, x ray, u; 

1* Parameter(s) passed to tfiis Event *1 
S ~ (int) transfer(3); 

1* state changes *1 
PK[S)=PK[S)-l; 
SW[S)=l; 
RAW[S) = RAW[S) - LOT[S); 

1* ============================================FDE Processing time *1 
1* note: no rework has been considered yet. *1 

x-ptm LOT[S) * (proc t mean[S) + 
-h~tm[S) * (cos(2.0 * pi * w-ptm[S) * tao))); 

x-ptv = LOT[S) * (proc t var[S) + 
-h~tv[S) * (cos(2.0 * pi * w-ptv[S) * tao)); 

1* Mean and variance of processing time is multiplied by lot size. 
to find the mean and variance of the processing time for one lot. *1 

u = uO_1(&sd1,&sd2); 

if (u > (0.5 +(0.5 * cos(2.0 * pi * w-Ft_d[S) * tao»» 
( 

PT[S) = 0; 
while (PT[S) <= 0.0) 
( 

PT[S) = normal(x-Ftm,x-ptv,&sd1,&sd2); 

) 
else 
( 

PT[S) = expon(x-ptm,&sd1,&sd2); 

1* ---------------------------------------------------------------- *1 

1* ========================================= FDE setup time *1 
PT[S+10) = setup t mean [S) + 

- - h_stm[S) * (cos(2.0 * pi * w_stm[S) * tao»); 

1* ------------------------------------------------------------ *1 

EPT[S)= CLK + PT[S+10) + PT[S); 

1* schedule future events *1 
if ( S<nstage ) 
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/*** SCHEDULE DETACH KANBAN ("BEGP" TO "DETK") ***/ 
( 
/*** attribute value(s) to be transferred to event ***/ 
transfer[3] = S+l; 
for ( t lndex=4: t index<maxatr: t_index++) transfer[t_index) 0.0; 
event tIme = current time: 
event=ty~e 7 3: -
event-prlorlty = 4; 
schedule event(): 
) -

if ( 1==1 ) 
/*** SCHEDULE END PRODUCTION("BEGP" TO "ENDP") ***/ 
( 
/*** attribute value(s) to be transferred to event ***/ 
transfer[3] = S; 
for ( t index=4; t index<maxatr; t index++) transfer[t index] 0.0; 
event_tIme = current_time + PT[S] + PT[S+10]; ~ 
event_tYl?e 7 5; 
event-prlorlty = 1; 
schedule_event() ; 

if ( inorder [S] == 0 && RAW[S] <= ropeS] ) 
/*** SCHEDULE SUPPLY ORDER("BEGP" TO "SUPPlt) ***/ 
{ 

/* ==================================FDE Raw material arrival time */ 
if (S==nstage) /* only the final stage */ 
( 

raw_arr_mean[S] + 
h ram[S] • (cos(2.0 * pi * w_ram(S] * tao)); 

raw_arr_var[s] + 
h_rav(S] * (cos(2.0 * pi * w_rav[S] * tao)); 

u = uO_1(&sd1,&sd2); 
if (u < (0.5 +(0.5 * cOS(2.0 * pi * w_ra_d[S] * tao)))) 
( 

RAW[S+10] = 0.0; 
while (RAW[S+10] <= 0.0) 
( 

) 
else 
( 

RAW[S+10] = normal(x_ram, x_rav, &sdl,&sd2): 

RAW[S+10] = expon(x_ram, &sd1, &sd2); 

) 
else RAW[S+10]=raw_arr_mean[S]; 

/* ------------------------------------------------------------- */ 

inorder[S) = 1; 
/*** attrlbute value(s) to be transferred to event ***/ 
transfer[3] = S; 
for ( t lndex=4; t index<maxatr; t index++) transfer[t_index] 0.0; 
event_tIme = current_time + RAw[s+Io]; 
event_ty~e 7 10; 
event-prlorlty = 6; 
schedule event(); 
) -
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/ ••• END OF PRODUCTION ***/ 
int 
ENDP () 
( 

/* Parameter(s) passed to this Event'll/ 
S = (int) transfer[J]; 

/* state changes */ 
SW[S]=O; 
redund_begp[S]=O; 
INV[S]=INV[S]+1; 
/* schedule future events ./ 
if ( PK[S]>=1&&SW[S)==0&&INV[S+1]>=1&&CW[S]==0 && RAW[S] >= (float)LOT[S] 

&& redund_begp[S]==O) 
/*.. SCHEDULE PRODUCTION (IIENDplI TO "BEGP") •• "'/ 
( 
redund_be~p[S]=1; 
/ ••• attr~bute valuers) to be transferred to event ••• / 
transfer(3] = S; 
for ( t ~ndex=4; t index<maxatr; t_index++) transfer[t_index] 0.0; 
event tIme = current time + 0; 
event=type = 4; -
event-priority = 2; 
schedule event(); 
) -

/ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * ••• * ••••••••••••••••• / 
/. schedule future events ./ 
if ( S==1&&Q[S] >= 1 && INV[S) ==1 ) /. final customer is waiting ./ 

/... SCHEDULE DETACH KANBAN (IIENDplI TO DETK") ••• / 
( 
/ ••• attribute valuers) to be transferred to event ••• / 
transfer(3] = S; 
for ( t ~ndex=4: t index<maxatr: t_index++) transfer[t_index] 0.0: 
event tIme = current time + 0: 
event=ty~e ~ J; -
event-pr~or~ty = 5: 
schedule_event() : 
) 

if ( S>1&& PK[S-1]>=1&&INV[S»=1&&SW[S-1)==0&&CW[S-1)==0 && 
RAW[S-1»=(float)LOT[S) && redund_begp[S-1)==0 ) 
/. down stream stage is waiting for parts ./ 

/... SCHEDULE PRODUCTION("ENDP" TO "BEGP") ••• / 
( 
redund_begp[S-1)=1; 

/ ••• attribute valuers) to be transferred to event ••• / 
transfer(J) = S-1; 
for ( t ~ndex=4; t index<maxatr; t_index++) transfer[t_index) 0.0; 
event tIme = current time + 0; 
event-type = 4; -
event~riority = J; 
schedule_event() ; 
) 

/*.* ATTACH KANBAN TO A FULL CONTAINER ••• / 
int 
ATTK() 
( 
/. This event is combined with ENDP event ./ 
) 
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/*** STATION NEEDS SERVICE AND IS DOWN ***/ 
int 
DOWN() 
( 
double x rtm, x rtv,u; 

/* parameter(s) passed to this Event */ 
S = (int) transfer[3); 

/* state changes */ 
CW[S)=l; 

RPT[S)=EPT[S)-CLK; 
if (RPT[S)<O) RPT[S)=O; 

/* scheduling future event */ 
if ( SW [ S) == 1 ) 

/*** CANCEL END PRODUCTION("DOWN" TO "ENDP") ***/ 
( 
/*** attribute value(s) to be transferred to event ***/ 
transfer(3) = S; 
for ( t lndex=4; t index<maxatr; t_index++) transfer[t_index) 0.0; 
/*** cancel event ***/ 
transfer[l) = 5; 
c_cancel ( transfer[l) ); 

/* ~====================================== FDE repair 'time */ 
x_rtm rpr_t_mean[S) + 

h_rtm[S) * (cos(2.0 * pi * w_rtm[S) * tao»; 
x_rtv = rpr_t_var[S) + 

h_rtv[S) * (cos(2.0 * pi * w_rtv[S) * tao»; 

u = uO 1(&sdl,&sd2); 
if (u > (0.5 +(0.5 * cos(2.0 * pi * w_rt_d[S) * tao»» 
( 

BRK[S+lO) = 0.0; 
while (BRK[S+lO) <= 0.0) 
( 

BRK[S+lO] = normal(x_rtm, x_rtv, &sdl, &sd2); 

) 
else 
( 

BRK[S+lO)= expon(x_rtm,&sdl,&sd2); 
) 

/* ------------------------------------------------------------- */ 

/* schedule future events */ 
if ( 1==1 ) 

/*** SCHEDULE END OF REPAIR("DOWN" TO "UP") ***/ 
( 
/*** attribute value(s) to be transferred to event ***/ 
transfer(3) = S; 
for ( t lndex=4; t index<maxatr; t index++) transfer(t_indexj 0.0; 
event_tIme = current_time + BRK[S+IOj; 
event type = 8; 
event~riority = 2; 
schedule event(); 
) -
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/*** STATION IS SERVICED AND IS UP ***/ 
int 
UP() 
( 
double x bam,x bav,u: 

/* ParameterTs) passed to this Event */ 
S = (int) transfer[3): 

/* state changes */ 
CW[S)=O: 

/* ====================================== FDE Break interarrival */ 
x_bam brk_arr_mean[S) + 

h_bam[S) * (cos(2.0 * pi * w_bam[S) * tao»: 
x_bav = brk_arr_var[S) + 

h_bav[S) * (cos(2.0 * pi * w_bav[S) * tao»: 

u = uO l(&sd1,&sd2): 
if (u < (0.5 +(0.5 * cos(2.0 * pi * w_ba_d[S) * tao»» 
( 

BRK[S) = 0.0: 
while (BRK[S) <= 0.0) 
( 

BRK[S) = normal (x_bam, x_bav, &sdl, &sd2): 

} 
else 
( 

BRK[S)=expon(x_bam,&sd1,&sd2) : 
} 

/* -------------------------------------------------------------

/* schedule future events */ 
if ( SW[S)==1 /* && RPT[S) > 0*/ ) 

/*** SCHEDULE END PRODUCTION("UPII TO "ENDP") ***/ 
( 

*/ 

/*** attribute value(s) to 'be transferred to event ***/ 
transfer(3) = S: 
for ( t lndex=4: t index<maxatr: t index++) transfer[t_index) 
event_tIme = current_time + RPT[S); 

0.0: 

event type = 5: 
event~riority = 1 
schedule event(): 
} -

if ( PK[S»=1&&SW[S)==0&&INV[S+1]>=1&&CW[S]==0 && RAW[S]>= (float)LOT[Sl 
&& redund begp[S]==O) /* production did not start beacuse of machlne 

- being down. */ 
/*** SCHEDULE PRODUCTION ("UP" TO "BEGP") ***/ 
( 
redund_be9P[S]=1: 
/*** attrlbute value(s) to be transferred to event ***/ 
transferp] = S: 
for ( t lndex=4: t index<maxatr: t index++) transfer[t_index] 
event_tIme = current_time /*+ 0.001*/: 
event_tYl?e ':' 4: 
event-prlorlty = 1: 
schedule event(): 
} -

if ( 1==1 ) 
/*** SCHEDULE NEXT BREAK DOWN ("UP" TO "Dmm") ***/ 
I 
/*** attribute value(s) to be transferred to event ***/ 
transfer[3] = S: 

0.0: 
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for ( t index=4; t index<maxatr; t index++) transfer[t_index] 0.0; 
event_tIme = current_time + BRK[S); 
event_tYl?e ~ 7; 
event-prlorlty = 5; 
schedule_event() ; 
) 

/*** INITIATES THE BREAK DOWNS (USED ONLY ONCE) ***/ 
int 
BEGD () 
( 

/* Parameter(s) passed to this Event */ 
S = (int) transfer(3); 

/* state changes */ 
BRK[S)=O.O; 

/* schedule future events */ 
if ( 1==1 ) 

/*** SCHEDULE INITIAL BREAK DOWN ("BEGD" TO "DOWN") ***/ 
( . 
/*** attrlbute value(s) to be transferred to event ***/ 
transfer(3) = S; 
for ( t lndex=4; t index<maxatr; t_index++) transfer[t_index) 0.0; 
event tIme = current time; 
event=tYl?e ~ 7; -
event-prlorlty = 5; 
schedule event(); 
) -

/* schedule future events */ 
/* Note: This part t0gether with the following part (BEGD TO BEGD) 

schedules the initlal event KCOL (kanban collection and movement to 
production stage) for all stsges. */ 

if ( KT[S] > 0.0 ) 
/ ** * SCHEDULE INITIAL KANBAN COLLECTION (" BEGD" TO "KCOL") * ** / 
( 
/*** attribute value(s) to be transferred to event ***/ 
transfer(3] = S; 
for ( t lndex=4; t index<maxatr; t index++) transfer[t_index) 0.0; 
event_tIme = current_time + KT[S];-
event_ tYl?e ~ 11; 
event-prlorlty = 5; 
schedule_event() ; 
) 

if ( S<nstage ) 
/*** SCHEDULE NEXT BEGIN DOWN("BEGD" TO "BEGD") ***/ 
( 
/*** attribute value(s) to be transferred to event ***/ 
transfer(3] = S+1; 
for ( t lndex=4; t index<maxatr; t_index++) transfer[t_index] 0.0; 
event tIme = current time; 
event=tYl?e ~ 9; -
event-prlorlty = 5; 
schedule event(); 
) -
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1*** RAW MATERIALS SUPPLIED TO STAGES ***1 
int 
SUPP() 
( 

1* Parameter(s) passed to this Event */ 
S = (int) transfer(3]; 

1* state changes *1 
RAW(S]=RAW(S]+raw_vol_mean(S]; 

inorder(S] = 0; /* order has been received 

/* schedule future events */ 

if PK(S] >=1 && INV[S+l]>=l && SW(S] ==0 && CW[S) == 0 && 
RAW(S] >=(float)LOT(S] && redund begp(S)==O) 

/* production was halt because of not having 
enough raw materials. 

1*** SCHEDULE PRODUCTION("SUPP" TO "BEGP") ***/ 
( 
redund begp(S)=l; 

/*** attribute value(s) to be transferred to event ***/ 
transfer(3] = S; 
for ( t ~ndex=4; t index<maxatr; t_index++) transfer(t_index] 0.0; 
event tIme = current time + 0.0; 
event:type = 4; -
event-priority = 1; 
schedule event(); 
) -

/* ------------------------------------------------------------ */ 
} 

/*** INITIALIZE STATE VARIABLES ***1 
int 
INIT( ) 
( 
int i; 1** for drawing dashes only **/ 

/* ========================================= DEX parameters setting 
/* Initial values */ 

scanf("%c",&perf meas); 
fprintf(fk,"%c\nD,perf meas); 
if(perf_meas == 'i') -
fprintf(stderr,"This run collects inventory statistics.\n"); 
else 
fprintf(stderr,"This run collects service statistics.\n"); 

fprintf(stderr,"*** Reading kdex.dat ***\n"); 

scanf("%lf",&w denom); 
fprintf(fk,"Freq. Denominator: %If\n'',w_denom); 

scanf ("%f",&intervl); 
fprintf(fk,"Time interval: %f\n",intervl); 

scanf("%f",&warm up t); 
fprintf (fk, "Warm:up:time: %f\n", warm_up_t) ; 

scanf("%d",&nstage) ; 
fprintf(fk,"No. of stages: %d\n",nstage); 

fprintf(fk,"inventory: "): 
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for (i=l: i<=nstage: ++i) 
( scanf("%f",&INV(i]): 
fprintf(fk,"%f ",INV(i]): 
) 
fprintf(fk,"\n") : 

fprintf(fk,"Queue: "): 
for (i=l; i<=nsta9c; ++i) 
( scanf("%f",&Q(~l); 

fprintf(fk,"%f ",Q(~]): 
) 
fprintf(fk,"\n") ; 

fprintf(fk,"SW: "): 
for (i=l; i<=nstage: ++i) 
( scanf("%d",&SW(i]); 
fprintf(fk,"%d ",SW[i]): 
) 
fprintf(fk,"\n") : 

fpri-ntf (fk, "CW: "); 
for (i=l; i<=nstage; ++i) 
{ scanf ("%d", &CW[ i]) : 
fprintf(fk,"%d ",CW[ill: 

) 
fprintf(fk,"\n") ; 

scanf("%ld %ld\n",&sdl,&sd2); 
fprintf(fk,"seedl, seed2: \n%ld %ld\n",sdl,sd2): 
fprintf(fk,"\n") ; 

/* ================================== Processing Time */ 
/* Mean */ 

fprintf(fk,"proc t mean: "): 
for (i=l; i<=nstage: ++i) 
( scanf("%f ",&proc t mean[ill: 
fprintf(fk,"%f ",proc_t_mean[~]): 
) 

fprintf(fk,"\n") : 

for (i=l: i<=nstage; ++i) 
( 

scanf ("%f", &h-ptm[ i]) : 
fprintf(fk,"h= %f",h-ptm[i]): 

) 
fprintf(fk,"\n") : 

for (i=l: i<=nstage: ++i) 
( 

) 

scanf (''%If", &w-ptm[ ill ; 
fprintf(fk," w= %If'',w-ptm[iJ): 
w-ptm[iJ=w-ptm[iJ/w_denom: 

fprintf(fk,"\n") : 

/* Variance */ 

fprintf(fk,"proc t var: "): 
for (i=l: i<=nstage; ++i) 
( scanf("%f ",&proc t var[ill: 
fprintf(fk,"%f ",proc_t_var[l]): 
) 

fprintf(fk,"\n") : 
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for (i=l: i<=nstage: ++i) 
( 

scanf ("%f", &h.-ptv[ i) : 
fprintf(fk,"h= %f",h.-ptv[i): 

) 
fprintf (fk, "\n") : 

for (i=l: i<=nstage; ++i) 
( 

) 

scanf("%lf",&w.-ptv[i) ; 
fprintf(fk," w= %If'',w.-ptv[i)); 
w.-ptv[i)=w.-ptv[i)/w_denom; 

fprintf(fk,"\n") ; 

/* Distribution */ 

for (i=l; i<=nstage; ++i) 
( 

scanf("%lf",&w.-pt d[i); 
fprintf(fk," w.-pt:d= %If'',w.-pt_d[i)); 
W.-Pt_d[l)=W.-pt_d[l)/w_denom; 

) 
fprintf(fk,"\n"); 

/* =================================== Setup 'rime */ 

/* Mean */ 

fprintf(fk,"setup t mean: "); 
for (i=l; i<=nstage: ++i) 
( scanf("%f",&setup t mean[i)); 
fprintf(fk,"%f ",setup:t_mean[i); 
) 

fprintf(fk,"\n") ; 

for (i=l: i<=nstage; ++i) 
( 

scanf("%f",&h stm[i); 
fprintf(fk,"h;; %f",h_stm[i): 

) 
fprintf(fk,"\n") ; 

for (i=l; i<=nstage; ++i) 
( 

scanf("%lf",&w stm[i); 
fprintf(fk," w;; %If'',w stm[i); 
w_stm[i)=w_stm[i)/w_denom; 

) 
fprintf(fk,"\n") ; 

/* setup variance and rework are not implemented 
fprintf(fk,"set up var: "): 
for (i=l; i<=nstage; ++i) 
( ~canf("%f ",&setup_t_var[ip: 
fprlntf(fk,"%f ",setup t var[l); 
) - -
fprintf(fk,"\n") : 
scanf("\n") : 

fprintf(fk," rework t mean: "): 
for (i=l: i<=nstage: ++il 
( scanf("%f ",&rework t mean [ill; 
fprintf(fk,"%f ",reworK_t_mean (l)l; 
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) 
fprintf(fk,"\n") ; 
scanf ("\n") ; 

fprintf(fk,"rework t var: "); 
for (i=l; i<=nstage;-++i) 
( scanf("%f ",&rework t var(il); 
fprintf(fk,"%f ",reworK t var(~); 
} - -
fprintf(fk,"\n") ; 
scanf ("\n") ; 

*/ 

/* ===================================== Demand Volume */ 

/* Mean */ 

fprintflfk,"dmnd vol mean: "); 
for li=l; i<=nstage;-++i) 
( scanf I "%f ", &dmnd vol mean (i J) ; 
fprintflfk,"%f ",dmno_voI_mean(i); 
} 

fprintflfk,"\n") ; 

for li=l; i<=nstage; ++i) 
( 

} 

scanfl"%f",&h dvm(i]); 
fprintflfk,"h;;; %f",h_dvm(i); 

fprintf I fk, "\n") ; 

for li=l; i<=nstage; ++i) 
( 

scanf(" %If ",&w dvm(i]); 
fprintf(fk," w= llf",w dvm(i); 
w_dvm(i)=w_dvm(i)/w_denom; 

} 
fprintf(fk,"\n") ; 

/* Variance */ 

fprintf(fk,"dmnd vol var: "); 
for (i=l; i<=nstage;-++i) 
( scanf("%f ",&dmnd vol var (i); 
fprintflfk,"%f ",dmno voI var(i); 
} - -

fprintf(fk,"\n") ; 

for (i=l; i<=nstage; ++i) 
( 

scanf ("%f", &h dvv( i) ; 
fprintf(fk,"h;;; H",h_dvv(i]); 

} 
fprintf(fk,"\n") ; 

for (i=l; i<=nstage; ++i) 
( 

} 

scanf(" %If ",&W dvv(iJ); 
fprintf(fk," W= llf",w dvv(i); 
w_dvv(iJ=w_dvv(iJ/w_denom; 

fprintf (fk, "\n") ; 

for (i=l; i<=nstage; ++i) 
( 

scanf("%lf",&w_dv_d(iJ) ; 
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fprintf(fk," w dv d= %If",w dv d[i]); 
w_dv_d[i]=w_dv=d[I]/w_denom: -

) 
fprintf(fk,"\n") ; 

1* ===================================== Demand interArrival *1 

1* Mean */ 

fprintf(fk,"dmnd arr mean: "I; 
for (i=l; i<=nstage;-++i) 
( scanf("%f ",&drnnd arr mean [i]); 
fprintf(fk,"%f ",dmno_arr_mean[i]); 
} 

fprintf(fk,"\n") ; 

for (i=l; i<=nstage; ++i) 
( 

scanf("%f",&h dam[i]); 
fprintf(fk,"h~ %f",h_darn[i]); 

) 
fprintf(fk,"\n") ; 

for (i=l; i<=nstage; ++i) 
( 

scanf(" %If ",&W dam[i]); 
fprintf(fk," w= tlf",w dam(i]); 
w_dam[i]=w_dam[i]/w_denom; 

} 
fprintf(fk,"\n") ; 

1* Variance */ 

fprintf(fk,"dmnd arr var: "); 
for (i=l; i<=nstage;-++i) 
( scanf("%f ",&dmnd arr var [ill; 
fprintf(fk,"%f ",dmno_arr_var[i]); 
) 

fprintf(fk,"\n") ; 

for (i=l; i<=nstage; ++i) 
( 

) 

scanf("%f",&h dav[i]); 
fprintf(fk,"h~ %f",h_dav(i]); 

fprintf(fk, "\n"); 

for (i=l; i<=nstage; ++i) 
( 

) 

scanf(" %If ",&w dav[i]); 
fprintf(fk," W= tlf",w dav[i]); 
w_dav(i]=w_dav(i]/w_denom; 

fprintf (fk, "\n") ; 

for (i=l; i<=nstage; ++i) 
( 

scanf("%lf",&w da d[i]); 
fpt"intf(fk," w-da-d= %If",w da d(i]); 
w_da_d[i]=w_da=d(I]/w_denom: -

) 
fprintf(fk,"\n") ; 

1* =================================== Break inter Arrival */ 

1* Mean *1 
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fprintf(fk,"brk arr mean: "); 
for (i=1; i<=nstage; ++i) 
( ~canf("%f ",&brk_arr_rnean[il); 
fprlntf(fk,"%f ",brk arr mean[l]); 
1--
fprintf(fk,"\n") ; 

for (i=1; i<=nstage; ++i) 
( 

scanf("%f",&h bam[i]); 
fprintf(fk,"h~ %f",h_barn[i)); 

I 
fprintf(fk,"\n") ; 

for (i=1; i<=nstage; ++i) 
( 

scanf(" %If ",&w barn[i)); 
fprintf(fk," W= Ilf",w barn[i)); 
w_bam[i)=w_bam[i)/w_denom; 

I 
fprintf(fk,"\n") ; 

1* Variance */ 

fprintf(fk,"brk arr var: "); 
for (i=1; i<=nstage; ++i) 
( scanf("%f ",&brk arr var [i)); 
fprintf(fk,"%f ",brk_arr_var[i)); 
I 

fprintf(fk,"\n") ; 

for (i=1; i<=nstage; ++i) 
( 

scanf("%f",&h bav[i)); 
fprintf(fk,"h~ H",h_bav[i)); 

I 
fprintf(fk,"\n") ; 

for (i=1; i<=nstage; ++i) 
( 

scanf(" %If ",&W bav[i)); 
tprintf(fk," w= Ilf",w bav[i)); 
w_bav[i)=w_bav[i)/w_denom; 

I 
fprintf(fk,"\n") ; 

for (i=1; i<=nstage; ++i) 
( 

scanf("%lf",&w ba d[i)); 
fprintf(fk," w-ba-d= %If",w ba d[i)); 
w_ba_d[i)=w_ba=d[T)/w_denom; -

I 
fprintf(fk,"\n") ; 

1* ================================= Repair Time */ 

/* Mean *1 

fprintf(fk,"rpr t mean: "); 
for (i=1; i<=nstage; ++i) 
( ~canf("%f ",&rpr_t_rnean[ip; 
fprlntf(fk,"%f ",rpr t rnean[l)); 
I - -

fprintf(fk,"\n") ; 
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for (i=1; i<=nstage; ++i) 
( 

scanf("%f",&h rtm[i)); 
fprintf(fk,"h= %f",h_rtm[i)); 

) 
fprintf(fk,"\n") ; 

for (i=1; i<=nstage; ++i) 
( 

scanf(" %If ",&W rtm[i)); 
fprintf(fk," W= tlf",w rtm[i)); 
w_rtm[i)=w_rtm[i)/w_denom; 

) 
fprintf(fk,"\n") ; 

1* Variance *1 

fprintf(fk,"rpr t var: "): 
for (i=1; i<=nstage; ++i) 
( scanf("%f ",&rpr t var[ij); 
fprintf(fk,"%f ",rpr_t_var[l)); 
) 

fprintf(fk,"\n") ; 

for (i=1; i<=nstage; ++i) 
( 

scanf("%f",&h rtv[i)): 
fprintf(fk,"h= %f",h_rtv[i)); 

) 
fprintf(fk,"\n") ; 

for (i=1; i<=nstage; ++i) 
( 

scanf(" %If ",&W rtv[i)): 
fprintf(fk," W= tlf",w rtv[i)); 
w_rtv[i)=w_rtv[i)/w_denom; 

) 
fprintf(fk,"\n") ; 

for (i=1; i<=nstage; ++i) 
( 

scanf("%lf",&w rt d[i)); 
fprintf(fk," w-rt-d= %If'',w rt d[i)); 
w_rt_d[i)=w_rt=d[T)/w_denom: -

) 
fprintf(fk,"\n") ; 

1* ================================== Raw materials Volume *1 

1* Mean *1 

fprintf(fk,"raw vol mean: "); 
for (i=1; i<=nstage: ++i) 
( scanf("%f ",&raw vol mean[ij); 
fprintf(fk,"%f ",raw_voI_mean[l)); 
) 

fprintf(fk,"\n") ; 

for (i=1; i<=nstage; ++i) 
( 

scanf("%f",&h rvm[i)); 
fprintf(fk,"h= %f",h_rvrn(i)); 

) 
fprintf(fk,"\n") ; 
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for (i=l; i<=nstage; ++i) 
( 

scanf(" !lilf ",&w rvrn[i]); 
fprintf(fk," w= llf",w rvm[i]); 
w_rvrn(i]=w_rvm(i]/w_denom: 

) 
fprintf(fk,"\n"); 

/* Variance */ 

fprintf(fk,"raw vol var: "); 
for (i=l; i<=nstage; ++i) 
( scanf("%f ",&raw vol var[ij); 
fprintf(fk,"%f ",raw_voI_var(~]); 
) 

fprintf(fk,"\n") ; 

for (i=l; i<=nstage; ++i) 
( 

scanf("%f",&h rvv[i]); 
fprintf(fk,"h;;; %f",h_rvv(i]); 

) 
fprintf(fk,"\n") ; 

for (i=l; i<=nstage; ++i) 
( 

scanf(" %If ",&W rvv(i]); 
fprintf(fk," w== l"lf",w_rvv(i]); 
w_rvv[i]=w_rvv[i]/w_denom; 

) 
fprintf(fk,"\n") ; 

for (i=l; i<=nstage; ++i) 
( 

scanf("%lf",&w rv d[i]); 
fprintf(fk," w-rv-d= %If",w rv d[i]); 
w_rv_d[i]cw_rv=d[I]/w_denom; -

) 
fprintf(fk,"\n") ; 

/* =================================== Raw materials inter Arrival */ 

1* Mean */ 

fprintf(fk,"raw arr mean: "); 
for (i=l; i<=nstage; ++i) 
( scanf("%f ",&raw arr mean[i]); 
fprintf(fk,"%f ",raw_arr_mean[i]); 
) 

fprintf(fk,"\n") ; 

for (i=l; i<=nstage; ++i) 
( 

scanf("%f",&h ram[i]); 
fprintf(fk,"h;;; %f",h_ram[i]); 

) 
fprintf(fk,"\n") ; 

for (i=l; i<=nstage; ++i) 
( 

scanf(" %If ",&w ram[i]); 
fprintf(fk," w= llf",w ram[i]); 
w_ram[i]=w_ram[i]/w_denom: 

) 
fprintf(fk,"\n") ; 
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1* Variance *1 

fprintf(fk,"raw arr var: "); 
for (i=1; i<=nstage: ++i) 
( ~canf{"%f ",&raw_arr_var(i)l; 
fprlntf{fk,"%f ",raw arr var[lJ); 
) - -

fprintf(fk,"\n") ; 

for (i=1; i<=nstage; ++i) 
( 

scanf ("%f", &h rav[ i J) ; 
fprintf{fk,"h;:;: %f",h_rav[i)); 

) 
fprintf{fk,"\n") ; 

for (i=1; i<=nstage; ++i) 
( 

scanf(" %If ",&101 rav[iJ); 
fprintf{fk," 101= ilf",w rav[iJ); 
w_rav[iJ=w_rav[iJ/w_denom; 

) 
fprintf{fk,"\n") ; 

for (i=1; i<=nstage; ++i) 
( 

) 

scanf{"%lf",&w ra d[iJ); 
fprintf{fk," 101;:;: %Ifll,w ra d[iJ); 
w_ra_d[iJ=w_ra_d[iJ/w_oenom; 

fprintf{fk, "\n"); 

1* =============================== Kanbans */ 

fprintf{fk,"kanbans: "); 
for (i=1; i<=nstage; ++i) 
( scanf("!!;d ",&PK[i); 
fprintf (fk, "%d ", PK( iJ) ; 
max-pk[iJ=PK[iJ+INV(iJ; 
) 
fprintf(fk,"\n") ; 

fprintf{fk,lIkanban lead time: "); 
for (i=1; i<=nstage; ++i) 
( scanf{"%f ",&KT[i)l; 
fprintf(fk,"%f ",KT[lJ); 
) 
fprintf(fk,"\n") ; 

fprintf(fk,"lot size: "); 
for (i=1; i<=nstage; ++i) 
( scanf{"%d ",&LOT[ip; 
fprintf{fk,"%d ",LOT[lJ); 
) 
fprintf(fk,"\n") ; 

fprintf(fk,"rop: "); 
for (i=1; i<=nstage; ++i) 
( scanf("%f ",&rop[i)l; 
fprintf(fk,"%f ",rop[lJ); 
) 
fprintf(fk,"\n") ; 

fprintf(fk,"*** End of Design Input Specification *** \n"); 
fprintf(stderr,"*** Reading completed *** \n"); 
1* ------------------------------------------------------------------- */ 
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/* state changes */ 
INV[nstage+1)=50: /* infinite inventory, never decreases (dummy stage) */ 

/* schedule future events */ 
if ( 1==1 ) 

/*** SCHEDULE THE INITIAL ARRIVAL ("INIT" TO "ARR") ***/ 
( 
/*** attribute value(s) to be transferred to event ***/ 
transfer(3) = 1: . 
for ( t lndex=4: t index<maxatr: t index++) transfer[t index) 0.0: 
event_tIme = current_time + dmnd_arr_mean(1)/2.0; -
event_tYJ?e ':' 2; 
event-prlorlty = 5; 
schedule event(); 
) -

if ( 1==1 ) 
/*** SCHEDULE INITIAL BEGIN DOWN(IIINIT" TO "BEGD") ***/ 
( 
/*** attribute valuers) to be transferred to event ***/ 
transfer(3) = 1; 
for ( t lndex=4: t index<maxatr; t_index++) transfer[t_index) 0.0: 
event tIme = current time; 
event=tYJ?e ':' 9; -
event-prlorlty = 5; 
schedule event(): 
) -

/* ====== Schedules the first index1 ("INIT" to "INDX") */ 

if ( 1==1 ) 
/*** SCHEDULE dummy event collecting statistics 

every "x" unit ("INIT" TO "INDX") ***/ 
( 
/*** attribute value(s) to be transferred to event ***/ 
transfer(3) = 1; 
for ( t lndex=4; t index<maxatr; t_index++) transfer[t_index) 0.0; 
event tIme = current time + 0; 
€\'ent=tYJ?e ':' 12; -
event-prlorlty = 5; 
schedule event(); 
) -
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/********************************************************************* 
Acknowledgement 

This program has been written by Dr. Paul Sanchez (University of 
Arizona). Minor modification to the original code was necessary 
to fit the needs of the simulation program. 

**********************************************************************1 
1* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
*1 

RANOOM.C -- Random variate generation routines for the harbor 
simulation. The un~form generator is pretty good, and is 
used by all the other routines. The African tanker 
problem is described on p. 112 of Law & Kelton, and uses 
uniform, multinomial, and exponential RV's. I have 
included a normal approximation to test distribution 
shape effects. A true normal generator is not needed 
to test the effect of shape differences, and besides, 
the approximation isn't at all bad. 
Last modified 10/11/86 -- PJS 

#include <math.h> 1* for exponential, log and power fns 

double 
nO 1(seed1, seed2) 

- long *seed1, 
*seed2; 

1* Tukey's polynomial a~proximation to *1 
1* the normal distribut~on. *1 

double p, 
q, 
uO_1 () ; 

*1 

q = 1.0 - (p = uO 1(seed1, seed2»; 
return ((double) l.91 * (pow((double) p, 0.14) - pow((double) q, 0.14»); 

double 
expon(beta, seed1, 

double 
long 

extern 
double 

seed2) 
beta; 

*seedl, 
*seed2; 

1* exponential RV wi mean beta 

1* fprintf(fx,"beta = %If\n", beta); 
*1 

x= (-beta * (double) log((double) uO 1(seed1, seed2»); 
if (x > 100000.0) 'fprintf(fx,"expon = %l1\n",x); 

return (x); 

int 
multinomial (cdf, 

double 
long 

double 

int 

seed1, seed2) 
*cdf; 

*seedl, 
*seed2; 

u = uO_l(seedl, seed2); 

*1 
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for (i = 0: u > *cdf: ++cdf) 
++i: 

return (i): 

/* This generator XOR's the result of a PMMLCG */ 
/* and a Tausworth generator to produce a */ 
/* value. It passed the Kolmogorov-Smirnov, */ 
/* chi-square, birthday, and runs tests. */ 
/* since the periods of the two components are */ 
/* relatively prime, it has a period of -2-60 */ 

double 
uO l(seedl, seed2) 
long *seedl, *seed2: 
( 

static long 10 bits, 
hi:bits: 

/* LeG */ 
10 bits (*seedl & oxFFFFL) * 16807: 
hi-bits ((*seedl» 16) * 16807) + (10 bits » 16): 
*seedl = ((10 bits & OxFFFFL) - OX7FFFFFFFL) + 

((hi bits-& Ox7FFFL) « 16) + (hi bits » 15): 
*seedl =-(*seedl < 0 ? (*seedl += ox7FFFFFFFL) : *seedl): 

/* Tausworth */ 
*seed2 - *seed2» 13: 
*seed2 -= *seed2 « 18: 
*seed2 &= Ox7FFFFFFFL: 

return ((double) (*seedl - *seed2) * 4.656612875e-l0): 

double 
normal (mean,var, seedl, seed2) 
/* =============================================== Ex~lanation: */ 
/* Returns a normal r.v. with given "mean" and "varlance". */ 
/* ------------------------------------------------------------ */ 

long 

double 

extern *fx; 
double 

*seedl, 
*seed2: 
mean, 
var; 

p,q; 

q = nO 1( seedl, seed2); 
~ = q * s9rt(var) + mean: 
lf (p<O II p > 100000) 
( 
fprintf (fx, "NORMAL= Hf\n", p); 

) 
return (p); 
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/ •••••••••••••• * •••••• **.* ••• * ••••• * •••••••••• * ••• ** •••••••••••• 
This program constructs a QUEUE data structure for collecting 
statistics about time in queues . 

••••• *.* ••• **.****.** •••• *******.*.*****************************/ 

#include "kqdmn.h" 

/* =========================== Function =================~====== */ 
int 
empty_ord(Q_ORD q) 

/* Purpose ===================================================== 
returns a value 1 if the queue is empty, 0 otherwise. 

------------------------------------------------------------- */ 
return (q.head == NULL); 

/* =========================== Function ======================== */ 
double 
pic_ord(Q_ORD q) 

/* Purpose ===================================================== 
pick and return an order time from the head of the queue. 

------------------------------------------------------------- */ 
return (q.head -> time); 

/* ========================== Function ========================= */ 
remove_ord(Q_ORD *q, double *t) 
/* Purpose ===================================================== 

Returns the first order time in the queue and remove it 
------------------------------------------------------------- */ 

ORDER *temp = q -> head; 

if (!empty_ord(*q» 
( 

*t = temp -> time; 
q -> head = temp -> next; 
free(temp) ; 

) 
else 

printf("Empty queue. \n"); 

/* ========================== Function ========================= */ 

join_ord(Q_ORD *q, double t) 

/* Purpose =====s=============================================== 
Place an order time at the tail of the queue. 

------------------------------------------------------------- */ 
ORDER *temp; 

temp malloc (sizeof (ORDER»; 
temp -> time = t; 
temp -> next = NULL; 

if (empty_ord(*q» 
q -> head = q -> tail 

else 
temp; 
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q -> tail -> next = temp; 
q -> tail = temp; 

} 
}/* =========================== kqdmnd.h ========~=============== *1 
1* type "#include <kqdmnd.h>" at the begining of each file that 

uses queue linked list for arrival times of unsatisfied demand 
(backorders) . 
----------------------------------------------------------- *1 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
1* #include <alloc.h> *1 

struct order 
{ 

double 
struct order 

} ; 
typedef struct order 

struct 'Lord 
{ 

time; 
*next; 

ORDER; 

ORDER *head, 
*tail ; 

} ; 
typedef struct 'Lord Q_ORD; 
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/*********.***.*******.*** •• *********************.**~* ********************* 
Acknowledgement 

The following subroutines are part of the SiGMA package (copyright 1990 
Lee W. Schruben). 

**.**********.**.*************.******.************.************************1 

1***************************************************** ********************* 
* CSIGLIB 
* A set of Elementary Discrete Event Simulation Routines in C 
**.* •• ****.****.*.***.******.*****.**.*.*******.*************·*************1 

1* CSIGLIB.C *1 
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1* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* ·1 

This file contains C code for functions that perform some of the more 
common functions in most simulation languages. The function names are 
similar to the SIMLIB set of FORTRAN subroutines found in the text, 
"Simulation Modeling and Analysis, first edition", by A. Law 
and W.D.Kelton (McGraw-Hill, 1982 Appendix 2A). The actual code is, of 
course, very different in order to take (limited) advantage of some of 
the features in C. Less common Features include an gener~c array of 
doubly linked lists of arra¥s to easily represent Queues of Entities, 
etc. and event execution ~rior~ties to break time ties. Efficiency of 
the code is secondary to clar~ty; you, the user, can easily modify this 
source code as you see fit. 

#include "csigfns.h" 
1* ~if defined(MSDOS) *1 
#include "csiglib.h" 
1* #else *1 
1* 'include "csigturb.h" *1 
1* #include <stdlib.h> 
#endif *1 
#include <math.h> 

I· 
* C INITLK 

I*for MicroSoft*1 

/*for Turbo c*/ 

* is called by the user in the main program at the beginning of the 
* simulation. It initializes the system variables for the simulation. 
·1 
void 
c initlk() 
(-

int ii; 

1* initialize the system variables */ 
current time = 0.0; 
for ( iI=o; ii<S MAXLISTS; ii++) 

lsize[ii) = 0; 
lrank(ii) = 0; 
head[li) = NULL; 
tail [ii) = NULL; 
) 

for ( ii=O; ii<MAX_VERTS: ii++) event_count[ii) 0; 

lrank[S_EVNTLST) = S_EVNTM; 
maxatr = S_MAXATRIB; 

I· initialize statistical routines *1 
c_sampst(O.O, S_INIT, 0); 



C FILE(OPTION,LIST) takes a record from the transfer array, and 
it in list, LIST, using the priority scheme, OPTION, defined by 
following constants: 

inserts before first record of list 

files 
the 

S_LIFO 
S FIFO inserts after last record of list 
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1* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

S INCR- list ranked in increasing order on attrib. lrank 
lIst ranked in decreasing order on attrib. lrank 
list ranked in increasing order on attrib. lrank 

and then increasing order of event priority 
(attribute S EVNTRNK) 

NOTE: the last list is reserved to be the List of Scheduled Future Events. 
*1 
void 
c file(option, list) 
int option, list; 
( 

int ii, item; 
float size; 
Entity *tmp, *temp, *new; 

1* if list or option is out of range, die *1 
if (list < 0 && list >= S MAXLISTS) ( 

printf("List %d out of-range, error from c_file, time %f\n",list,cu 
exit(S EXIT FAILURE); 
) - -

if (option < S LIFO && option > S EVNT) ( 
printf(lIoptIon %d out of range; error from c_file, time %f\n",list, 
exit(S EXIT FAILURE); 
) - -

1* file according to desired option *1 
/* malloc the entity, if cannot, stop simulation *1 
new = (Entity *) malloc (sizeof(Entity»; 
if (new == NULL) ( 

printf("Cannot allocate memory for entity, error from c_file, time 
exit(S EXIT FAILURE); 
) - -

/* move transfer array into new entity *1 
for ( ii=O; i~<maxatr; ii++) 

new->attrib[ii) = transfer[ii); 

I*reinitialize attributes of transfer array in case the next use is to cancel an 
for ( ii=3; ii<maxatr; ii++) 

transfer[ii) = 0.0; 

1* add entity to list according to described scheme *1 
switch (option) ( 

case S LIFO: 
case S=FIFO: 

if (lsize[list) == 0) 
new->prev = NULL; 
new->next = NULL; 
head[list) = new; 
tail[list) = new; 
) 

else if (option == S LIFO) ( 
1* insert at head-of list *1 
new->prev = NULL; 
head[list)->prev = new; 



case S INCR 
case S-DECR 
case S:EVNT 

new->next = head(list]; 
head(list] = new; 
) 

else ( 
1* insert at end of list *1 
new->prev = tail(list]; 
new->next = NULL; 
tail(list)->next = new; 
tail(list) = new; 
) 

break; 

1* determine attribute list is ranked on *1 
item = lrank(list); 
1* if invalid attribute, die */ 
if (item < 0 && item >= maxatr) ( 
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printf ("Attribute ""%d'"' out of range, error from c_f 
exit(S EXIT FAILURE) ; 
) - -

1* search list for predecessor */ 
tmp = head(list); 
temp = NULL; 
/* search for spot */ 
while (tmp != NULL) 

( 
if (tmp->attrib(iteml > transfer(item) && 

(optlon == S_INCR I I option 
break; 

if (tmp->attrib(item) < transfer(item) && 

break; 
option == S_DECR) 

S 

if (tmp->attrib(item) == transfer(item) && 
option == S EVNT) 

if (tmp->attrib(S_EVNTRNK) > tnansfer(S_ 
break; 

temp = tmp; 
tmp = tmp->next; 

) 

/* insert new entity */ 
new->prev = temp; 
if (tmp == head(list) 

head(list) = new; 
else 

/* if not inserting at the beginning */ 
temp->next = new; 

new->next = tmp; 
if (tmp == NULL) 

/* inserting at end of list */ 
tail(list) = new; 

else 

break; 

/* inserting in middle of list */ 
tmp->prev = new; 

/* increment list size */ 
lsize(list) = lsize(list) + 1; 

1* update the area under the number in list curve */ 
size = lsize(list); 
c_timest(size, list + S_NUMSTVARS, 0); 



/* 
* C REMOVE (OPTION, LIST) removes an entity (record) from the specified 
* lIst, LIST, and places it in the transfer array, according to OPTION 
* defined by the following constants: 
* S FIRST removes the first element of the list 
* S-LAST removes the last element of the list 
* NOTE: the last-list is reserved to be the List of Scheduled Future Events. 
*/ 
void 
c remove (option, list) 
int option, list; 
( 

int ii; 
float size; 
Entity *tmp; 
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/* if list or option is out of range, die ~/ 
if (list < 0 && list >= S MAXLISTS) ( 

printf("List %d out of-range, error from c_remove, time %f\n",list, 
exit(S EXIT FAILURE) ; 
) - -

if (o~tion < S~FIRST && option > S_LAST) ( 
prlntf("Optlon ""%d"" out of range, error from c_remove, time %f\n" 
exit(S EXIT FAILURE); 
) - -

/* if list is empty, die */ 
if (lsize[list] <= 0) ( 

printf("List %d is empty, error from c_remove, time %f\n",list,curr 
exit(S EXIT FAILURE); 
) - -

/* remove entity from list */ 
if (lsize[list] == 1) ( 

tmp = head[list]; 
head[list] NULL; 
tail[list] = NULL; 
) 

else ( 

) 

switch(option) ( 
case S FIRST: 

- /* remove from head of list */ 
tmp = head[list]; 
head[list] = tmp->next; 
head[list]->prev = NULL; 
tmp->next = NULL; 
break; 

case S_LAST: 
/* remove from end of list */ 
tm~ = tail[list]; 
tall[list] = tmp->prev; 
tail[list]->next = NULL; 
tmp->prev = NULL; 
break; 

!* move removed entity into transfer array */ 
for ( ii=O; ii<maxatr; ii++) 

transfer[ii] = tmp->attrib[ii]; 

/* decrement list size */ 
Isize[list] = lsize[list] - 1; 

/* update the area under the number in list curve */ 
size = Isize[list]; 



c_timest(size, list + S_NUMSTVARS, 0): 

free(tmp) ; 

1* 
* C TIMING is called in the main routine by the user. It determines 
* the next event type to occur, updates the clock TIME, and returns the 
* event type. In determining the next event, REMOVE is called and 
* places the attribute record of the entity into the transfer array. 
*1 
int 
c timing () 
(-

int next; 

1* remove first event from event list */ 

c_remove (S_FIRST, S_EVNTLST) ; 
1* check for a time reversal *1 
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if (transfer[S EVNTM) < current time) ( 
printf("Error from c_timing,-attempt to schedule an event of type %f, 

transfer[S EVNTYP), transfer[S EVNTM), current_time); 
exit(S_EXIT_FAILURE); -

1* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

) 
1* advance the simulation clock */ 
current_time = transfer[S_EVNTM); 
next = transfer[S EVNTYP); 
return(next); -

C CANCEL(ETYPE) cancels thp. first event in the event list of 
type, ETYPE, if the event has parameters matching the elements, 
transfer[3),transfer[4)... in the transfer array. 
If the transfer array 1S empty then the first event of t¥pe, 
ETYPE, is cancelled and its parameter values are placed 1n the 
transfer array. 

*1 
void 
c cancel ( etype) 
float etype: 
( 
1* I changed "etype" to "transfer[l)")*1 
extern *fc: 

int ii,match flag; 
float size; -
Entity *tmp; 

1* printf("*************************cancel etype= %f\n",transfer[l); 
*1 

1* 

*1 

1* search for event in event list *1 
1* if no events in the list, drop out of routine *1 

if (lsize[S EVNTLST) > 0) 
( -

tmp = head[S_EVNTLST); 

while (tmp != NULL) 
( 

fprintf(fc," S EVNTYP= %f attrib= %f etype= %f\n", 
tmp=>attrib[S EVNTYP),tmp->attrib[3), 

transfer[l) ; 

if (tmp->attrib[S_EVNTYP) == transf~r[l)) 



/* 
*/ 

/* 
*/ 

/* 

} 

fprintf(fc,"Matched: event= %f\n",transfer(l); 

/*if no attributes, just cancel the first event of this type*/ 
if(transfer(3)==0.O) break; 

match flag = TRUE; 
for (-ii=3; ii<maxatr; ii++) 
( 

if(tmp->attrib(ii)!=transfer(ii) match_flag=FALSE; 

if(match_flag == TRUE) break; 

tmp = tmp->next; 

/* if not found in the list (tmp=NULL), drop out of routine */ 
if (tmp ! = NULL) 
( 

if (tmp == head[S EVNTLST) 
j* event is first-or only one on list ~j 

c removerS FIRST, S EVNTLST); 
else if (tmp ==-tail[S EVNTLST) 
j* event is last on list *j 

c_remove(S_LAST, S_EVNTLST); 
else 
( 

j* event is in the middle of list, and tmp points to it */ 
tmp->prev->next = tmp->next; 
tmp->next->prev = tmp->prev; 

tmp->prev = NULL; 
tmp->next = NULL; 
/* move removed entity into transfer array *j 
for ( ii=o; ii<maxatr; ii++) 
( 

transfer(ii) = tmp->attrib(ii); 

fprintf(fc,"CSIGLIB.C: ii= %d transfer(ii)= %f\n",ii,transfer(ii); 

} 
/* decrement list size */ 
Isize[S_EVNTLST) = Isize(S_EVNTLST) - 1; 

/* update the area under the number in list curve */ 
size = Isize(S EVNTLST): 
c_timest(size,-S_EVNTLST + S_NUMSTVARS, 0); 

free (tmp) ; 

* C SAMPS1' (VALUE, VARIABLE, PRINT) computes the sample mean, the max, the min 
* and the total number of observations in a set of observations on 
* variable VARIABLE (integer-valued). Each time a new value VALUE 
* (real-valued) of the variable is computed during the simulation, 
* a call to SAMPST will update the statistics. The limit on the 
* number of such variables is given in the header file by the constant 
* S_NUMSTVARS. The argument PRINT when passed as 1, (otherwise, pass as . 
* 0) will cause the following statistics to be placed in the transfer array: 
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* I 
* 
* 0 
* 1 
* 2 
* 3 
*1 
int 
c sampst(value, variable, print) 
float value; 
int variable, print; 
{ 

int ii; 

Transfer(I) 

Sample mean 
Number of observations 
Max value observed 
Min value observed 

/* if variable value out of range, die */ 
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if (variable < S INIT && variable >= S NUMSTVARS) ( 
printf("Variable %d for sampst specIfied out of range, error from c_s 
exit(S EXIT FAILURE); 
J - -

/* initialize stat arrays */ 
if (variable == S INIT) { 

for (ii=O; ii<s NUMSTVARS; ii++) 
s sum[iij ~ 0.0; 

J 

s-max[iij = -1*S HUGE VAL; 
s=min[iil = S_HUGE_VAL; 
s_nobs[ilj = 0; 
J 

else if (print != SPRINT) 
/* collect data *1 

s sum[variablej = s sum[variablej + value; 
if (value> s max[variablej) 

s max[variablej = value; 
if (value < s min[variablej) 

s rnin[variablej = value; 
s_nobs[variablej = s_nobs[variablej + 1; 
J 

else { 
/* print stats */ 
transfer[Oj 0.0; 
transfer[lj = s nobs[variablej; 
transfer[2j = s-rnax[variablej; 
transfer[3j = s-rnin[variablej; 
if (s nobs[variablej != 0) 

transfer[Oj = s_sum[variablej/transfer[lj; 

1* 
* C TIMEST(VALUE,'VARIABLE, PRINT) computes the time average, the max, and 
* tne min of a set of observations on variable VARIABLE (lnteger-valued). 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
*1 
int 

Each time a new value VALUE (real-valued) of the variable is computed 
during the simulation, a call to TIMEST will update the statistics. 
The limit on the number of such variables is given in the header 
file by the constant S NUMSTVARS. The argument PRINT when passed as 1, 
(otherwise pass as 0) will cause the following statistics to be 
placed in the transfer array: 

I Transfer(I) 

o 
1 
2 

Time average up to time of call 
Max value observed up to time of call 
Min value observed up to time of call 

c_timest(value, variable, print) 



float value; 
int variable, print; 
( 

int ii, max_index; 

max index = S NUMSTVARS + S MAXLISTS; 
1* If variable value out of-range, die *1 
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if (variable < S INIT && variable >= max index) ( 
printf("VariaEle %d for timest specifIed out of range, error from c_t 
exit(S EXIT FAILURE); 
) - -

1* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

1* initialize stat arrays */ 
if (variable == S INIT) ( 

for (ii=O; ii<max index; ii++) 
t_area(~i) =-0.0; 
t max[~~) = -1*S HUGE VAL; 
t-min[ii) = 5 HUGE VAL; 
t:preval(ii) ~ 0.0; 
t_tlvc[i~) = current_time; 
) 

t_reset = current_time; 
) 

else if (print != S_PRINT) 
/* collect data *1 
t area[variable) = t area[variable) + 
,- -~current_time-t_tlvc[variable)*t-preval[variabl 
~f (value> t max[var~able) 

t max [variable) = value; 
if (vaIue < t min[variable) 

t min[variable) = value; 
t-preval[variable) = value; 
t_tlvc[variable) = current_time; 
) 

else ( 
1* print stats *1 
t_area[variable) = t area[variable) + 

-(current time-t tlvc[variable)*t-preval[variabl 
t_tlvc[variable) = current time; -
transfer[O) = t area[variaEle)/(current time-t reset); 
transfer(1) t-max[variable); --
transfer(2) t=min[variable); 
) 

C FILEST(LIST) computes the time average, the max, and the min 
01 the number of entities in list, LIST. These statistics are 
automatically computed during the simulation by the FILE and 
REMOVE routines. There will be statistics for each list used. 
The limit on the number of such variables is given in the header 
file b~ the constant S MAXLISTS. If FILEST(LIST) is called, the 
follow~ng statistics wIll be placed in the transfer array: 

I Transfer(I) 

* 0 Time average of # of entities up to time of call 
Max value observed up to time of call * 1 

* 2 
*1 
void 
c filest(list) 
int list; 
I 

Min value observed up to time of call 

1* compute summary stats for lists *1 
list = list + S_NUMSTVARS; 



c_timest(o.O,list,l) ; 

/* Exponential variate generation function */ 
float 
c expon(mean) 
froat mean; 
( 

double u,x; 

/* Generate a U(O,l) random variate. */ 
u = (float) RND; 

/* Return an exponential random variate with mean "mean". */ 
x = -mean * log(u); 
return (float) x; 

/* Random integer generation function. 
* PROB is a pointer to an array of floating point numbers 
* indicating the cdf of some user-defined distribution. 
*/ 
int 
c rndint (prob) 
froat *prob; 
( 

int i; 
float u; 

/* Generate a U(O,l) random variate. */ 
u = (float) RND; 

/* Return a random integer in accordance with the (cumulative) 
distribution function *prob. */ 

for (i = 1; u >= *(prob+i); ++i) 
, 

return i; 

/* Uniform variate generation function, bounds are a and b*/ 
float 
c unifrm(a, b) 
froat a,b; 
( 

float u; 

/* Generate a U(O,l) random variate. */ 

u = (float) RND; 

/* Return a U(a,b) random variate. */ 
return a + u * (b - a); 

/* GAMMA VARIATE GENERATOR WITH FRACTIONAL SHAPE PARAMETER */ 
/* Ahrens and Dieter Gamma Variate Generator with O<a<1, scale 1*/ 
/* Reference: pg 325 of Bratley, Fox, and Schrage, 
/* A GUIDE TO SIMULATION, 2nd Ed. springer-Verlag */ 
float gamma fnc(a) 
float a; -
{ 
/* variable definitions */ 
float Ul, u2; 
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double b,p,x; 
/* recursive rejection algorithm: ref: Bratley, Fox, Schrage, 

pg 325 */ A GUIDE TO SIMULATION: 2nd Ed. 
reject: u1=RND; 
b=(2.71S2S1S2S+a)/2.71S2S182S; 
p=b*u1; 
u2=RND; 
if(p> 1.) 

{ 
x=-log( (b-p)/a); 
if(10g(u2) > (a - 1.) * log(x» goto reject; 
else return(x); 

} 
else 

{ 

/* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

x=exp(log(p)/a) ; 
if(u2 > exp(-x» goto reject; 
else return(x); 

LCG(); Linear Congruential Pseudorandom number generator 
This is Linus Schrage's PMMLCG, translated from FORTRAN to C 
by Paul J. Sanchez. The FORTRAN source u~on which this 
is based is from Law & Kelton, first edit~on, pg 227. 
This translation was intended for use on SoxS6 machine 
architectures, and assumes that an Hint" is 16 bits and 
a "long" is 32 bits. If you run this on a machine with 
32 bit words, change the long definitions to into (Do~'t 
forget those "L"'s at the end of the hex constants.) If 
you don't know what size word your machine uses, uncomment, 
compile, and run the test program that is provided after 
the lcg function. 

*/ 

long 
{ 

lcg (long x) /* ANSI conforming prototype */ 

/* 
* I am assuming that the RNG will be called very often, hence 
* the variables are declared "static" to eliminate the overhead 
* of allocatin9 them ever¥ time the function is called. 
* The arithmet~c is done ~n half words so that bit overflow 
* is (theoretically) impossible. 
*/ 
static long 10 bits, 

hi=bits; 

/* Grab the lower half of x (using bit masking), */ 
/* and multiply by l6S07. */ 

lo_bits = (x & OxFFFFL) * 16S07; 

/* Grab the upper half of x (using bit shift), */ 
/* and multi~ly by l6S07. Add in any overflow from */ 
/* the low bltS multiplication. */ 

hi_bits = «x » 16) * 16S07) + (lo_bits » 16); 

/* Now add all of the pieces together. Pre-subtract */ 
/* Ox7FFFFFFF (which is 2"31 - 1) to avoid overflow. */ 

x «lo_bits & OxFFFFL) - Ox7FFFFFFFL) + 
«hi_bits & Ox7FFFL) « 16) + (hi_bits » 15); 
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1* If we didn't overflow, we now have a negative *1 
1* number: add (2-31 -1) back in. Otherwise, the *1 
1* positive number is the result we would get from *1 
1* doing the MOD operation in the LCG, so Just *1 
1* =eturn it. *1 

return (x < 0 ? (x += OX7FFFFFFFL) : x); 

1* The following is a stand-alone program to test the *1 
1* word length of an integer for your machine 

1* REMOVE THIS LINE TO COMPILE 

#include <stdio.h> 

int main(void) 
{ 

int 1 = 1; 

if (1 « 31) 
puts ("Looks like int >= 32 bits.") ; 

else if (1 « 15) 
puts ("Looks like int >= 16 bits but less 

else 
puts("You have a very odd machine!"); 

} 
*1 1* REMOVE THIS LINE TO COMPILE 

1* CSIGLIB.H *1 

1* include standard functions *1 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#if defined(MSDOS) 
1* #include <malloc.h> *1 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#else 

*1 

1* #include <alloc.h> *1 I*used for TurboC*1 
~endif 

1* CSIG constants *1 

than 32. ") ; 

I*************unused constants for pseudo-random number generators** 
#if defined(MSDOS) 
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*1 

#define RANDSIZE 32767 for Microsoft generator (gives a zero!) 
#else 
#define RANDSIZE pow(2, 15) for Turbo C to avoid redefinition warning 
#endif 
*********************.*******.***********.***************************1 
#define S MAXATRIB 15 
#define S-MAXLISTS 25 
#define MAX_VERTS 50 1* maximum number of events (SiGMA vertices) *1 

#def ne S EVNTLST (S MAXLISTS - 1) 1* last list will always be event q *1 
#def ne S-EVNTII 0 1* first attrib will always be time *1 
#def ne S-EVNT'lP 1 1* second attrib will always be type *1 
#def ne S-EVNTRNK 2 1* third attrib will always be evt. priority * 
#def ne S=:NUMSTVARS 40 1* number of vars to take stats on *1 

#def ne S - LIFO 1 1* options for inserting an entity *1 
#def ne S - FIFO 2 1* into a list using the FILE *1 
ndef ne S - INCR 3 1* function *1 
#def ne S DECR 4 -#def ne S EVNT 5 



.define S FIRST 1 
#define S-LAST 2 

#define S INIT -1 
#define S-PRINT 1 

#define S HUGE VAL 1.0E+9 
#define S-EXIT-FAILURE 1 
#define TRUE I 
#define FALSE 0 

1* options for removing an entity *1 
1* from a list using REMOVE *1 

/* consts for */ 
/* stat routines */ 

/* Entity is a Generic Doubly Linked List of Arrays */ 

typedef struct entity! 
struct entity 

*prev, 
*next; 

/* ptr to previous entity on list */ 
/* ptr to next entity on list */ 

float attrib[S MAXATRIB); 
) Entity; -

/* attribute list for this entity */ 

/* Sets up Arrays of Entity Linked Lists */ 

Entity *head[S_MAXLISTS), *tail[S_'-1AXLISTS); 

/* SYSTEM commmon (global) variables */ 
/* NOTE: The event number for the next event is returned b¥ c timing. 
* When calling the c timing routine, use "c_next c_tim1ngT);" 
* where I c_next I is an integer you have declared in your pl"ogram 
*/ 

int lrank[S MAXLISTS), 
lsize[S=MAXLISTS), 
maxatr, 
event_count[MAX_VERTS); 

/* attribute by which the list is ranked */ 
/* length of list of entities */ 

/* user defined number of attributes */ 
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float transfer[S MAXATRIB), 
current_time; 

/* temporar¥ storage buffer for entity attribut 
/* s1mulated system time */ 

/* STATISTIC COLLECTION COMMON (GLOBAL) VARIABLES */ 
/* s_ vars are for statistical function c_sampst, t_ for t_timest */ 

int s_nobs[S_NUMSTVARS); /* stores # of observations for variables */ 
float s max[S NUMSTVARS), /* max of obs. for variables */ 
s_min[S=NUMSTVARS), /* min of obs. for variables */ 
s_sum[S_NUMSTVARS), /* sum of obs. for variables */ 
t_area[S_MAXLISTS+S_NUMSTVARS), /* area under curve */ 
t_max[S_MAXLISTS+S_NUMSTVARS), /* max of obs. for variables */ 
t_min[S MAXLISTS+S_NUMSTVARS), /* min of obs. for variables */ 
t-prevaI[S_MAXLISTS+S_NUMSTVARS),/* previous value given */ 
t_tlvc[S_MAXLISTS+S_NUMSTVARS), /* time last value collected */ 
t_reset; /* time of last statistical reset */ 
long rndsd; 
int t index; /* dummy index to clear transfer buffer after use */ 
#define RND «float) (rndsd = lcg(rndsd))*4.656612875e-10) 
#define CLK (current time) 
#define LN(val) «float)log«double)val)) 
#defineMOD(a,b) (CCint)(a)) % CCint) (b)) 
#define MAX(a,b) ( (a) > (b) ? (a) : (b) ) 
#define MIN(a,b) ( (a) < (b) ? (a) : (b) ) 
#define SIN(a) (sin(a)) 
ndefine COSta) (cos(a)) 
#define GAM(a) (gamma fnc(a)) 
/*some definitions that-make event scheduling clearer (this uses c_file)*/ 
#define event_time transfer[O) 



#def ne event_type transfer[l) 
~def ne event-priority transfer(2) 
#def ne schedule_event() (c_file(S_EVNT, S_EVNTLST» 

/* CSIGLIB function definition file for functions in CSIGLIB.C */ 
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extern 
extern 
extern 
extern 
extern 
extern 
extern 
extern 
extern 
extern 
extern 
extern 

void c initlk(); /*initializes all global variables and lists*/ 
void c file(); /*~laces entity on the s~ecified list 
void c remove(); /*removes speclfied entity from speclfied list*/ 
int c=timing(); /*finds next event */ 
void c cancel(); /*cancels the specified event */ 
int c sampst(); /*computes state sampled statistics*/ 
int c-timest(); /*computes time interval statistics*/ 
void c-filest(); /*computes statistics on entity lists*/ 
float c-expon() ; /*generates an exponential variate*/ 
int c-rndint(); /*generates a random variate from empirical distn*/ 
float c-unifrm(); /*generates a uniform variate on a,b*/ 

long lcg(long); /*Paul Sanchez's pseudo-random number generator*/ 



A sample input data file: kdex.dat 

9600 
i 
7656 
480 
2401 
3 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 

11495 765719 
333 
111 
2840 3060 3314 
.1 .1 .1 
.06 .06 .06 
2117 2195 2613 
67 89 132 
16.5 16.5 16.5 
13.5 13.5 13.5 
1838 1878 2086 
92 0 0 
500 
1445 0 0 
97 0 0 
93 0 0 
1358 0 0 
000 
480 0 0 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
57600 57600 57600 
19200 19200 19200 
1016 1061 1248 
37792800 37792800 37792800 
23047200 23047200 23047200 
588 680 903 
17 29 52 
480 480 480 
60 60 60 
405 505 529 
7312 7312 7312 
3712 3712 3712 
259 303 350 
1 4 10 
8500 8500 8500 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
o 0 12000 
o 0 6000 
o 0 205 
o 0 1213200 
o 0 1036800 
o 0 164 
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000 

15 15 15 
480 480 480 
10 10 10 
7250 7250 7250 

A sample input data file: kdexn.dat 

144000000 
i 
7656 
480 
3675361 
3 
000 
000 
000 
000 

353791 9241837 
333 
000 
000 
.1 .1 .1 
000 
000 
000 
16.5 16.5 16.5 
000 
000 
92 0 0 
000 
000 
97 0 0 
000 
000 
000 
480 0 0 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
57600 57600 57600 
000 
000 
37792800 37792800 37792800 
000 
000 
000 
480· 480 480 
000 
000 
7312 7312 7312 
000 
000 
000 
8500 8500 8500 
000 
000 
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000 
000 
000 
000 
o 0 12000 
000 
000 
o 0 1213200 
000 
000 
000 

15 15 15 
480 480 480 
10 10 10 
7250 7250 7250 
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Appendix B 
Term Indicator Frequencies 
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Frequency Term Frequency Term Frequency Term 

0.00013 1 0.00026 1"2 0.00065 1:2 
0.00052 2 0.00104 2"2 0.00039 1:2 
0.00131 3 0.00261 3"2 0.00144 1:3 
0.00222 4 0.00444 4"2 0.00118 1:3 
0.00379 5 0.00758 5"2 0.00235 1:4 
0.00679 6 0.01358 6"2 0.00209 1:4 
0.00875 7 0.01750 7"2 0.00392 1:5 
0.01162 8 0.02325 8"2 0.00366 1:5 
0.01724 9 0.03448 9"2 0.00692 1:6 
0.02142 10 0.04284 10"2 0.00666 1:6 
0.02678 11 0.05355 11"2 0.00888 1:7 
0.03383 12 0.06766 12"2 0.00862 1:7 
0.03958 13 0.07915 13"2 0.01176 1:8 
0.04572 14 0.09143 14"2 0.01149 1:8 
0.05290 15 0.10580 15"2 0.01737 1:9 
0.06596 16 0.13192 16"2 0.01711 1:9 
0.06910 17 0.13819 17"2 0.02155 1:10 
0.07680 18 0.15361 18"2 0.02129 1:10 
0.08882 19 0.17764 19"2 0.02691 1:11 
0.11795 20 0.23589 20"2 0.02665 1:11 
0.13271 21 0.26541 21"2 0.03396 1:12 
0.13858 22 0.27717 22"2 0.03370 1:12 
0.16301 23 0.32602 23"2 0.03971 1: 13 
0.17738 24 0.35475 24"2 0.03945 1:13 
0.18874 25 0.37748 25"2 0.04585 1:14 
0.24007 26 0.48015 26"2 0.04559 1:14 
0.24530 27 0.49060 27"2 0.05303 1:15 
0.27247 28 0.45507 28"2 0.05277 1:15 
0.27652 29 0.44697 29"2 0.06609 1:16 
0.28670 30 0.42659 30"2 0.06583 1:16 
0.34130 31 0.31740 31"2 0.06923 1:17 
0.37095 32 0.25810 32"2 0.06897 1:17 
0.39969 33 0.20063 33"2 0.07693 1:18 
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Frequency Term Frequency Term Frequency Term 

0.08895 1:19 0.00274 2:4 0.13323 2:21 
0.08869 1:19 0.00170 2:4 0.13218 2:21 
0.11808 1:20 0.00431 2:5 0.13911 2:22 
0.11782 1:20 0.00327 2:5 0.13806 2:22 
0.13284 1:21 0.00731 2:6 0.16353 2:23 
0.13258 1:21 0.00627 2:6 0.16249 2:23 
0.13871 1:22 0.00927 2:7 0.17790 2:24 
0.13845 1:22 0.00823 2:7 0.17685 2:24 
0.16314 1:23 0.01215 2:8 0.18926 2:25 
0.16288 1:23 0.01110 2:8 0.18822 2:25 
0.17751 1:24 0.01776 2:9 0.24060 2:26 
0.17725 1:24 0.01672 2:9 0.23955 2:26 
0.18887 1:25 0.02194 2:10 0.24582 2:27 
0.18861 1:25 0.02090 2:10 0.24478 2:27 
0.24020 1:26 0.02730 2:11 0.27299 2:28 
0.23994 1:26 0.02625 2:11 0.27194 2:28 
0.24543 1:27 0.03435 2:12 0.27704 2:29 
0.24517 1:27 0.03331 2:12 0.27599 2:29 
0.27260 1:28 0.04010 2:13 0.28723 2:30 
0.27234 1:28 0.03905 2:13 0.28618 2:30 
0.27665 1:29 0.04624 2:14 0.34182 2:31 
0.27638 1:29 0.04519 2:14 0.34078 2:31 
0.28683 1:30 0.05342 2:15 0.37147 2:32 
0.28657 1:30 0.05238 2:15 0.37043 2:32 
0.34143 1: 31 0.06648 2:16 0.40021 2:33 
0.34117 1:31 0.06544 2:16 0.39916 2:33 
0.37108 1:32 0.06962 2:17 0.43339 2: 34 
0.37082 1:32 0.06857 2:17 0.43234 2:34 
0.39982 1:33 0.07732 2:18 0.00353 3:4 
0.39956 1:33 0.07628 2:18 0.00091 3:4 
0.43299 1:34 0.08934 2:19 0.00509 3:5 
0.43273 1:34 0.08830 2:19 0.00248 3:5 
0.00183 2:3 0.11847 2:20 0.00810 3:6 
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Frequency Term Frequency Term Frequency Term 

0.01006 3:7 0.17868 3:24 0.02900 4:11 
0.00745 3:7 0.17607 3:24 0.02456 4:11 
0.01293 3:8 0.19005 3:25 0.03605 4:12 
0.01032 3:8 0.18743 3:25 0.03161 4:12 
0.01855 3:9 0.24138 3:26 0.04180 4:13 
0.01594 3:9 0.23877 3:26 0.03736 4:13 
0.02273 3:10 0.24660 3:27 0.04794 4:14 
0.02011 3:10 0.24399 3:27 0.04350 4:14 
0.02808 3:11 0.27377 3:28 0.05512 4:15 
0.02547 3:11 0.27116 3:28 0.05068 4:15 
0.03514 3:12 0.27782 3:29 0.06818 4:16 
0.03252 3:12 0.27521 3:29 0.06374 4:16 
0.04088 3:13 0.28801 3:30 0.07132 4:17 
0.03827 3:13 0.28540 3:30 0.06688 4:17 
0.04702 3:14 0.34261 3:31 0.07902 4:18 
0.04441 3:14 0.33999 3:31 0.07458 4:18 
0.05421 3:15 0.37226 3:32 0.09104 4:19 
0.05159 3:15 0.36964 3:32 0.08660 4:19 
0.06727 3:16 0.40099 3:33 0.12017 4:20 
0.06466 3:16 0.39838 3:33 0.11573 4:20 
0.07040 3:17 0.43417 3:34 0.13493 4:21 
0.06779 3:17 0.43156 3:34 0.13049 4:21 
0.07811 3:18 0.00601 4:5 0.14080 4:22 
0.07550 3:18 0.00157 4:5 0.13636 4:22 
0.09013 3:19 0.00901 4:6 0.16523 4:23 
0.08751 3:19 0.00457 4:6 0.16079 4:23 

0.11925 3:20 0.01097 4:7 0.17960 4:24 

0.11664 3:20 0.00653 4:7 0.17516 4:24 
0.13401 3:21 0.01385 4:8 0.19096 4:25 
0.13140 3:21 0.00940 4:8 0.18652 4:25 
0.13989 3:22 0.01946 4:9 0.24229 4:26 
0.13728 3:22 0.01502 4:9 0.23785 4:26 
0.16432 3:23 0.02364 4:10 0.24752 4:27 
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Frequency Term Frequency Term Frequency Term 

0.27469 4:28 0.06975 5:16 0.40347 5:33 
0.27025 4:28 0.06217 5:16 0.39590 5:33 
0.27874 4:29 0.07288 5:17 0.43665 5:34 
0.27429 4:29 0.06531 5:17 0.42908 5:34 
0.28892 4:30 0.08059 5:18 .0.01554 6:7 
0.28448 4:30 0.07301 5:18 0.00196 6:7 
0.34352 4:31 0.09261 5:19 0.01842 6:8 
0.33908 4:31 0.08503 5:19 0.00483 6:8 
0.37317 4:32 0.12173 5:20 0.02403 6:9 
0.36873 4:32 0.11416 5:20 0.01045 6:9 
0.40191 4:33 0.13649 5:21 0.02821 6:10 
0.39747 4:33 0.12892 5:21 0.01463 6:10 
0.43508 4:34 0.14237 5:22 0.03357 6:11 
0.43064 4:34 0.13480 5:22 0.01998 6:11 
0.01058 5:6 0.16680 5:23 0.04062 6:12 
0.00300 5:6 0.15922 5:23 0.02704 6:12 
0.01254 5:7 0.18117 5:24 0.04637 6:13 
0.00496 5:7 0.17359 5:24 0.03278 6:13 
0.01541 5:8 0.19253 5:25 0.05251 6:14 
0.00784 5:8 0.18495 5:25 0.03892 6:14 
0.02103 5:9 0.24386 5:26 0.05969 6:15 
0.01345 5:9 0.23629 5:26 0.04611 6:15 
0.02521 5:10 0.24909 5:27 0.07275 6:16 
0.01763 5:10 0.24151 5:27 0.05917 6:16 
0.03056 5:11 0.27625 5:28 0.07589 6:17 
0.02299 5:11 0.26868 5:28 0.06230 6:17 
0.03762 5:12 0.28030 5:29 0.08359 6:18 
0.03004 5:12 0.27273 5:29 0.07001 6:18 
0.04336 5:13 0.29049 5:30 0.09561 6:19 
0.03579 5:13 0.28292 5:30 0.08203 6:19 
0.04950 5:14 0.34509 5:31 0.12474 6:20 
0.04193 5:14 0.33751 5:31 0.11115 6:20 
0.05669 5:15 0.37474 5:32 0.13950 6:21 
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Frequency Term Frequency Term Frequency Term 

0.14538 6:22 0.04258 7:12 0.28527 7:29 
0.13179 6:22 0.02508 7:12 0.26776 7:29 
0.16980 6:23 0.04833 7:13 0.29545 7 :30 
0.15622 6:23 0.03083 7:13 0.27795 7:30 
0.18417 6:24 0.05447 7:14 0.35005 7:31 
0.17059 6:24 0.03696 7:14 0.33255 7 :31 
0.19553 6:25 0.06165 7:15 0.37970 7:32 
0.18195 6:25 0.04415 7:15 0.36220 7:32 
0.24687 6:26 0.07471 7:16 0.40844 7:33 
0.23328 6:26 0.05721 7:16 0.39094 7:33 
0.25209 6:27 0.07785 7:17 0.44161 7:34 
0.23851 6:27 0.06034 7:17 0.42411 7:34 
0.27926 6:28 0.08555 7:18 0.02887 8:9 
0.26567 6:28 0.06805 7:18 0.00562 8:9 
0.28331 6:29 0.09757 7:19 0.03305 8:10 
0.26972 6:29 0.08007 7:19 0.00980 8:10 
0.29350 6:30 0.12670 7:20 0.03840 8:11 
0.27991 6 :30 0.10920 7:20 0.01515 8:11 
0.34809 6:31 0.14146 7:21 0.04545 8:12 
0.33451 6:31 0.12396 7:21 0.02220 8:12 
0.37774 6:32 0.14734 7:22 0.05120 8:13 
0.36416 6:32 0.12983 7:22 0.02795 8:13 
0.40648 6:33 0.17176 7:23 0.05734 8:14 
0.39289 6:33 0.15426 7:23 0.03409 8:14 
0.43966 6:34 0.18613 7:24 0.06452 8:15 
0.42607 6:34 0.16863 7:24 0.04127 8:15 
0.02038 7:8 0.19749 7:25 0.07759 8:16 
0.00287 7:8 0.17999 7:25 0.05434 8:16 
0.02599 7:9 0.24882 7:26 0.08072 8:17 
0.00849 7:9 0.23132 7:26 0.05747 8:17 
0.03017 7:10 0.25405 7:27 0.08843 8:18 
0.01267 7:10 0.23655 7:27 0.06518 8:18 
0.03553 7:11 0.28122 7:28 0.10044 8:19 
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Frequency Term Frequency Term Frequency Term 

0.12957 8:20 0.05107 9:12 0.29376 9:29 
0.10632 8:20 0.01659 9:12 0.25927 9:29 
0.14433 8:21 0.05682 9:13 0.30394 9:30 
0.12108 8:21 0.02234 9:13 0.26946 9:30 
0.15021 8:22 0.06296 9:14 0.35854 9:31 
0.12696 8:22 0.02847 9:14 0.32406 9:31 
0.17463 8:23 0.07014 9:15 0.38819 9:32 
0.15138 8:23 0.03566 9:15 0.35371 9:32 
0.18900 8:24 0.08320 9:16 0.41693 9:33 
0.16575 8:24 0.04872 9:16 0.38245 9:33 
0.20037 8:25 0.08634 9:17 0.45010 9:34 
0.17712 8:25 0.05185 9:17 0.41562 9:34 
0.25170 8:26 0.09404 9:18 0.04820 10:11 
0.22845 8:26 0.05956 9:18 0.00536 10:11 
0.25692 8:27 0.10606 9:19 0.05525 10:12 
0.23367 8:27 0.07158 9:19 0.01241 10:12 
0.28409 8:28 0.13519 9:20 0.06100 10: 13 
0.26084 8:28 0.10071 9:20 0.01816 10: 13 
0.28814 8:29 0.14995 9:21 0.06714 10:14 
0.26489 8:29 0.11546 9:21 0.02429 10:14 
0.29833 8:30 0.15583 9:22 0.07432 10:15 
0.27508 8:30 0.12134 9:22 0.03148 10:15 
0.35293 8:31 0.18025 9:23 0.08738 10:16 
0.32968 8:31 0.14577 9:23 0.04454 10:16 
0.38258 8:32 0.19462 9:24 0.09052 10:17 
0.35933 8:32 0.16014 9:24 0.04768 10:17 
0.41131 8:33 0.20598 9:25 0.09822 10:18 
0.38806 8:33 0.17150 9:25 0.05538 10:18 
0.44449 8:34 0.25731 9:26 0.11024 10:19 
0.42124 8:34 0.22283 9:26 0.06740 10:19 
0.03866 9:10 0.26254 9:27 0.13937 10:20 
0.00418 9:10 0.22806 9:27 0.09653 10:20 
0.04402 9:11 0.28971 9:28 0.15413 10:21 
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Frequency Term Frequency Term Frequency TF.(m 

0.16001 10:22 0.09274 11:16 0.42646 11:33 
0.11716 10:22 0.03918 11:16 0.37291 11:33 
0.18443 10:23 0.09587 11:17 0.45964 11:34 
0.14159 10:23 0.04232 11:17 0.40609 11:34 
0.19880 10:24 0.10358 11:18 0.07341 12:13 
0.15596 10:24 0.05003 11:18 0.00575 12:13 
0.21016 10:25 0.11560 11:19 0.07955 12:14 
0.16732 10:25 0.06204 11:19 0.01189 12:14 
0.26149 10:26 0.14472 11:20 0.08673 12:15 
0.21865 10:26 0.09117 11:20 0.01907 12:15 
0.26672 10:27 0.15948 11:21 0.09979 12:16 
0.22388 10:27 0.10593 11:21 0.03213 12:16 
0.29389 10:28 0.16536 11:22 0.10293 12:17 
0.25104 10:28 0.11181 11:22 0.03527 12:17 
0.29794 10:29 0.18979 11:23 0.11063 12:18 
0.25509 10:29 0.13623 11:23 0.04297 12:18 
0.30812 10:30 0.20415 11:24 0.12265 12:19 
0.26528 10:30 0.15060 11:24 0.05499 12:19 
0.36272 10:31 0.21552 11:25 0.15178 12:20 
0.31988 10:31 0.16196 11:25 0.08412 12:20 
0.39237 10:32 0.26685 11:26 0.16654 12:21 
0.34953 10:32 0.21330 11:26 0.09888 12:21 
0.42111 10:33 0.27207 11:27 0.17241 12:22 
0.37827 10:33 0.21852 11:27 0.10475 12:22 
0.45428 10:34 0.29924 11:28 0.19684 12:23 
0.41144 10:34 0.24569 11:28 0.12918 12:23 

0.06061 11:12 0.30329 11:29 0.21121 12:24 
0.00705 11:12 0.24974 11:29 0.14355 12:24 
0.06635 11:13 0.31348 11:30 0.22257 12:25 
0.01280 11 :13 0.25993 11:30 0.15491 12:25 
0.07249 11:14 0.36808 11:31 0.27390 12:26 
0.01894 11:14 0.31452 11:31 0.20624 12:26 

0.07968 11:15 0.39773 11:32 0.27913 12:27 
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Frequency Term Frequency Term Frequency Term 

0.30630 12:28 0.21695 13 :24 0.17842 14:21 
0.23864 12:28 0.13780 13:24 0.08699 14:21 

0.31034 12:29 0.22832 13:25 0.18430 14:22 
0.24269 12:29 0.14916 13:25 0.09287 14:22 
0.32053 12:30 0.27965 13:26 0.20873 14:23 
0.25287 12:30 0.20050 13 :26 0.11729 14:23 
0.37513 12:31 0.28487 13: 27 0.22309 14:24 
0.30747 12:31 0.20572 13:27 0.13166 14:24 
0.40478 12:32 0.31204 13:28 0.23446 14:25 
0.33712 12:32 0.23289 13:28 0.14303 14:25 
0.43352 12:33 0.31609 13: 29 0.28579 14:26 
0.36586 12:33 0.23694 13:29 0.19436 14:26 
0.46669 12:34 0.32628 13:30 0.29101 14:27 
0.39903 12:34 0.24713 13:30 0.19958 14:27 
0.08529 13:14 0.38088 13:31 0.31818 14:28 
0.00614 13:14 0.30172 13:31 0.22675 14:28 
0.09248 13 :15 0.41053 13:32 0.32223 14:29 
0.01332 13:15 0.33137 13:32 0.23080 14:29 
0.10554 13:16 0.43926 13:33 0.33242 14:30 
0.02638 13:16 0.36011 13:33 0.24099 14:30 
0.10867 13:17 0.47244 13:34 0.38702 14:31 
0.02952 13:17. 0.39329 13:34 0.29559 14:31 
0.11638 13:18. 0.09862 14:15 0.41667 14:32 
0.03723 13:18 0.00718 14:15 0.32524 14:32 
0.12840 13:19 0.11168 14:16 0.44540 14:33 
0.04924 13:19 0.02025 14:16 0.35397 14:33 

0.15752 13:20 0.11481 14:17 0.47858 14:34 
0.07837 13:20 0.02338 14:17 0.38715 14:34 
0.17228 13:21 0.12252 14:18 0.11886 15:16 
0.09313 13:21 0.03109 14:18 0.01306 15:16 

0.17816 13:22 0.13453 14:19 0.12200 15:17 

0.09901 13:22 0.04310 14:19 0.01620 15:17 

0.20259 13:23 0.16366 14:20 0.12970 15:18 
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Frequency Term Frequency Term Frequency Term 

0.14172 15:19 0.14276 16:18 0.14590 17:18 
0.03592 15:19 0.01084 16:18 0.00771 17:18 
0.17085 15:20 0.15478 16:19 0.15792 17:19 
0.06505 15:20 0.02286 16:19 0.01972 17:19 
0.18561 15:21 0.18391 16:20 0.18704 17:20 
0.07981 15:21 0.05199 16:20 0.04885 17:20 
0.19148 15:22 10.19867 16:21 0.20180 17:21 
0.08568 15:22 0.06675 16:21 0.06361 17:21 
0.21591 15:23 0.20455 16:22 0.20768 17:22 
0.11011 15:23 0.07262 16:22 0.06949 17:22 
0.23028 15:24 0.22897 16:23 0.23211 17:23 
0.12448 15:24 0.09705 16:23 0.09391 17:23 
0.24164 15:25 0.24334 16:24 0.24647 17:24 
0.13584 15:25 0.11142 16:24 0.10828 17:24 
0.29297 15:26 0.25470 16:25 0.25784 17:25 
0.18717 15:26 0.12278 16:25 0.11964 17:25 
0.29820 15:27 0.30603 16:26 0.30917 17:26 
0.19240 15:27 0.17411 16:26 0.17098 17:26 
0.32537 15:28 0.31126 16:27 0.31439 17:27 
0.21957 15:28 0.17934 16:27 0.17620 17:27 
0.32941 15:29 0.33843 16:28 0.34156 17:28 
0.22362 15:29 0.20650 16:28 0.20337 17:28 
0.33960 15:30 0.34248 16:29 0.34561 17:29 
0.23380 15:30 0.21055 16:29 0.20742 17:29 
0.39420 15: 31 . 0.35266 16:30 0.35580 17:30 
0.28840 15:31 0.22074 16:30 0.21761 17:30 
0.42385 15:32 0.40726 16:31 0.41040 17:31 
0.31805 15:32 0.27534 16:31 0.27220 17:31 
0.45259 15:33 0.43691 16:32 0.44005 17:32 
0.34679 15:33 0.30499 16:32 0.30185 17:32 
0.48576 15:34 0.46565 16:33 0.46878 17:33 
0.37996 15:34 0.33373 16:33 0.33059 17:33 
0.13506 16:17 0.49882 16:34 0.49804 17:34 
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Frequency Term Frequency Term Frequency Term 

0.16562 18:19 0.22153 19:21 0.29532 20:24 
0.01202 18:19 0.04389 19:21 0.05943 20:24 
0.19475 18:20 0.22740 19:22 0.30669 20:25 
0.04114 18:20 0.04976 19:22 0.07079 20:25 
0.20951 18:21 0.25183 19:23 0.35802 20:26 
0.05590 18:21 0.07419 19:23 0.12213 20:26 
0.21539 18:22 0.26620 19:24 0.36324 20:27 
0.06178 18:22 0.08856 19:24 0.12735 20:27 
0.23981 18:23 0.27756 19:25 0.39041 20:28 
0.08621 18:23 0.09992 19:25 0.15452 20:28 
0.25418 18:24 0.32889 19:26 0.39446 20:29 
0.10057 18:24 0.15125 19:26 0.15857 20:29 
0.26554 18:25 0.33412 19:27 0.40465 20:30 
0.11194 18:25 0.15648 19:27 0.16876 20:30 
0.31688 18:26 0.36129 19:28 0.45925 20:31 
0.16327 18:26 0.18365 19:28 0.22335 20:31 
0.32210 18:27 0.36533 19:29 0.48890 20:32 
0.16850 18:27 0.18770 19:29 0.25300 20:32 
0.34927 18:28 0.37552 19:30 0.48237 20:33 
0.19566 18:28 0.19788 19:30 0.28174 20:33 
0.35332 18:29 0.43012 19:31 0.44919 20:34 
0.19971 18:29 0.25248 19:31 0.31492 20:34 
0.36351 18:30 0.45977 19:32 0.27129 21:22 
0.20990 18:30 0.28213 19:32 0.00588 21:22 
0.41810 18:31 0.48851 19:33 0.29572 21:23 
0.26450 18:31 0.31087 19:33 0.03030 21:23 
0.44775 18:32 0.47832 19:34 0.31008 21:24 
0.29415 18:32 0.34404 19:34 0.04467 21:24 
0.47649 18:33 0.25065 20:21 0.32145 21:25 
0.32288 18:33 0.01476 20:21 0.05603 21:25 
0.49033 18:34 0.25653 20:22 0.37278 21:26 
0.35606 18:34 0.02064 20 ,22

1 
0.10737 21:26 

0.20677 19:20 0.28096 20:23 0.37800 21:27 
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Frequency Term Frequency Term Frequency Term 

0.40517 21:28 0.46173 22:33 0.45389 24:29 
0.13976 21:28 0.26110 22:33 0.09914 24:29 
0.40922 21:29 0.42855 22:34 0.46408 24:30 
0.14381 21:29 0.29428 22:34 0.10933 24:30 
0.41941 21:30 0.34039 23:24 0.48132 24:31 
0.15400 21:30 0.01437 23:24 0.16392 24:31 
0.47401 21:31 0.35175 23:25 0.45167 24:32 
0.20859 21:31 0.02573 23:25 0.19357 24:32 
0.49634 21:32 0.40308 23:26 0.42294 24:33 
0.23824 21:32 0.07706 23:26 0.22231 24:33 
0.46761 21:33 0.40831 23:27 0.38976 24:34 
0.26698 21:33 0.08229 23:27 0.25549 24:34 
0.43443 21:34 0.43548 23:28 0.42881 25:26 
0.30016 21:34 0.10946 23:28 0.05133 25:26 
0.30159 22:23 0.43952 23:29 0.43404 25:27 
0.02443 22:23 0.11351 23:29 0.05656 25:27 
0.31596 22:24 0.44971 23:30 0.46121 25:28 
0.03879 22:24 0.12369 23:30 0.08373 25:28 
0.32732 22:25 0.49569 23:31 0.46526 25:29 
0.05016 22:25 0.17829 23:31 0.08777 25:29 
0.37866 22:26 0.46604 23:32 0.47544 25:30 
0.10149 22:26 0.20794 23:32 0.09796 25:30 
0.38388 22:27 0.43730 23:33 0.46996 25:31 
0.10671 22:27 0.23668 23:33 0.15256 25:31 
0.41105 22:28 0.40413 23:34 0.44031 25:32 
0.13388 22:28 0.26985 23:34 0.18221 25:32 
0.41510 22:29 0.36612 24:25 0.41157 25:33 
0.13793 22:29 0.01136 24:25 0.21095 25:33 
0.42529 22:30 0.41745 24:26 0.37840 25:34 
0.14812 22:30 0.06270 24:26 0.24412 25:34 
0.47989 22:31 0.42268 24:27 0.48537 26:27 
0.20272 22:31 0.06792 24:27 0.00522 26:27 
0.49046 22:32 0.44984 24:28 0.48746 26:28 
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Frequency Term Frequency Term Frequency Term 

0.40517 21:28 0.46173 22:33 0.45389 24:29 
0.13976 21:28 0.26110 22:33 0.09914 24:29 
0.40922 21:29 0.42855 22:34 0.46408 24:30 
0.14381 21:29 0.29428 22:34 0.10933 24:30 
0.41941 21:30 0.34039 23:24 0.48132 24:31 
0.15400 21:30 0.01437 23:24 0.16392 24:31 
0.47401 21:31 0.35175 23:25 0.45167 24:32 
0.20859 21:31 0.02573 23:25 0.19357 24:32 
0.49634 21:32 0.40308 23:26 0.42294 24:33 
0.23824 21:32 0.07706 23:26 0.22231 24:33 
0.46761 21:33 0.40831 23:27 0.38976 24:34 
0.26698 21:33 0.08229 23:27 0.25549 24:34 
0.43443 21:34 0.43548 23:28 0.42881 25:26 
0.30016 21:34 0.10946 23:28 0.05133 25:26 
0.30159 22:23 0.43952 23:29 0.43404 25:27 
0.02443 22:23 0.11351 23:29 0.05656 25:27 
0.31596 22:24 0.44971 23:30 0.46121 25:28 
0.03879 22:24 0.12369 23:30 0.08373 25:28 
0.32732 22:25 0.49569 23:31 0.46526 25:29 
0.05016 22:25 0.17829 23:31 0.08777 25:29 
0.37866 22:26 0.46604 23:32 0.47544 25:30 
0.10149 22:26 0.20794 23:32 0.09796 25:30 
0.38388 22:27 0.43730 23:33 0.46996 25:31 
0.10671 22:27 0.23668 23:33 0.15256 25:31 
0.41105 22:28 0.40413 23:34 0.44031 25:32 
0.13388 22:28 0.26985 23:34 0.18221 25:32 
0.41510 22:29 0.36612 24:25 0.41157 25:33 
0.13793 22:29 0.01136 24:25 0.21095 25:33 
0.42529 22:30 0.41745 24:26 0.37840 25:34 
0.14812 22:30 0.06270 24:26 0.24412 25:34 
0.47989 22:31 0.42268 24:27 0.48537 26:27 
0.20272 22:31 0.06792 24:27 0.00522 26:27 
0.49046 22:32 0.44984 24:28 0.48746 26:28 
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Frequency Term Frequency Term 

0.48341 26:29 0.32785 28:33 
0.03644 26:29 0.12722 28:33 
0.47322 26:30 0.29467 28:34 
0.04663 26:30 0.16040 28:34 
0.41863 26:31 0.43678 29:30 
0.10123 26:31 0.01019 29:30 
0.38898 26:32 0.38218 29:31 
0.13088 26:32 0.06479 29:31 
0.36024 26:33 0.35253 29:32 
0.15961 26:33 0.09444 29:32 
0.32706 26:34 0.32380 29:33 
0.19279 26:34 0.12317 29:33 
0.48224 27:28 0.29062 29:34 
0.02717 27:28 0.15635 29:34 
0.47819 27:29 0.37200 30:31 
0.03122 27:29 0.05460 30:31 
0.46800 27:30 0.34235 30:32 
0.04141 27:30 0.08425 30:32 
0.41340 27:31 0.31361 30:33 
0.09600 27:31 0.11298 30:33 
0.38375 27:32 0.28043 30:34 
0.12565 27:32 0.14616 30:34 
0.35502 27:33 0.28775 31:32 
0.15439 27:33 0.02965 31:32 
0.32184 27:34 0.25901 31:33 
0.18757 27:34 0.05839 31:33 
0.45102 28:29 0.22584 31:34 
0.00405 28:29 0.09156 31:34 
0.44083 28:30 0.22936 32:33 
0.01424 28:30 0.02874 32:33 
0.38623 28:31 0.19619 32:34 

0.06883 28:31 0.06191 32:34 
0.35658 28:32 0.16745 33:34 

'-1 
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